Department of Energy
Carlsbad Area Office
P. 0. Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221
September 30, 1999

Mr. Greg Lewis, Director
Water and Waste Management Division
New Mexico Environment Department
P. 0. Box 2611 0
Santa Fe, NM 87502-6110
Dear Mr. Lewis:
Enclosed is the Interim Final Audit Report prepared by the U. S. Department of Energy, Carlsbad Area
Office (CAO) in response to provision C set out in the Memorandum of Agreement with the State of New
Mexico Environment Department. This report was prepared using the checklist provided in Attachment
B6 of the November 13, 1998 Draft Hazardous Waste Permit. This report is to provide the State and
CAO a document that will be used to determine the format and content of the audit report required by the
Permit, and reflects the CAO audit process and activities conducted at the Rocky Flats Environmental
and Technology Site June 16-18, 1999.
The format of this report is not ordered exactly as that presented in the annotated outline but presents all
the elements included in the outline. The outline was provided to determine scope not to prescribe
section headings in a specific order. Deficiencies identified with respect to CAO requirements in place at
the time of the audit resulted in corrective action reports (CARs). Deficiencies identified with respect to
the waste analysis plan that were acceptable based on the current CAO requirements were not written
into CARS; however, these deficiencies will be corrected or will become CARs when the site is audited
using the final permit. The audit report clearly identifies these areas in the "Issues" section for each table
in the B6 checklist.
The standard operating procedures cited in the checklist will not accompany this interim report because it
is expected that they will be revised to be in compliance with the final permit. They will be provided to the
State in association with the certification audit that will be performed using the final permit.
CAO appreciates the opportunity to discuss the format and content of the required submittal in advance of
the first required deliverable. If you have questions or comments, please contact Beth Bennington at
(505) 234-7482.

cc w/enclosure:
S. Zappe, NMED
C. Walker, Tech Law
R. Neill, EEG
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Carlsbad Area Office (CAO) Audit A-99-21 was conducted to evaluate the adequacy
and implementation of the Rocky Flats Environmental Technology Site (RFETS)
transuranic (TRU) waste characterization activities relative to the CAO Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP) Program requirements detailed in the draft Hazardous Waste Facility
Permit, Attachment 86.
The audit was conducted at the RFETS facility June 16-18, 1999. The audit team
concluded that the adequacy of the RFETS technical and Quality Assurance (QA)
programs, as applicable to these activities, was satisfactory in meeting CAO WIPP
Program requirements contained in the draft Hazardous Waste Facility Permit,
Attachment 86, except for the deficiencies identified in the corrective action report
(CAR) discussed below. The audit team also concluded that the defined QA and
technical programs for these activities were being implemented in accordance with the
RFETS Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPjP) and RFETS implementing procedures.
The audit team identified 10 conditions adverse to quality, resulting in the issuance of
one CAR that requires corrective action in the chain-of-custody (COC) process. Twelve
deficiencies, isolated in nature and requiring only remedial corrective actions, were
corrected during the audit (CDA). One Observation was identified. The CAR, CDAs,
and Observation are described in Section 6.0.
2.0 SCOPE AND PURPOSE
2.1 Scope

The audit team evaluated the adequacy and implementation of the RFETS TRU waste
characterization processes relative to the CAO WIPP Program requirements contained
in the draft Hazardous Waste Facility Permit, Attachment 8-6. Compliance was
determined by completing the Attachment 86 checklist for the applicable RFETS
activities.
The following elements were evaluated in accordance with the permit attachment:
Waste Analysis Plan (WAP)
Solids and soils/gravel sampling
Acceptable knowledge
Headspace gas
Radiography
Visual examination
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The evaluation of RFETS TRU waste activities and documents was based on current
revisions of the following documents:
RFETS QAPjP for the Transuranic Waste Characterization Program, 95-QAPjP0050, revision 3, February 25, 1999
RFETS Transuranic Waste Management Manual, 3-MAN-008-WM-001,
revision 2, February 25, 1999
Related RFETS technical and quality assurance implementing procedures
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant Hazardous Waste Facility (Draft) Permit, EPA No.
NM4890139088, New Mexico Environment Department, November 13, 1998.

The reports for CAO Audit A-99-07, Recertification Audit for TRU Waste
Characterization and Certification, performed March 1-5, 1999 and CAO Audit A-9909, TRU Waste Characterization of Salt Stabilization and LECO Crucible Repackaging
Activities, performed April 12-15, 1999, were used during completion of the Attachment
B6 checklists to obtain documentation of objective evidence that the checklist items
had been addressed.
2.2 Purpose

The audit was performed to verify compliance of waste characterization activities at
RFETS with the draft WIPP Hazardous Waste Facility Permit.

3.0 AUDIT TEAM AND OBSERVERS
AUDITORS/TECHNICAL
Beth Bennington
Charlie Riggs
Jack Walsh
Kerry Watson
Mark Doherty
William Weston
OBSERVERS
Ben Walker

SPECIALISTS
Waste Certification Manager, CAO
Audit Team Leader, CTAC
Auditor, CTAC
Technical Specialist, CTAC, Tables B1, B2
Technical Specialist, CTAC, Tables B1, B3, B5, B6
Technical Specialist, WID, Tables B1, B4

Environmental Evaluation Group

4.0 AUDIT PARTICIPANTS

RFETS individuals contacted during the audit process are identified in Attachment 1. A
preaudit meeting was held at RFETS 460 Building on June 15, 1999. A daily meeting
was held with RFETS management and staff to discuss issues and potential
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deficiencies. The audit was concluded with a postaudit meeting held at RFETS 460
Building on June 18, 1999.

5.0 SUMMARY OF AUDIT RESULTS
5.1 Program Adequacy and Implementation
The audit team concluded that the applicable RFETS TRU waste characterization
activities, as described in the associated RFETS implementing procedures,
satisfactorily meet the CAO WIPP Program requirements contained in Attachment 86 of
the draft Hazardous Waste Facility Permit, except for the deficiencies identified in
Section 6.1. Details of audit activities, including specific objective evidence reviewed,
are described below and in the attached 86 checklist. The checklists identify areas in
which CAO has interpreted the WAP requirements and found RFETS procedures
equivalent to those requirements (the CAO acceptance letter is listed).

5.2 Technical Activities
Objective evidence for verifying many of the items on the 86 checklist are found on
checklists from CAO certification audits. This was accomplished as follows:
•

The requirement on the 86 table was located in a RFETS procedure.

•

The checklists addressing that procedure for previous audits were reviewed to
determine if the item on the 86 table had been verified by the auditor.

•

If so, the objective evidence cited on the original checklist was used to complete the
"Item Reviewed" column on the 86 checklists.

•

If there was no corresponding verification from a past audit, the question from the
86 checklist was reviewed during this audit.

If a question could not be satisfactorily answered, an audit concern form was prepared.
RFETS was able to quickly revise procedures to address many of the deficient areas.
Those that could not be adequately addressed during the audit were included in a CAR
prepared to document the concern and to allow CAO to track the RFETS efforts to
remediate the deficiencies.
The following sections describe the audit activities for each of the 86 checklists. The
"issues" identify checklist items that either conflict with the WAP, require clarification or
interpretation, or have not been required of the sites by CAO (typically because they
were not in the initial permit application). It is intended that these issues will provide
material for the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) and CAO to discuss and
subsequently refine the checklist. Attachment 2 contains a list of RFETS procedures
that were included in the audit.
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Most of the questions on the six checklists were completed satisfactorily. Three
questions were answered "No" on checklist 86-1. Two have been addressed by the
revised CAR 99-041 (items 46 and 47) and one is an issue CAO will discuss with
NMED (item 58). Eight questions were answered "No" on checklist 86-2. Seven have
been addressed in the revised CAR-041 (items 38, 39, 42, 43, 44, 48, and 50), and one
is a RFETS procedure implementation issue regarding sample container size (item 19).
5.2.1 Table 86-1 WAP Checklist

The 86-1 checklist addresses program requirements from an overall management
perspective. It ensures that the waste characterization strategy as defined in the WAP
is implemented by a TRU waste site using controlled procedures. Each
characterization process involves:
• Collection of raw data
• Collection of quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) samples or information
• Reduction of the data to a useable format, including a standard report
• Review of the report by the data generation facility and the site project office
• A comparison of the data against Program data quality objectives
• Reporting the final waste characterization information to WIPP.
The flow of data from the point of generation to inclusion in the Waste Stream Profile
Form for each characterization technique (such as headspace gas sampling or visual
examination) was reviewed to ensure that all applicable requirements were captured in
the site operating procedures. The audit team then reviewed objective evidence (e.g.,
batch data reports, observation of activities) to demonstrate that the site had
implemented those procedures.
The WAP checklist was completed in part by reviewing checklists from CAO certification
audits, including A-99-07 (March 1-5, 1999) and A-99-09 (April 12-15, 1999). Many of
the questions on the 86-1 checklist relate to acceptable knowledge and were
addressed through the review of the RFETS Acceptable Knowledge Summary Report
(RMRS-98-100). Several batch data reports were reviewed for completeness and
accuracy. These included reports for headspace gas sampling, solidified sampling,
real-time radiography, visual examination, headspace gas analysis for volatile organic
compounds, and analysis of solids for metals. Two RFETS Waste Stream Profile
Forms (RF002.01 and RF005.01) and the information related to them were reviewed to
establish the objective evidence for reporting waste characterization information to
WIPP.
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RFETS did not demonstrate coring solidified drums of waste and will not characterize
these waste streams until a future date. CAO will not accept this waste form from
RFETS until the coring processes have been approved. Those items that address
newly generated waste (as identified in the checklist tables) have been completed for
salt residues and LEGO crucibles only; no other newly generated waste or repackaging
processes have been certified to date.
Salt residues required stabilization prior to disposal. The salt was heated to a molten
state (greater than 800°C degrees centigrade) for about two hours to remove remaining
pyrophorics and to eliminate the potential for the waste to be reactive. RFETS
demonstrated sampling molten salt in lieu of coring the solidified final waste form. The
WAP currently only addresses coring solid forms. The procedure used by RFETS to
sample the waste in the molten state was accepted for two reasons: 1) RFETS is using
EPA SW-846 and American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) methods (as
allowed by SW-846) and 2) collecting the sample in the molten state results in a more
representative sample compared with coring a container. The salts were raised to
temperatures well above the boiling point of the volatile and semi-volatile target
analytes for about two hours; therefore, the target analytes will not be present in the
salts.
RFETS has not fully implemented the COC requirements for solids. An existing CAR
was revised to include this deficiency and is discussed below. (see 5.2.2)
The item numbers listed below refer to the left hand column on the 86 checklist.
Table 86-1 Issues
Item 2. Acceptable knowledge is used to delineate waste streams; the characterization
techniques are used to confirm the designation.
Items 18, 19. The site does not submit Waste Stream Profile Forms directly to the
NMED.
Item 20. Ensuring that the site uses a laboratory that is qualified through participation
in the Performance Demonstration Program (PDP) is best controlled by the QAPjP
management controls. It is not practical to address this requirement through an
operating procedure.
Item 22. The evaluation to determine if there will be adverse health effects is the
responsibility of WIPP rather than the site.
Item 26. It would be better to ask if these programmatic requirements are specified in
the QAPjP. It is not practical to control this through an operating procedure.
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Item 29. RFETS has not sampled salt residues for volatile organic compounds (VOCs)
and semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs) because the acceptable knowledge
characterization and the treatment process render the presence of volatiles unlikely.
Section 5.2.1 of the Transuranic Waste Characterization Quality Assurance Program
Plan (QAPP) exempts the salt waste matrix from analysis for total VOCs and SVOCs
because of the treatment environment.
Item 35. For batch data report reviews, the term "non-programmatic" has been
interpreted to be the same as "independent" as described in WAP Section B3-10.
Item 38. The data qualaity objective (DQO) reconciliation at RFETS is performed
during Waste Stream Profile Form preparation, not during the Level II data review.
Level I and II reviews verify that the individual quality assurance objectives (QAOs) are
met, which then address the container specific DQOs.
Item 45. The solid sampling QAOs are determined from sampling results; therefore, the
site project office (SPO) QA Office performs them rather than during the Level I review.
The real-time radiography visual examination (RTRNE) comparability is done at the
SPO level.
Item 48. WAP Section B-4a(4), November 13, 1998, allows the format to be defined in
the procedures.
Item 51. Data generation level activities are reported to the site project level before
they can be sent to the Permittee.
Item 56. This text was deleted from WAP Section B-4a(5), November 13, 1998, and is
addressed elsewhere on this checklist (data reports).
Item 57. Because this report is not routine, there is no procedure for preparing it. The
format is defined in the WIPP QAPP.
Item 58. CAO does not require the site to report nonconformances to CAO within 5
days. CAO requires that significant conditions adverse to quality be reported to CAO
for waste that will be shipped to WIPP Quality Assurance Program Document ((QAPD)
1.3.2.2.B).
Item 59. This text was deleted from WAP Section B-4a(5), November 13, 1998, and is
addressed elsewhere on this checklist (data reports).
Item 75. Because this report is not routine, there is no procedure for preparing it. The
format is defined in the WIPP QAPP.
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5.2.2 Table 86-2 Solids and Soils/Gravel Sampling Checklist
The checklist was completed in part by reviewing checklists from CAO certification
audits, including A-98-29 (August 31 - September 2, 1998) and A-99-09 (April 12-15,
1999). Actual waste generation activities were observed. Records generated by those
operations and by operations completed prior to the audit were evaluated for
implementation and effectiveness. The only solids waste stream being generated by
RFETS was molten salt residues in process batches. There are no continuously
generated waste processes and no coring of solidified monoliths of waste. No
soils/gravel waste streams are being addressed by RFETS at this time.
Many of the questions on the 86-2 checklist involve the technique, handling, and quality
controls associated with sampling. Equipment must be controlled to ensure that it does
not contaminate the sample. Sample integrity must be protected using specific COC
procedures to ensure that the analytical results are defensible. Sample collection
techniques are assessed through the collection of QC samples and evaluation of the
process against specific QAOs.
Because the only solids waste stream under consideration was the salt residues, and
because this waste is best sampled in the molten state, questions pertaining to coring
were not applicable and were not addressed in this audit. CAO will audit that sampling
process when RFETS develops the ability to core solidified waste.
The sampling process for molten salt includes all WAP requirements to ensure that the
waste is randomly selected and that the results are used to demonstrate that a
sufficient number of samples were collected. These procedures will be applicable to all
solidified waste streams that will be characterized in the future.
RFETS has no processes that generate waste on a continuous basis suitable for the
process control methods cited in the WAP. In general, Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA) constituents present in TRU waste are not controlled parameters.
The final product or physical waste form is generally what is controlled in these types of
processes (for example, metal purity from a foundry or a waste form that can be
solidified with cement). There is no way to control RCRA constituent concentration in
the waste because it is not controlled as an input; therefore, these waste streams are
best characterized in process batches or lots.
The RFETS solids sampling program was found to be deficient in the areas of COC and
sample handling. CAR 99-41 was revised to incorporate these areas. RFETS is
currently addressing the deficiencies. These deficiencies are discussed in general in
Section 6.1.1.1 of this report and in detail in the CAR. These issues, while potentially
data quality affecting, were evaluated to determine if the data collected would be
adversely affected. A concern was identified that the disposable dippers used for
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molten salt sampling were not certified for cleanliness before use. Because of the
sampling environment and the analytical results obtained from the samples, it was
determined that the dippers did not contaminate the samples. Equipment blanks were
later collected to establish dipper cleanliness. The problems associated with COG must
be addressed; however, because the site does not ship samples off-site, the potential
for tampering with the samples is negligible. The samples have been accepted by CAO
because the controls in place were sufficient to protect them while on-site.
Because the salt residue waste stream was sampled in the molten state, several
questions on the checklist do not directly apply to this sampling technique. CAO
required RFETS to implement QA controls to ensure that this sampling technique
included all applicable controls imposed by the WAP on coring. The sampling
technique was then deemed to be "equivalent" to the requirements contained in the
WAP for coring. This evaluation is documented in correspondence from CAO to
RFETS: CAO:OWDO:MRB 99-0358; CAO:NTP:RAS 98-0617; CAO:QA:RAS-98-0958UFC-5822; CAO:OWDO:BS 98-1407; and CAO:OWDO:RAS 98-1424.
Differences between the WAP and the RFETS process for sampling molten salts are as
follows:
•

The salt samples were collected using the dipper method from SW-846, Chapter 9.

•

Sample digestion was performed using SW-846 Method 3050.

•

Salt samples did not require preservation by cooling to preserve the samples for
metals (SW-846 for total chromium).

•

Salts were not analyzed for volatile constituents (headspace gas and total
concentration) because the treatment environment would eliminate any trace of
them (>800°C while stirring for two hours).

The first three differences are defensible because RFETS followed EPA SW-846
methods for analysis. The fourth is defensible because volatile constituents will not
survive the treatment environment, and because it is desirable from a health and safety
standpoint to minimize the handling of these high plutonium content samples.
Table B6-2 Issues
- Item 3. The 4th bullet asks if a mixed waste is below the RTL (if below the RTL it is not
mixed waste).
, Item 19. CAO has accepted modified preservation requirements for molten salt that are
allowed by EPA SW-846 (CAO:QA: RAS 98-0958).
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· Item 40. The requirement applies to sample containers. The reference to waste
containers is a carryover from a typographical error. (The sample container
requirements were copied from the text discussing waste containers and the reference
was not corrected.)
Item 41. The first bullet, asks the site to "adequately describe sample location and
appearance" but Section 81-4 does not. The third bullet is not in 81-4. 81-4 contains
the wording "if applicable," but the sixth bullet does not.
, Item 49. CAO no longer requires the trip blank for shipping VOC samples .
. Item 52. As in Item 20 in Table 86-1, controlling the use of PDP-qualified laboratories
is best done as a management control in the QAPjP.
Items 56, 58. The reference does not apply to solid sampling. 8-3a(1) is for
headspace gas sampling.
Item 65. The requirements for precision and field duplicates have been modified for
molten salt sampling (CAO:OWDO:MR8 99-0358 [UFC 5822]).
5.2.3 Table 86-3 Acceptable Knowledge Checklist

Questions on the acceptable knowledge (AK) checklist are intended to ensure that
RFETS has an AK process in place to
• Train personnel in the data collection requirements
• Assemble those data into a coherent narrative detailing the waste generation and
constituents
• Segregate the waste into like waste streams
• Provide RCRA characterization for those waste streams
• Confirm those characterizations using sampling and analysis
• Provide an auditable set of records to support the characterization.
The AK process includes provisions to identify information that conflicts with what is
expected in a waste stream and a method by which these conflicts can be resolved.
RFETS has an extensive process for collecting waste characterization information.
Each waste-generating process in every building is described in detail. All material
inputs to a process are listed, the outcoming products are identified, and the wastes
generated are discussed in detail. RFETS provides for a comprehensive segregation of
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waste into discrete waste streams. They have a readily accessible store of
documentation to allow the site to investigate waste generation processes for all of the
waste streams RFETS expects to eventually certify for disposal at WIPP. These waste
management practices have made AK collection and documentation at RFETS a
straightforward effort. No deficiencies with the 86-3 checklist were identified.
The AK checklist was completed, in part, by reviewing checklists from CAO certification
audits, including A-99-07 (March 1-5, 1999) and A-99-09 (April 12-15, 1999). Many of
the questions on the 86-3 checklist were addressed through review of the RFETS
Acceptable Knowledge Summary Report (RMRS-98-100). Two RFETS Waste Stream
Profile Forms (RF002.01 and RF005.01) and the information related to them were
reviewed to establish the objective evidence for reporting characterization information to
WIPP.
Procedures used by the site to assemble, evaluate, document, and reconcile sampling
and analysis results must meet specific requirements, as outlined in WAP Attachment
84. The requirements include procedure content and specific requirements for newly
generated and retrievably stored waste and ensure that the AK summary includes all
mandatory information required by the WAP. RFETS procedures were reviewed and
were found to adequately capture all WAP requirements.
Reports and records used to document the basis of RFETS AK were evaluated. The
reports were found to be satisfactory and the records properly maintained as QA
records.
RFETS was found to be satisfactorily using sampling and analysis data to confirm the
waste characterization designations made using AK. RFETS has an adequate process
in place to resolve discrepancies and document changes.
Those items that address newly generated waste have been completed for salt
residues and Phase I LECO crucibles only; to date no other newly generated waste or
repackaging processes have been certified.
Table 86-3 Issues
Item 10. The site will not provide the summary directly to NMED.
Item 11. The waste will not be designated by RFETS as newly generated unless it is
repackaged. Collection of additional data or visual examination will not result in a
change in the designation. This question is best addressed by management controls in
the QAPjP. This is not a practical requirement to address by operating procedure.
Item 19. Nondestructive assay (NOA) is not germane to this checklist.
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Item 20. The rate and quantity of waste that will be generated will not be found in
procedures used to generate the waste. This information is found in the AK summary.
Item 37. This item is a question that does not appear to be appropriate for the
compliance checklist.
5.2.4 Table 86-4 Headspace Gas Checklist

Headspace gas sampling and analysis operations at RFETS were observed during
actual sample collection and analysis of SUMMA® canister samples. Batch data
reports were reviewed to evaluate sampling and analysis results against WAP
requirements. Documentation specific to these activities, e.g., calibration records,
maintenance logbooks, and instrument logbooks, were reviewed to ensure that
laboratory operations meet QA requirements, as specified in the WAP.
The Table 86-4 headspace gas checklist was completed, in part, by reviewing
checklists from CAO certification audits, including A-98-04 (February 9-13, 1998) and
A-99-07 (March 1-5, 1999). Headspace gas sampling at RFETS is accomplished using
a manifold system installed on a mobile platform. Laboratory personnel who analyze
the samples also conduct the sampling operation, with assistance from plant operations
personnel. The manifold is a modified version of that described in the WAP. CAO has
evaluated the system and analytical results from samples collected with the system and
found the system to be essentially the same as that described in WAP 81-1 (see
CAO:OWDO: MRB 99-0358).
RFETS does not use the direct canister sampling method and does not collect samples
by breaching the drum lid. These techniques were not audited and are not approved
for use by RFETS. RFETS does not ship samples off-site. Laboratory personnel
collect the samples and take them to the area where they are analyzed; therefore,
RFETS does not need to implement some of the gas sample shipping requirements of
81-5.
Headspace gas sampling was not required for molten salt containers because the
treatment environment precludes the potential for organics to remain in the final waste
form and the waste is packaged in metal cans (CAO:NTP:RAS 98-0617).
RFETS had a population of drums that were packaged with an unvented rigid liner.
This liner prevents gases from freely moving from the waste to the headspace between
the liner and the drum. RFETS developed a technique to collect representative gas
samples from inside the rigid liner. The drum lid was removed and a needle was used
to puncture the polyethylene liner. CAO evaluated this technique and found it to be
acceptable (see CAO:NTP:JFS 96-2283). This technique was determined to meet all
WAP sampling QAOs, as evidenced by review of the associated data batch reports.
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Many of the questions on the 86-4 checklist involve the technique, handling, and quality
controls associated with sampling. Equipment used must be controlled to ensure that it
does not contaminate the sample. Sample integrity must be protected using specific
COC procedures to ensure that analytical results are defensible. Sample collection is
assessed through the collection of QC samples and evaluation of the process against
specific QAOs.
The processes used to clean, leak check, and maintain sampling equipment were
evaluated and found to adequately meet WAP requirements. Field records associated
with sampling activities were also found to be acceptable.
Because personnel who collect samples also analyze the samples, RFETS has
combined sampling batch reports and analytical batch reports into a single document
(this is not prohibited by the WAP). Headspace gas sampling and analysis were
observed and the resulting documentation was evaluated to ensure that the
combination of the two activities into a single report would meet all Program
requirements. The reports were found to be comprehensive and acceptable.
Table 86-4 Issues
, Item 1. Requiring every container to be sampled for headspace gases is best
controlled by the QAPjP.
Item 2. RFETS determined the time needed for a container to reach equilibrium with
the sample environment after the container has been moved between buildings, i.e.,
short exposure to temperatures outside the allowed characterization range
(CAO:NTP:RAS 98-1434/UFC 5822).
Item 5. Radiation control requirements are not germane to the WAP.
Items 9, 10. The RFETS sampling equipment has been evaluated to be equivalent to
that described in the WAP (CAO:OWDO:MRB 99-0358).
Item 14. CAO has evaluated and accepted the RFETS method to collect samples from
beneath the lid of unvented rigid liners (CAO:NTP:JFS 96-2283).
Item 19. In general, the gas manufacturers do not specify a shelf life. They instead
give a warranty date that is not the same as a shelf life. Gas mixtures as used in this
program will not degrade over time, as do solid standards.
Item 22. Nitrogen is used in place of humid zero air because they are equivalent for the
use as blank gases (based on the purity certifications of the gases).
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Item 23. WAP Section B1-1c(4) does not require heating the manifold to 150°C.
Manifold cleaning requirements in place at RFETS are equivalent to those in the
Methods Manual. Blanks have demonstrated they are adequate to prevent crosscontamination.
Item 36. Cold packs are not necessary for headspace gas sample preservation.
Item 38. Trip blanks are not germane to headspace gas samples.
Item 39. WAP Table B3-2 expresses method detection limits (MDLs) in nanograms
rather than nanograms/liter.
5.2.5 86-5 Radiography Checklist

RFETS radiography operations are performed using two real-time systems. These
systems allow the site to view drums and boxes while recording the examination on an
audio/video tape. RFETS has demonstrated exceptional performance over the last few
years, with a low miscertification rate (this included two consecutive years with no
miscertifications). RFETS used a two-percent miscertification rate to be conservative.
In the last year there was one miscertification, resulting in a miscertification rate of 3.7
percent.
The Table B6-5 radiography checklist was completed, in part, by reviewing checklists
from CAO certification audits, including A-99-07 (March 1-5, 1999) and A-99-09 (April
12-15, 1999). Operating procedures and batch reports for both systems were
assessed. Training course material and test drums were reviewed for adequacy.
There were no deficiencies noted in this area.
Radiography equipment maintenance and daily checks were evaluated against the
WAP requirements and found to be satisfactory. Radiography results are properly
reported on standard forms and are adequately reviewed, as required by the WAP.
RFETS has demonstrated achievement of WAP-specified QC criteria through
acceptable operations over the last few years.
Table B6-5 Issues
Item 3. The reference to "every container" is in error. Newly generated waste will not
undergo RTR and VE (as the QC check on RTR). Newly generated waste will be
characterized by observation during packaging. The acronym "VE" implies the RTR QC
check.
Items 47, 48, 52. Because the SPO personnel are not qualified to interpret RTR
images, they can only ensure that the required tape review has been performed by an
independent, qualified reviewer. (The tape is not viewed at the SPO level.)
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5.2.6 86-6 Visual Examination Checklist
Visual examinations (VEs) include both the QC check performed on radiography results
and observations made on waste being initially packaged. VE to support radiography is
recorded on audio/video tape and documented. Newly generated waste (initial
packaging or repackaging) requires only hard-copy records because the waste
generators can provide all information necessary as the waste is packaged. RFETS VE
activities were evaluated through observation of actual examinations, by videotapes,
and by observation of waste packaging at the time of generation.
The Table 86-6 VE checklist was completed, in part, by reviewing checklists from CAO
certification audit A-99-07 (March 1-5, 1999). Confirmation of radiography results,
training, VE expert responsibilities, and VE procedures were evaluated to ensure that
RFETS had captured and implemented the WAP requirements.
Videotapes and batch reports were evaluated. Random selection procedures to select
drums to confirm radiography results were audited, and the method used to determine
the miscertification rate for the site was assessed. The training course content for
operators and VE experts were reviewed to determine if all WAP requirements were
captured in the course. No deficiencies were noted in this area.
Table 86-6 Issues
Items 3, 4, 5. The miscertification rate is calculated as the site overall rate, not on a
waste stream basis. Calculating the rate on a waste stream basis will not be
statistically meaningful because of the sample size.
Item 6. The ranges shown in Table 82-1 are not required numbers. The table is a
result of performing the hypergeometric calculation for a series of miscertification rates
and populations. To construe the table as required ranges would mean that population
sizes are limited and miscertification rates are prescribed.
Item 26. Waste container COG is a typographical error. The citation is referring to
sample containers. COG is not necessary for VE because no samples are collected.

6.0 CORRECTIVE ACTIONS, OBSERVATIONS, and RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Corrective Action Reports
6.1.1 CAR Revised as a Result of CAO Audit A-99-21
The following CAR, revised as a result of Audit A-99-21, has been transmitted to
RFETS under separate cover. A brief description of the CAR is provided below.

A-99-21
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6.1.1.1 CAO CAR 99-041 {Revision 1)
Eight deficiencies were noted in the COC process
•

The relinquishing party does not retain a copy of the COC form.

•

COC forms are not secured inside the shipping container.

•

Procedure does not include provisions to ensure that sample custody is adequately
maintained until sample disposition.

•

Procedures do not ensure that the custody information will be maintained in
accordance with EPA National Enforcement Investigations Center (NEIC) guidance.

•

Procedure does not specify that discrepant sample information is documented on a
nonconformance report.

•

No custody seals are placed on sample containers for pyro-oxidized salts.

•

The COC form for solids samples does not meet the requirements of the QAPP.

•

The sample number used for pyro-oxidized salts does not meet the QAPP.

•

The QAPjP does not include a sample COC form for solid samples.

6.2 Deficiencies Corrected During the Audit
1. Procedure L-4146, Headspace Gas Sampling of Waste Containers, did not clearly
require a headspace gas sampling report that meets Program requirements,
sampling QA objectives, or the required QAPjP Section 3.1.1 review checklist.
Requirements for the report were added to procedure L-4111-0, GC/MS
Determination of Volatile Organics Waste Characterization, during the audit.
2. There was no requirement specified for records disposition upon site closure.
These requirements were added to procedure 1-PR0-077-WIPP-005, Management
of WIPP Information Priorto Transmittal to NQA-1, Waste Records Center, during
the audit.
3. VE SOP, headspace gas sampling (or sampling batch reviews), and solids sampling
procedures did not include direction to meet QAPjP Section 3.1.1 minimum raw data
requirements or to verify these items during the review. Procedures 4-HB0-776ASRF-007, Visual Examination for the TRU Waste Characterization Program and L5017-J, Data Review and Validation of Volatile Organic Compound Analysis for
WIPP TRU Waste Characterization Program (TWCP) - Data Generation Level, were
revised during the audit to provide the necessary direction.

A-99-21
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4. The following deficiencies were identified in the areas of independent technical,
technical supervisory, and QA Level 1 data reviews:
•

4-PR0-156-RS-0137; Sections 4.2 and 4.4 met the QAPP, but the checklist did
not match section requirements

•

L-5017; batch reports contain the combined supervisor/QA checklist, but it was
not cited in the procedure

•

4-PR0-156-RS-0137; did not address review of solid sampling QAOs.

Procedures 4-PR0-156-RS-0137 and L-5017 were revised during the audit to
correct these deficiencies.
5.

Procedure 4-W84-RS-0114 did not specify that disposable sampling cups are
certified as clean prior to use, and that each cup can be traced to a certified clean
sampling cup lot, nor did it describe how a sampling cup lot is identified. The
procedure was revised during the audit to include these requirements.

6.

Procedure 4-W84-RS-0114, Salt Residue Stabilization/Repack, Building 707, did
not specify that only disposable sample cups shall be used. The procedure did not
direct personnel to dispose of the carbon steel sample cup after one-time use.
Caution steps addressing these requirements were added to Sections 8.3 and 9.2
of the procedure during the audit.

7.

Procedure 4-W84-RS-0114, Salt Residue Stabilization/Repack, Building 707, did
not require that sampling personnel ensure that sampling cups are certified as
clean, that the protective wrapping (zip-lock bag) is intact, and that the sampling
cup lot identification is recorded in the field log and batch report. No procedure was
provided specifying that sampling cups be stored in a clean area prior to use in the
glove boxes. The procedure was revised during the audit to address the
requirements.

8.

The following requirements were not contained in RFETS procedures:
•

The sampling head for collecting drum headspace gas shall consist of a sideport needle, a filter to prevent particle contamination of the sample, and an
adapter to connect the needle and filter.

•

A sampling batch is defined as up to 20 samples collected within 14 days of the
first sample.

•

Commercial gases are not used past the manufacturer-specified shelf life.

A-99-21
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•

Procedures and processes are in place to ensure that field duplicate samples
are collected sequentially to the sample.
The requirements were added to procedure L-4146-E, Headspace Gas Sampling
of Waste Containers, during the audit.

9.

RTR operators must be disqualified upon misidentification of a prohibited item.
This was not addressed in RTR procedures. The requirements were added to
procedures 5-NDT-TC-1A, Training, Qualification, and Certification of
Nondestructive Testing Personnel and 4-PR0-156-RS-0137, Data Review and
Verification of Salt Residue Sampling Batch Reports, during the audit.

10. RFETS procedures did not specify that custody seals be placed on sample
containers. Requirements for the placement of custody seals was added to
procedure 4-W84-RS-0114, Salt Residue Stabilization/Repack, Building 707, during
the audit.
11. Procedure 4-W84-RS-0114 did not identify what constitutes field documentation,
e.g., COC forms, sample logbook, procedure appendices. A note was added to
Section 13.2 of the procedure specifying the required documentation during the
audit.
12. The requirement for waste containers to equilibrate to sampling room temperature
(18 - 29°C) for 72 hours prior to sampling was not in RFETS procedures.
Procedure 4-857-WP-4 701, Waste Characterization Gas Sampling, was revised
during the audit to include this requirement.
6.3 Observation

An Observation documents marginally acceptable conditions that, if not controlled,
might later escalate into a deficiency.
The draft Hazardous Waste FacilityPermit requires that for any nonadministrative
nonconformance related to applicable requirements specified in the WAP which are
identified at the site Project Manager release level, CAO shall receive written
notification within 5 calendar days of identification and shall also receive a
non conformance report within 30 calendar days of identification of the incident. This
requirement is not presently addressed in RFETS documents.
7 .0 LIST OF ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1: Personnel Contacted During the Audit
Attachment 2: Table of Audited RFETS Implementing Procedures
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PERSONNEL CONTACTED DURING THE AUDIT
I

RFETS PERSONNEL CONTACTED DURING AUDIT A-99-21
NAME

ORG/TITLE

PREAUDIT
MEETING

CONTACTED
DURING
AUDIT

POSTAUDIT
MEETING

x

Anderson, Scott

KH Waste Operations; TRU
Program Manager

Ater, Ed

SAIC/RMRS; Sr Project Eng

x

Ballenger, R. J.

SSOC; Mgr. SSOC WIPP
Residue Comp

x

Brugh, Mark

SSOC Prod Qual; Manager
- lnorg Lab

x

Carson, Pete

RMRS/LATA; Sr Eng

Castagneri, Mark

RMRS; RFETS TWCP QAO

x

Compton, Barbara

KH; Records Consultant

x

D'Amico, E. L.

RMRS TRU Proj; Environ
Scientist

x

Eschenbaum, Bobby

SSOC WIPP Compliance

x

Ferguson, Jim

RMRS-TRU Projects;
Project Engineer

x

Fisher, A. J.

SSOC; SSOC QA Mgr

French, David M.

WIPP Residue Compliance

Geis, J. A.

SSOC Product Quality; Mgr
Product Quality

x

x

Goade, Dan

RMRS TRU Waste Projects;
Sr. Engineer

x

x

Grady, Frank

RMRS TRU Project; TRU
Project Engineer

x

Hadacek, Matthew

KH QA (TENERA); Quality
Engineer

x

Jeffries, James

DOE; Dir, QPD

x

Johnson, Micky

SSOC/Salts; Sr Prin Eng

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x
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RFETS PERSONNEL CONTACTED DURING AUDIT A-99-21
NAME

ORG/TITLE

PREAUDIT
MEETING

CONTACTED
DURING
AUDIT

POSTAUDIT
MEETING

x

x

Karas, Ted

707 Dry Repack; Dry
Repack Tech Lead

x

Kercher, Ann C.

RMRS TRU/TRM Waste
Project; Env. Engineer

x

Kirschenmann, Harley

MACTEC/RMRS; Sr Project
Engr

x

Krupp, Gene P.

LATA WIPP Residue; Sr.
Chem. Eng

x

Leifer, John

RMRS TRU Project; Env.
Scientist

Malloy, Randy

707 Dry Repack; Dry
Repack LECOs Lead

x

McKinney, Ruth

Source One; EX VP

x

x

O'Leary, G. A.

RMRS; Mgr. TRU Projects

x

x

Pigeon, Paul

RMRS; Training Officer

Reynolds, J. J.

SSOC/LATA; LPQAO

x

Rivera, Mike

LATA WIPP Residue; WIPP
Compliance

x

Sendelweck, Vivian

SSOC WIPP Compliance;
AK

Smart, Kim

KH; Manager KH/IRM

x

Smith, L. C.

KH Quality Pgm; Mgr KH
Qual Pgm

x

Stewart, Daniel L.

SSOC/Salt; Salt QAE

Tallman, Steve

NDT/RFCSS; NOT Section
Manager

Thiel, Ron

SSOC/Salt Project; Sr Prin
Chemist

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
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RFETS PERSONNEL CONTACTED DURING AUDIT A-99-21
NAME

ORG/TITLE

PREAUDIT
MEETING

CONTACTED
DURING
AUDIT

POSTAUDIT
MEETING

x

Thorualdson, Bill

776 Dry Repack; Tech
Support

Tressel!, John

RMRS TRU Waste Project;
Quality Assurance Eng

Turner, Charles

SSOC; Lab Manager

x

x

Walker, Ben

EEG; Observer

x

x

Xuan, Lam

RFFO/AMEI; Engr./WIPP
Liaison

x

x
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RFETS PROCEDURES AUDITED FOR A-99-21
Procedure Number
1-10000-TUM
1-A65-ADM-15.01
1-C80-W0-1102-WRT
1-134-W0-1103-NRWOL

Title
TraininQ Users Manual
Control of Nonconforming Items
Waste/Residue Traveler Instructions
Non-Routine Waste Origination Log Instructions

5
6

1-M 12-W0-4034
1-M60-WPC-001

Solid Radioactive Waste Packaging Requirements
Waste Process Control

7
8

1-MAN-008-WM-001
1-PR0-077-WIPP-005

9

11
12
P'
"'

1-PR0-079-WGl-001
1-PR0-087-WEMS-WP1201
1-PR0-110-WP-1212
1-PRO-X05-WC-4018
1-S49-T&Q-EX-001

Transuranic (TRU) Waste Management Manual
Management of WIPP Information Prior to Transmittal to NQA-1, Waste Records
Center
Waste Characterization, Generation & Packaging
WEMS Container Inventory, Tracking & Control

14

1-S52-T&Q-TR-004

Training Requirements

15

2-U76-WC-4030

Control of Waste Nonconformances

1Ei

3-21000-ALQAP

Analytical Services On-Site Laboratories QA Plan

17

3-MAN-008-WM-001

Transuranic (TRU) Waste Management Manual

18

4-D99-W0-1100

Solid Radioactive Waste Packaging

19
20

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209
4-H19-WSRIC-001

WEMS Waste PackaQe Verification & Certification
WSRIC Characterization and Reverification

21
22

4-H80-776-ASRF-007
4-l 19-NDT-00569

23
24

4-K47-WEM-WP-1210
4-PR0-156-RS-0137

2'",)

4-S57-WP-4701

Visual Examination for the TRU Waste Characterization Program
Real-Time Radiography Testing of Transuranic & Low Level Waste in Building
569
WEMS Offsite ShippinQ Module
Data Review and Validation of Salt Residue Stabilization Sampling Batch
Reports (SALT)
Waste Characterization Gas Sampling

26
27
28
29

4-S72-QAA-10.01
4-T17-Traffic-502
4-T20-Traffic-505
4-T4 7-TRU-002

Quality Assurance Audit ProQram
Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest (EPA Form 8700-22) Requirements
Certifying Authorized Payloads for TRUPACT II
WIPP Program Video Equipment Operations

30

4-W30-NDT-00664

Real-Time Radiography Testing of Transuranic & Low-Level Waste

3·1

4-W84-RS-0114

Salt Residue Stabilization, Building 707 (SALT)

No.
1
2
3
4

10

WIPP Waste Information System (WWIS) Data Entry
Transuranic (TRU) Waste Certification
Exception from Training
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RFETS PROCEDURES AUDITED FOR A-99-21
No.
32

Procedure Number
5-NDT-TC-1A

Title
Training, Qualification & Certification of Metrology/Nondestructive Testing
Personnel (RFQ-TC-1A-PADC)

33

95-QAPjP-0050

RFETS TRU Waste Characterization Program Quality Assurance Project Plan
(QAPjP)

34
35

95-WP/SAP-001
96-RF/T&Q-0005

Training & Qualification Program
Training & Qualification Program

36
37
38

97-DCl-0004
A-99-07 Audit Report
A-99-09 Audit Report

Training and Qualification Program Plan
Recertification Audit for TRU Waste Characterization and Certification
TRU Waste Characterization of Salt Stabilization and LEGO Crucible
Repackaging Activities

39

DOE/CA0-95-1076

Performance Demonstration Program Plan for Analysis of Simulated Headspace
Gases

40

DOE/CA0-95-1077

41

L-2421

Performance Demonstration Program Plan for RCRA Constituent Analysis of
Solidified Wastes
Precision Gas Mass Spectrometry Operations & Analyses (VG 30-38)

42

L-4006

Chain-of-Custody for WIPP TWCP Headspace Sample Canisters

43
44
45

L-4024
L-4028
L-4035

Sample Administration for WIPP TWCP Headspace Sample Canisters
Sample Administration for the Radiological Laboratory
Data Review & Validation for Total Metals for WIPP-TRU Waste
Characterization Program Data Gen Level

46

L-4111

GC/MS Determination of Volatile Organics Waste Characterization

47

L-4138

Summa Passivated Stainless Steel Canister Cleaning & Certification

48

L-4146

Headspace Gas Sampling of Waste Containers

49

L-4150

Total Metals Acid Digestion Procedure of Solid, Liquid & LCLP Extract Samples

50

L-4151

Waste Analysis by Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy

51

L-4152

Mercury Analysis in Waste (Cold-Vapor Technique)

52

L-4153

Trace Metals by ICP Spectrometry (Solids, Liquids & TCLP Extracts)

53~

L-4217

Metals Analysis Data Compilation and Reporting

54

L-5016

Data Review & Validation of Inorganic Gas Analysis for WIPP-TWCP Data
Generation Level

5i:·

L-5017

Data Review & Validation of Volatile Organic Compound Analysis for WIPPTWCP Data Generation Level

56

MAN-041-SSOC-TRA001

Training Program Manual

57

PLN-97-007

TRU Waste Characterization Program Training Implementation Plan

~·
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RFETS PROCEDURES AUDITED FOR A-99-21
No .
58

Procedure Number
PR0-232-DRR-776

Dry Residue Repackaging

Title

59

PRO-J23-F0-0133

Drum and Box Repack

60

PRO-U76-WC-4030

Control of Waste Nonconformances

61

RF /RM RS-97 -040

RMRS Training Manual

62

RMRS-QA-10.02

Conduct of Surveillances

63

RMRS-WIPP-98-100

Acceptable Knowledge TRU/TRM Waste Stream Summaries

64

RS-020-006

Salt Residue Stabilization, Building 707 Process Control/Qualification Plan
(SALT)

5i::...i

WIPP-001

WIPP Project Office Records

6Ei

WIPP-003

Collection, Review & Confirmation of Acceptable Knowledge Documentation

67'

WIPP-008

Completion of Waste Stream Profile Form for Waste to be Disposed of at WIPP

68

WIPP-009

RCRA Characterization of TRU Waste to be Disposed of at WIPP

6~1

WIPP-010

WIPP TRU Waste Characterization Project Level Data Review & Reporting

70

A-98-04 Audit Report

Certification Audit for TRU Waste Characterization and Certification

711

A-98-29 Audit Report

TRU Waste Characterization of Salt Stabilization and LECO Crucible
Repackaging Activities
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Table 86-1 Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) Checklist
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Waste Analysis Plan (WAP)
General Checklist for use at
DOE'S Generator/Storage Sites

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location
1

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

WASTE STREAM IDENTIFICATION

1

Does the generator/storage site define "waste stream"as
waste material generated from a single process or activity
that is similar in material, physical form, iselepie ffiehe tip,
and hazardous constituents? (Waste may be generated as
either process or process batch waste streams.) A process
is a system or series of continuous or regularly occurring
actions taking place in a predetermined manner over
extended periods of time, resulting in waste that is
substantially uniform. A process batch is an amount of
material subject to a particular unit chemical process, unit
physical mixing process, or another short-term operation,
resulting in waste that is substantially uniform.
(Attachment B Introduction)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S1 .6 Para. 1
WIPP-003, R4, S3
95-WP/SAP-001, R3, S3

y

A-99-021, Review of RMRS-98100,R3

y

2

Are procedures in place to ensure that all applicable waste
characterization techniques specified in Attachment B are
used by the generator/storage site to delineate the waste on
a waste stream basis?
(Attachment B Introduction)

WIPP-009, R1

y

A-99-021, Review of RMRS-98100, R3

y

3

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site initially characterizes the waste on a waste stream basis
using Acceptable Knowledge and that the waste will be
handled as newly generated waste if the Acceptable
Knowledge information does not meet the requirements of
Attachment B4?
(Section B-1a)

4-H 19-WSRIC-001, R2
1-M60-WPC-001, R2

y

A-99-021, Reviewed RMRS-98100,R3
Backlog Waste Reassessment
Baseline Book

y

4

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site assigns one of the Summary Category Groups (S3000homogeneous solids, S4000-soils/gravel, S5000-debris
waste) to each waste stream?
(Section B-1b)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.4 Para. 1

y

A-99-021, Reviewed RMRS-98100, R3 and RF/RMRS-97-018,
R4

y
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waste streams, the
characterization techniques
are used to confirm AK.
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#

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

5

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site assigns Waste Matrix Code Groups (or Final Waste
Forms) (e.g., solidified inorganics, solidified organics, salt
waste, soils, combustible, filter, graphite, heterogeneous
debris, inorganic nonmetal, lead/cadmium metal waste,
uncategorized metal) to each waste stream?
(Attachment B Introduction, Section B-1 b)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.4 Para. 1

y

A-99-021, Review of RF/RMRS97-018, R4, S4.3

y

6

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site assigns a Waste Stream WIPP Identifier (ID) to each
waste stream?
(Section B -1d)

WIPP-008, RO, App.1 Line 6

y

A-99-021, Review of WSPF
RF002.01 and RF005.01

y

7

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site divides waste streams into waste stream lots '9eee1:1se if
all of the waste within a waste stream Fl'le~ Aet 19e is not
available for sampling and analysis at one time? If so, is the
division of waste streams into waste stream lots based on
staging, transportation and handling issues?
(Section B-1 a)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.2

y

A-99-021, Review of
documentation for lot 1 from
waste stream RF004.01

y

8

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site assigns EPA hazardous waste codes associated with
the waste? If so, do these assigned EPA hazardous waste
codes correspond to the permitted EPA hazardous waste
codes on the Part A? Are there any assigned EPA
hazardous waste codes that are not permitted EPA
hazardous waste codes on the Part A? If so, did the
generator/storage site reject the waste for shipment to and
disposal at WIPP?
(Section B-1b)

4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2, App. 1.6
Backlog Waste Reassessment
Baseline Book
4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1

y

A-99-021, Review of RMRS-98100, R3

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

No EPA codes not
identified on Part A were
found.

I
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?
Y/N ry.Jhy?)

I
9

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?

YIN

WASTE SUMMARY CATEGORIES

I Are procedures in place to ensure that Summary Category
Groups are defined as follows:

95-WP/SAP-001, R3
WIPP-003, R4

y

S3000- Homogenous solids or solid process residues,
excluding soils, that do not meet NMED criteria for
classification as debris and are at least 50 percent by
volume solid process residues, or comprise the majority of
the waste stream
S4000- Waste streams that are at least 50 percent by
volume soil/gravel, or comprise the majority of the waste
stream
S5000- Waste streams that are at least 50 percent volume
materials that meet the NMED criteria for debris, or
comprise the majority matrix of materials. The criteria for
debris are solid materials intended for disposal that exceed
2.36 inch particle size and is a manufactured object, plant or
animal matter, or natural geologic material. In addition,
debris is a material for which a specific treatment is not
provided by 20 NMAC 4.1.800 (incorporating 40 CFR §268)
Subpart D. Particles smaller than 2.36 inches in size may be
considered debris if the debris is a manufactured object and
if it is not a particle of S3000 or S4000 material.
(Attachment B-lntroduction)
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A-99-021, Review of RMRS-98100, R3 and RF/RMRS-97-018,
R3
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

10

Does the generator/storage facility have procedures in place
to ensure that the following waste analysis parameters will
be characterized:

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

WIPP-008, RO
WIPP-009, R1
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2

y

A-99-021, Review of WSPF
RF002.01

y

B-2 does not require this to
be controlled by a
procedure.

Incompatible materials are
being segregated (no
treatment yet).

.
.
.
.

Confirmation of physical form and exclusion of
prohibited items
Toxicity characteristic contaminants listed in 20
NMAC 4.1.200
F-listed and P-listed solvents or wastes (F001,
F002,F003, F004, FOOS, F006, FOO?, F009, P015)
found in 20 NMAC 4.1.200
Hazardous constituents as included in 20 NMAC
4.1.200
(Section B-2)
11

Are procedures in place to ensure that waste streams
identified to contain incompatible materials or materials
incompatible with waste containers cannot be shipped
unless treated to remove the incompatibility?
(Section B-1 c)

1-M12-W0-4034, R1, SB and S10
3-MAN-008-WM-001
4-D99-W0-1100
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2

y

A-99-021, Review of WSPF
RF002.01

y

12

Are procedures.in place to ensure all containers of waste
are properly vented through individual carbon composite
filters or filters with equivalent voe dispersion
characteristics?
(Section B~1c)

1-M12-W0-4034, R1, S10.1

y

A-99-021, Reviewed final loading
and inspection checklist for drum
D73365

y

13

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site uses acceptable knowledge, headspace-gas sampling
and analysis, radiography (and/or visual examination), and
solidified waste sampling and analysis as specified in Table
B-6?
(Section B-3)

95-WP/SAP-001, App. A
95-QAPjP-0050, R3
4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1, S6

y

A-99-021, Review of data
packages ST-0048 (RTR), VE99-001 (VE), HVOC-DP-00171
(HGAS}, SS-SB-020 (Solid
Sampling), and RMRS-98-100,
R3

y
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#

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented
Location

14

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures in place to ensure that waste is
characterized in groups or batches, if necessary? (sampling
batches of up to 20 samples collected within 14 days of the
first sample, analytical batches of up to 20 samples received
within 14 days of first sample receipt, and on-line batches
for integrated headspace gas analysis of all samples
collected within 12 hours)
(Section B-3)

L-5016, RI, S4.1 and S4.2

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

y

A-99-021, Review of the
following batch reports:

HGAS Sampling
L-4146, RE, S5.1.2.5

7593, 9859

Solid Sampling
4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2, S2

SS-SB-020

RTR
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S8.7
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S8.1.6

5T-0048

VE
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6 and
S7

VE-99-001

voe (GAS)
L-4111, RN, S5.3.3 and S9.1

HVOC-DP-00171

Metals
L-4217,
L-4151,
L-4152,
L-4153,

HAAS-DP-00008
CVAA-DP-00024
ICPA-DP-00018

RA,
RF,
RF,
RE,

S1.4
S5.4
S5.2
S1 .6
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Adequate?
YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, i999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

UNACCEPTABLE WASTE
15

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage site ensures ,
through administrative and operational procedures and characlerizatiori
techniques. that waste containers do not include the following unacceptable
waste:
liquid waste (waste shall contain as little residual liquid as is
reasonably achievable by pouring, pumping and/or aspirating, and
internal containers shall contain less than 1 inch or 2.5 centimeters of
liquid in the bottom of the container. Total residual liquid in any
payload container may not exceed 1 percent volume of that
container)
non-radionuclide pyrophoric materials

PRO-U76-WC-4030, RO
1-PRO-X05-WC-4018, RO, App. 6
and App. 1 S6
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S10.1
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.1
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5
WIPP-008, RO, App.1
WIPP-009, R1
WIPP-010, R3

y

A-99-021, Review of Drum
Traveler D-90724,
RTR Batch 5T-0048, RMRS-98100, R3, and RFIRMRS-97-018,
R4

y

hazardous wastes not occurring as co-contaminants with TRU
wastes (non-mixed hazardous wastes)
wastes incompatible with backfill, seal and panel closures materials,
container and packaging materials, shipping container materials, or
other wastes
wastes containing explosives or compressed gases
wastes with polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) concentrations equal to
or greater than 50 parts per million
wastes exhibiting the characteristic of ignitability, corrosivity, or
reactivity (EPA Hazardous Waste Numbers of 0001, 0002, or 0003)

1-PRO-X05-WC-4018, RO App. 1
S6

RH TRU mixed waste (waste with a surface dose rate of 200 millirem
per hour or greater)

Not expecting RH waste at
RFETS
The last 4 bullets do not
require a procedure (see
B-1c).

any waste container which has not undergone headspace gas
sampling and analysis to determine concentration of VOCs
any retreivably stored waste container which has not undergone
either radiographic or visual examination
any waste container from a waste stream which has not been
preceded by an appropriate, certified Waste Stream Profile Form
{see Section B-1d)

BR) neste eeRtBiRer eeP11teiRiR~ Plf'liJ<eet nestes restriete8 freM leR8
Sis,:iesel u RieR Aeue Ret BeeR treeteet te treetMeRt steReterets
Eleseri~eEI i• 29 Pll1'6 U.899 fiMer~erali•g 19 6FR §268 S~~~art
Q), BREI ~ieR ie Rat eeeeMJ'SF1ie~ 13) t~e Aetiee ef eHeMJJtieR
re~~ire!I ~I 29 Pll1'•6 1.1.899 fi•eer~erati•g 19 6FR §268.?fa)fa)
(Section B-1 c)
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#

RFETS
Sep 24, i999

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?

YIN (Why?)
16

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site uses radiography, visual examination, and headspace
gas analysis to confirm the absence of the unacceptable
waste listed above?
(Section B-3)

WIPP-010, R3
WIPP-009, R1, S6
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.1
4-119-NDT-00569, R2 App. 2

y
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Item
Reviewed
A-99-021, Review of batch
reports VE-99-001 (VE), 5T-0048
(RTR), and HVOC-DP-00171
(HGAS)

Adequate?

YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

' . +. ::•): ,...,. ,,,>>' '
'·'

c•

• •.

• •• • .

' ..

>
•"

' '.

•

Adequate?
Y/N {Why?)

Item
Reviewed

WASTE ACCEPTANCE CONTROL'''

•·

Adequate?
Y/N

,.··

•.•

.·· ./
••

0:

; ''"'
••

•,•

,'.

'

,•· ..

.,,

17

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage WIPP-008, RO, S6.1, Att. 1
site uses a Waste Stream Profile Form {WSPF) which
includes, at a minimum, the information indicated on the
attached WSPF found in Figure B-1?
{Section 8-1 d)

Y

Review of WSPF RF002.01

Y

18

Are procedures in place to ensure that WSPFs are provided
to WIPP and NMED for each waste stream prior to
acceptance for disposal at the WIPP?
{Section B-1d)

Y

Review of submittal letter AMEi:
ER/WM:LNX:03363 4/23/99

Y

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1 [16]

!!'(;'; "

Comment
{e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

,••

The generator/storage site
does not submit WSPFs
directly to NMED.
{Not required by B-1d)

19

Are procedures in place to ensure that additional WSPFs
are provided to WIPP and NMED for waste streams or
portions of waste streams that are reclassified based upon
waste characterization information?
{Section B-1 d)

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1 [9 and 1OJ
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2

Y

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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NA, No reclassifications
necessary yet.

Y

The generator/storage site
does not submit W.S.P.F.s
directly to NMED.
{Not required by B-1d)
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#

RFETS
Sep 24, i999

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

;,,'.l.ABORATORY Sl::lECTl9N.
20 I Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site conduct analyses using laboratories that are qualified
through participation in the Performance Demonstration
Program (PDP) for headspace gas sampling and analysis,
and PDP homogeneous solids and soils/gravel sampling
and analysis?
(Section B-3a(3))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S2.8.3
DOE/CA0-95-1076
DOE/CA0-95-1077

y

HGAS cycle 11 results; RCRA
solids cycle 6A results.

y

21 I Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
sites conduct analyses using laboratories that implement the
analytical methods through laboratory-documented standard
operating procedures (SOPs) that ensure that analytical
QAOs are met?
(Section B-3a(3))

L-4111,
L-4151,
L-4152,
L-4153,

y

A-99-021, Review of batch
reports HVOC-DP-00171, HAASDP-00008, CVAA-DP-00024,
and ICPA-DP-00018

y

RM
RF
RF
RE
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Ensuring the laboratory is
qualified under the PDP is
best controlled by upper
tier documents such as the
QAPjP because this is not
practical to assess with an
operating procedure.
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RFETS
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

:·:

22

...

.'~'

·: ··.i .:. . ·

··':::·:

:

.

Are procedures in place to ensure that headspace gas
sampling and analysis shall be used to:
Determine the types and concentrations of VOCs in
the void volume of waste containers

.
.

.

•..

<'
·..

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)
.

·:·:.·: :.-

···=;·'·"<:

·-\...

.·':,

SAMPllN.G
AND ANALYTICAL METHODS.
..
·.

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1

y

L-4111, RM

Adequate?
Y/N

Item
Reviewed

·i :

...

.

.....

;.•

A-99-021, Review of WEMS
WIPP Verify Worksheet for drum
D76455

y

"! .

Evaluation for worker and
public health impacts is
responsibility of the WIPP
as described in the WAC
Section 3.5.3.3.

MeestiFeEI VOG eeAeeAtFelieAs eFe eeFA13ereEI
retitiAely te Ensure that there are no adverse worker
or public health impacts

voe constituents shall be compared to those

assigned by Acceptable Knowledge and assign
eEIElitieAel hazardous waste codes as warranted
(Section B-3a(1))
23

Are procedures in place to ensure that each TRU waste
container will be sampled and analyzed according to
sampling protocols, equipment, and QA/QC methods as
specified in Attachment 81 ?
(Section B-3a(1))

L-4146, RE
4-W84-RS-0114, R2
L-4111,RM
L-4151, RF
L-4152, RF
L-4153, RE

y

A-99-021, Review of batch
reports SS-SB-020, HVOC-DP00171, HAAS-DP-0008, CVAADP-00024, and ICPA-DP-00018

y

24

Are procedures in place to ensure that compounds not on
the list of target analytes are reported as tentatively
identified compounds {TIC} according to SW-846 TIC
Identification guidance and that the TIC will be added to the
target analyte list if it appears in the 20 NMAC 4.1.200-list
lftet (incorporating 40 CFR Part 261) Appendix-4* VIII list,
are not radiolytically derived, and are detected in 25% of the
samples from a given waste stream?
(Section B-3a(1))

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1 [7], S6.2.1.1
[4][C], and S6.2.1.2 [3][E]

y

A-99-021, Review ofW.S.P.F.
RF001.01 and letter to add the
TIC to the TAL (G. O' Leary to C.
Turner, 3/3/98)

y
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

25

Are procedures in place to ensure that a randomly selected
set of samples will be collected through core sampling or
other representative methOds from the population of waste
containers for homogeneous and soil/gravel waste streams?
Are procedures in place that a sufficient number of samples
are collected to evaluate the toxicity characteristic of a
waste stream at a-95 90 percent Upper Confidence limit as
specified in Attachment B2?
(Section B-3a(2))

95-WP/SAP-001, R3, S4.1
WIPP-009, R1, S6.2

y

A-99-09 Checklist items T-2, T-3,
T-4, and T-5, Verified by review
of documents from statistical
applications

y

Salt residues only.

26

Are procedures in place to ensure that total analyses or
TCLP of PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, and Metals are performed
on all core samples to determine if the waste exhibits a
toxicity characteristic?
(Section B-3a(2))

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2

y

A-99-09 Checklist item T-5,
Verified by review of the solid
analysis data evaluation reports

y

The question should ask
for the program
requirements to be in the
QAPjP.
Not coring solidified waste.
Molten salt samples are
run for metals only.

27

Are procedures in place to ensure that Acceptable
Knowledge is used in waste characterization activities to
delineate TRU waste streams, to eleteFffiiAe if assess
whether TRU debris waste exhibits a toxicity characteristic,
and to eletefl'fliAe if assess whether TRU wastes are listed?
(Section B-3b)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1, S6.2.4, and
S6.2.1

y

A-99-09, Verified by review of
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, and
RF/RMRS-97-018

y

28

Are procedures in place to ensure that radiography and/or
visual examination are used to:
Examine every waste container to determine the
physical form

4-119-NDT-00569, R2, App.4

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch
reports 5T-0059 and 5T-0060
A-99-07 items 6T-1531 and 6T1532A

y

.

.

.

Identify liquids and containerized gases
iieeAtifieetieA ef eAy liqttid iA ti'te waste eeAteiAeF
si'tell essttffied te be ever Uie peFffiit liFAits)

Verify the physical form matches the waste stream
description
(Section B-3c)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App.3

4-D99-W0-1100, R1, S5.1 and
S5.2

PRO-J23-F0-0133, R2, SB

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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A-99-09 Checklist item 5T,
Observed newly generated
waste packaging
A-99-09 Checklist item 4T,
Observed repack of X 13242/980
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Procedure Documented

#

Location

29

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures in place that ensure that the following
characterization activities shall occur for newly generated
wastes:
Acceptable Knowledge for all wastes, with
confirmatory:
Visual examination during packaging for all
waste containers
Headspace gas analysis for all waste
containers
Total VOC, SVOC, and Metals analyses for a
statistically selected number of homogeneous
solids and soil/gravel waste containers as
specified in Attachment 82
GeflfiFffieteFy eAelysis feF Eva:ruatfon of any
TICs found in headspace gas and totals
analyses
(Section B-3d( 1))

.

PR0-232-DRR-776, R1, S6.2

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

y

Item
Reviewed
A-99-09 Checklist item #5,
Observed repack of can 979

Adequate?
YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
Salt and LEGO residues
only.

PRO-J23-F0-0133, R2, S8

A-99-09 Checklist item 4T,
Observed repack of can
X132421980

HGAS sampling not
required for heat treated
salt residues.

-

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4

-

Salt sampled for metals
only.

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2

NA- Newly generated waste had
not met DAC yet
A-99-09, Memo documenting the
calculations used to determine
the number of samples
A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Verified by review ofW.SPFs
RF002.01 and RF004.01

-

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1, App.2

-

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

30

Are procedures in place that ensure that the following
characterization activities shall occur for retrievably stored
wastes:

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Verified by review of W.S.PFs
RF002.01 and RF004.01

y

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, RI, App.1
WIPP-008, RO, S6.1

y

A-99-021, Review ofW.S.PF
RF005.01

y

.

Acceptable Knowledge for all wastes, with
confirmatory:
Visual examination or radiography for all waste
containers
Confirmatory visual examination of a
statistically determined number of waste
containers as specified in Attachment B2
(when radiography is performed)
Headspace gas analysis for all waste
containers
Total VOC, SVOC, and Metals analyses for a
statistically selected number of homogeneous
solids and soil/gravel waste containers as
specified in Attachment B2 {containers opened
for sampling may be used to fulfill the visual
examination requirements)
GeAfiFffiete~ eAelysis fer Evaluation of any
TICs found in headspace gas and totals
analyses
(Section B-3d(2))

-

-

-

31

Are procedures in place to ensure that the following
characterization activities shall occur for repackaged waste:
Acceptable Knowledge, With confirmatory:
Visual exa.rnination during repackaging for all
y.taste. containers
Headspace.gas.analysis for.all waste
containers
Total VOC,;SVOC, and Metals analyses for a
statistically selected number ofhomogeneous
solids and.soil/gravel.waste containers as
specified in Attachment 82
Evaluation of any Tl Cs found· in head space
gas and totals analyses
(Section B·3d, B-3d(1)J

.

-

.

.

-
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
WIPP-008 addresses
completion of the waste
stream profile form and·
reconciliation of DQOs.
This activity addresses all
of the listed items.
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item
Reviewed

Y/N (Why?)

DATA VERIFICATION ANO QlJAllrYASSURA,r4CE' ·...

I
32

S6.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist items #1 and
#2, Verified by review of data
packages HVOC-DP-00167and
HVOC-DP-00186 (Gas VOCs)

I Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage I WIPP-010, R3, S6.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist items #1 and
#2, Verified by review data
packages HVOC-DP-00167 and
HVOC-DP-00186 (Gas VOCs)

I

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's waste characterization program meets the following
general requirements:
Re .. eete Analytical data packages and batch data
•
reports must be reported accurately in a preapproved format, must be maintained in permanent
files, and must be traceable?
•

I WIPP-010, R3,

y

Audit of the Level II
reviews ensures the Level I
requirements have been
met. Level I data
.
packages were also
audited but not listed here'.
due to space restrictions.

All data must receive a technical review by another
qualified analysts; or the technical supervisor, and
the laboratory QA officer?

All raw data must be reviewed and have the release
signatures of a technical supervisor and a QA
officer before release?
(Section B-4)
•

33

site performs data validation and verification of waste
characterization data for each waste container?
(Section B-4)
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IY

Audit of the Level II
reviews ensures the Level I
requirements have been
met. Level I data
packages were also
audited but not listed here
due to space restrictions.
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RFETS
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Procedure Documented

#

Location

34

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures documented to ensure that all raw data is
collected and managed at the data generation level in
accordance with the following criteria:
All raw data shall be signed and dated in-h!eelt
reproducible ink by the individual collecting the
data, or sighed and dated using electronic
signatures

.

.

.
.
.

.
.

All data shall be recorded clearly, legibly, and
accurately in field and laboratory records and
include all applicable sample identification numbers
All changes to original data shall be lined out,
initialed, and dated by the individual making the
change. Original data may not be obliterated or
otherwise be made unreadable
All data shall be transferred and reduced from field
and laboratory records completely and accurately
All field and laboratory records shall be maintained
in permanent files in accordance with NEIC custody
criteria
Data shall be organized into standard reporting
formats for each method of analysis

All electronic and video data are stored to ensure
that waste container, sample and QC data are
readily retrievable
(Section 83-10)

HGAS SAP
L-4146, RE, SS

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

y

Item
Reviewed
A-99-21, Review of batch
reports: 99C-7593-9959

Solid Sampling
4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2, App.1

A-99-021, Review of batch report
SS-SB-020

RTR
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S8.7

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch report
5T-0060 and 5T-0059

4-W30-NDT-00664, R 1, S8.1.6

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch report
6T-1531and6T-1532A

VE
4-HS0-776-ASRF-007, R1
GASVOCs
L-4111, RN, S9.0
Metals
L-4153, RE, S8.4

L-4151, RF, S8.6

L-4152, RF, S8.6
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Adequate?
YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
Performed for molten salt
residues

A-99-021, Review of batch report
VE-99-001
A-99-021, Review of batch report
HVOC-DP-00171
A-99-09 Checklist item Q-7,
Review of ICPA-DP-00008,
ICPA-DP-00017, ICPA-DP00025, ICPA-DP-00028
A-99-09 Checklist item Q-22,
Review of HAAS -DP-00007,
HAAS-DP-00012, HAAS-DP00005
A-99-09 Checklist item Q-5,
Review of CVAA-DP-00001,
CVAA-DP-00005, CVAA-DP00016, CVAA-DP-00019

"'

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Location

35

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures documented that ensure that 100 % of batch data
reports are subject to non-programmatic technical review by an
individual qualified to review the data. The reviewer shall release the
data through signature with an associated review checklist prior to
characterization of the associated waste and shipment to the WlPP.
The review shall ensure the following , as applicable:
Data were generated according to the methods used and
reported in the proper units and significant figures

.

.

.

.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Calculations have been verified by a valid calculation
program, a spot check of verified calculation programs,
and/or a 100 percent check of all hand calculations
All variances from approved methods have been justified,
documented, and approved
The data have been reviewed for transcription errors
The testing, sampling, and analytical QA documentation is
complete and includes raw data, calculation records, chain
of custody forms, calibration records, and QC sample
results

HGASSAP
L-5017, RK, S4.0

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

SS-SB-0020

RTR
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App.4
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, App.7

5T-0048

VE
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, App.6

VE-99-001

GASVOCs
L-4111, RM, App.F

HVOC-DP-0171

Metals
L-4151, RF, S8.6

A-99-09 Checklist item Q-22,
Review of HAAS -DP-00007,
HAAS-DP-00012, HAAS-DP00005

L-4152, RF, S8.6
Reporting flags were assigned correctly

Radiography tapes are reviewed at a minimum of 1
container per testing batch against the data on the
radiography form to ensure that data are complete and
correct.

A-99-21, Review of batch report:
-9959

Solid Sampling
4-PR0-156,-RS-0137, App. 1

All QC sample results are within established control limits,
and if not, the data has been appropriately qualified

Sample holding times and preservation requirements were
met, or exceptions documented

Item
Reviewed

L-4513, RE, S8.2

L-4035, RI, S5.0

Field sampling records are complete
(Section B3-10)
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Adequate?
YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
Assume "nonprogrammatic" means
"independent"

-

A-99-09 Checklist item Q-5,
Review of CVAA-DP-00001,
CVAA-DP-00005, CVAA-DP00016, CVAA-DP-00019
A-99-09, Checklist item Q-7,
Review of data reports ICPA-DP00008, ICPA-DP-00017, ICPADP-00025, and ICPA-DP-00028

'·

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Question
Location

36

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Are procedures documented to ensure that 100 percent of
all batch data reports receive a technical supervisory
signature release with an associated review checklist prior
to characterization of the associated waste and shipment to
the WIPP. This release shall ensure the following:
The data are technically reasonable based on the
technique used

.

.
.

.

.

All data have received non-programmatic technical
review

HGAS Sampling
L-5017, RK, S4

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

Solid Sampling
4-PR0-156,RS-0137 R2, S4.4
RTR
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, App.7
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App.4

A-99-21, Review of batch report::
- 9959

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch
reports 5T-0059 and 5T-0060
A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch
reports 6T-1531and6T-1532A

VE
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, App.6

Sample holding time requirements were met, or
exceptions documented

Gas voe
L-4111, RM

HVOC-DP-00180

TotalVOC

NA

Total SVOC

NA

Metals
L-4151, RF, S8.6

A-99-09 Checklist item Q-22,
Review of HAAS -DP-00007,
HAAS-DP-00012, HAAS-DP00005

L-4152, RF, S8.6

A-99-09 Checklist item Q-5,
Review of CVAA-DP-00001,
CVAA-DP-00005, CVAA-DP00016, CVAA-DP-00019

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch
reports VE-98-001 and VE-98002

L-4153, RE, S8.5.1
A-99-09 Review of data reports
ICPA-DP-00008, ICPA-DP00017, ICPA-DP-00025, ICPADP-00028
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y

SS-SB-0020

The testing, sampling, and analytical QA
documentation is complete and includes raw data,
calculation record, chain of custody forms,
calibration records, and QC sample results

Field Sampling records are complete
(Section 83-10)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Not required for molten
salts.
Not required for molten
salts.

..

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Location

37

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures documented to ensure that 100 percent of
all batch data reports receive a QA Officer signature release
with an associated review checklist prior to characterization
of the associated waste and shipment to the WIPP. This
release shall ensure the following:
Non-programmatic technical and technical
supervisory review have been performed and
documented through signature

.

.
.
.

HGAS Sampling
L-5017, RJ, S4.0

RTR
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, App.7
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App.4

Sampling and QC Checks have been properly
performed and all QC outliers have been identified

VE
4-HS0-776-ASRF-007, R1, App.6

The testing, sampling, and QA documentation is
complete
(Section 83-10)

y

Solid Sampling
4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2, S4.3

QAO's have been met

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

A-99-21, Review of batch report:: 9959

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
CAO allows the Technical
Supervisor and QA reviews
to be combined.

SS-SB-0020

A-99-07 Checklist item #5, Verified by
review of batch reports 5T-0059 and
5T-0060
A-99-07 Checklist item #5, Verified by
review of batch reports 6T-1531 and
6T-1532A
A-99-07 Checklist item #5, Verified by
review of batch reports VE-98-001
and VE-98-002
A-99-07 Checklist item #6, Reviewed
batch reports HVOC-DP-00190 and
HVOC-DP-00191

Gas VOCs
L-5017, RI, S6

Total voes

NA

Total SVOCs

NA

Metals
L-4151, RF, S8.6

L-4152, RF, S8.6

L-4153, RE, S8.5.1

L-4035, RI, S7.0
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Not required for molten
salts.
Not required for molten
salts.

A-99-09 Checklist item Q-22, Review
of HAAS -DP-00007, HAAS-DP00012, HAAS-DP-00005
A-99-09 Checklist item Q-5, Review
of CVAA-DP-00001, CVAA-DP00005, CVAA-DP-00016, CVAA-DP00019
A-99-09 Review of data reports
ICPA-DP-00008, ICPA-DP-00017,
ICPA-DP-00025, ICPA-DP-00028
A-99-09 item T-4
Review of data packages (HAAS-DP0007, HAAS-DP-00012; ICPA-DP0008, 00017, 00025; CVAA-DP00001,00016)

..

,

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, i999

Procedure Documented

#

Location

38

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures documented to ensure that 100 percent of
all batch data reports generated on the project level receive
a Site Project Manager signature release with an associated
review checklist prior to characterization of the associated
waste and shipment to the WIPP. This release shall ensure
the following:
Non-programmatic technical reviews, technical
supervisory reviews, and QA Officer reviews have
been performed and documented through signature

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2
WIPP-008, RO, S6.2.5

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

.

.
.

.

Item
Reviewed
A-99-07, Chceklist item #2 ,
Verified by review of data
packages: 6T-1527 (RTR); VE99-002; HVOC-DP-00167,
HVOC-DP-00186 (Gas VOCs)
A-99-021, Review of WSPF RF004.01

Data have been reconciled with DQOs
Sampling, testing, and analytical batches are
complete and data are reported to the correct units,
qualifier flags, and significant figures.

The testing, sampling, and QA data review
checklists are complete
(Section 83-10)
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Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
DQO reconciliation is
performed during WSPF
generation (not during the
level II batch report
review).

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Question
Location

39

At the project level, are procedures documented to ensure
that 100 percent of all batch data reports generated on the
project level shall have a Site Project QA Officer signature
release with an associated review checklist prior to
characterization of the associated waste and shipment to
the WIPP. This release shall ensure the following:
Sampling batch field QC checks were properly
performed and meet established-GAf¥5. DQOs and
data usability criteria

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

.
..
•

.

Adequate?
Y/N

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #2,
Verified by review of data
packages: 6T-1527 (RTR); VE99-002; HVOC-DP-00167, and
HVOC-DP-00186 (Gas VOCs)

y

WIPP-010, R3, S6.5

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #4,
Verified by review of quarterly
V&V QR-DP-4th quarter-1998

y

.

.

Item
Reviewed

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
QAOs and DQOs are
reviewed during WSPF
preparation.

Testing batch QC checks were properly performed
Analytical batch and on-line QC Checks were
properly performed and meet established-GAf¥5.
DQOs and data usability criteria
Radiography data are complete and acceptable
Redieessey date ere eeFl'lplete arid eeeepteele
Data are properly reported (i.e., correct units,
correct significant figures, and appropriate qualifier
flags)

Proper procedures were used to ensure that
representative headspace gas and core samples
were collected
(Section 83-10)
'

40

Are procedures documented to ensure that a repeat of the
data review process will be performed on a minimum of one
randomly chosen waste container every quarter to
determine if the verification and validation is performed
according to documented procedures?
(Section 83-10)
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Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

#

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

41

Are procedures documented and checklists are available to
prepare a site project QA officer summary that includes on a
waste container basis, a validation checklist for each batch
that is of sufficient detail to document all aspects of the
testing, sampling , and analytical batch that could affect data
quality?
(Section 83-10)

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2 and the
Appendices

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #2.
Verified by review of data
packages: 6T-1527 (RTR); VE99-002; HVOC-DP-00167, and
HVOC-DP-00186 (Gas VOCs)

y

42

Are procedures documented to ensure that a data validation
summary is prepared by the Site Project Officer or designee
that confirms that all data were validated according to site
QAPP requirements, indicate analytical batches, identify all
problems, and identify all acceptable and unacceptable
data?
(Section 83-10)

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2 and the
Appendices

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #2.
Verified by review of data
packages: 6T-1527 (RTR); VE99-002; HVOC-DP-00167, and
HVOC-DP-00186 (Gas VOCs)

y

43

Are J'FeeeEl1:1res iA J'leee le eASl:IFe lhel eAy AeA
eeAfeFmeAees iEleAUfieEI iA !he Elele oeFifieelieA eAEI
oeliElelieA J'Feeess is iEleAtifieEI iA BA AeA eeAfeffl'leAee FeJ'eFI
(SeelieA 83 ~ 9)
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Location

44

Example of Implementation

Question

Are procedures in place to ensure that the following Data
Quality Objectives are met:
Use Headspace gas sampling and analysis to
identify and quantify voes to ensure compliance
with the environmental compliance standards of 20
NMAC 4.1.500 and to confirm hazardous waste
identification by Acceptable Knowledge

.

.

.
.
.

Perform totals analyses of homogenous solids and
soils/gravel wastes to establish if the waste is
hazardous based on the toxicity characteristics
levels in 20 NMAC 4.1.200 through a comparison of
the upper confidence limits of the mean
concentrations; and to confirm hazardous waste
identification by Acceptable Knowledge

WIPP-009, R1, S6.1 and S6.2

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

4-119-NDT-00569, R2
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1

Item
Reviewed
A-99-021, Review of batch
reports: 5T-0048 (RTR), VE-99001 (VE), and the WEMS WIPP
Verify Worksheet for drum
D76455

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1
4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, RI, App.1

Perform totals analyses of homogenous solids and
soils/gravel wastes to report the average
concentration of hazardous constituents in a waste
stream as a function upper confidence limits of the
mean concentrations, as specified in 20 NMAC
2.1.200
Use radiography or visual examination for purposes
of verifying physical waste form, identifying
prohibited items, verifying determination of sampling
and analytical requirements, and confirming
acceptable knowledge

"'

Use visual examination as a process check of
radiography
(Section B-4a(1 ))
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RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Question
Location

45

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Are procedures in place to ensure that the following Quality
Assurance Objectives are adequately defined and assessed
for each characterization method:
Precision as a measure of the mutual agreement
among multiple measurements

.

.
.

.

HGAS Sampling
L-4146, RE, SS.1
L-5017, RJ

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

Solid Sampling
4-PR0-156 RS, 0137, R2, App.3

A-99-021, Review of batch
report:
9959

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
Solid sampling QAO
evaluation performed by
SPQAO.

Solid Batch-0020

Molten salt only.

RTR and VE
WIPP-010, R3, S6.2

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Verified by review of batch
reports 6T-1527, VE-99-001, and
VE-99-002

RTR and VE are combined
(VE is the QC check)

Gas VOCs
L-5017, RI, S6

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Verified by review of batch
reports HVOC-DP-00190 and
HVOC-DP-00191

RTRNE comparability is
done at the SPO level.

NA

Not required for molten
salt.
Not required for molten
salt.

Accuracy as the degree of agreement between a
measurement results and a true or known value
Completeness as a measure of the amount of valid
data obtained from a method compared to the total
amount of data obtained

Comparability as the degree to which one data set
can be compared to another data set
(Section B-4a(2))

Total

voe

NA

Total SVOC
Metals
L-4035, RI, S7

A-99-021, Review of batch
reports:
HAAS-DP-00008,
CVAA-DP-00024, and
ICPA-DP-00018
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

·c·.·. ···:~··<''"1?'\ :' >:'":F .. ·• .•.
.

.. '. · ..:

.

·.

.

:

·""·

•

46

Are procedures in place to ensure that the site's sample
handling and control program includes the following:
Field documentation of samples including point of
origin, date of sample, container identification,
sample type, analysis requested, and chain-ofcustody (COG) number?

.

.

.
.

·•'·;;:•

>

·•..••

:<:·:

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

SAMPLE CONTROL······.>
..

HGAS
L-4024, RF
L-4146, RE
L-4006, RE

Item
Reviewed

:'i."\,. ..:·:·.

..

Adequate?
Y/N
·'"'..-

"".:--.·

...

.......,,

. · s.·· •.

·•

A-99-021, Review of batch
reports HVOC-DP-00171, and

CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use of
chain-of-custody forms and
identification of samples.

Solid Sampling
4-W84-RS-0114, R1

N, Salt
sampling
does not
meet all
program
requirements

SS-SB-020

N,CAR
prepared to
address
this
deficiency

95-QAPjP-005, R3 Figure 6-1
RS-020-006, R1

N, Salt
sampling
does not
meet all
program
requirements

95-QAPjP-005, R3 Figure 6-1

N,CAR
prepared to
address
this
deficiency

Proper labeling and/or tagging including proper
sample numbering, sample identification, sample
date, sampling conditions, and analysis requested?

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

COG record including name of sample relinquisher,
sample receiver, and date and time of sample
transfer? and

Proper sample handling and preservation?
(Section B-4a(3))
47

Are procedures in place to ensure that the site's QAPjP
includes COG forms to control the sample from the point of
origin to the final analysis result reporting?
(Section B-4a(3))
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CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use of
chain-of-custody forms and
identification of samples.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

<

48

.· .•

,

'> ·;'

.>

.

.. . .

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

.DATAGENERATIONANDTRANSMtrfAL

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage 95-0APjP-0050, R3
site has a pre-approved format defined by the QAPjP for
reporting waste characterization data?
(Section B-4a(4))
HGAS Sampling
L-5017, RJ, 54.0

Y

:<,,

A-99-021, Review of batch
reports:

SS-SB-020

RTR
4-W30-NDT-00664, RI, App.1, 3,
and 4
4-l 19-NDT-00569, R2, App.2, 4,
and 7

5T-0048

VE
4-H80-ASRF-007, R1, App.3, 4, 5,
6, and 7

VE-99-001

HVOC-DP-00171
HVOC-DP-00180

Total VOC
Total SVOC

NA
NA

Metals
L-4151, RF
L-4152, RF
L-4153, RE

HAAS-DP-00008
CVAA-DP-00024
ICPA-DP-00018
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·.
Y

>

<
B-4a{4) allows the format
to be in the SOPs (Nov.
13, 1998)

-9959

Solid Sampling
4-W84-RS-0114, R3, S11
4-PR0-156-RS-0137,R2, S5

Gas voes
L-4111, RM, S9.2

Adequate?
y /N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

For molten salt only.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Question
Location

49

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site prepares analytical, testing, and sampling batch data
~eel<B~es reports to meet the requirements of their own sitespecific QAPjP?
(Section B-4a(4))

HGAS Sampling
L-4146, RE

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

Item
Reviewed
A-99-021 , Review of batch
reports:
-9959

I Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

SS-SB-020
Solid Sampling
4-W84-RS-0114, RI
4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2, SS
ST-0048
RTR
4-W30-NDT-00664, RI, S8.1.6
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S8.8
A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Verified by review of batch
reports VE-99-01 and VE-99-02

VE
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S7.1
voes
L-4111, RM, S9.0

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Verified by review of batch
reports HVOC-DP-00190 and
HVOC-DP-00191

Total VOCs
Total SVOCs
A-99-09 Checklist item Q-7,
Verified by review of batch
reports ICPA-DP-00008, ICPADP-00017, ICPA-DP-00025, and
ICPA-DP-00028

Metals
L-4217, RA

50

Are procedures in place to ensure that documented
laboratory QA/QC programs include the following:
Facility organization
List of equipmenUinstrumentation
Operating procedures
QA/QC procedures
Quality assurance review
Laboratory records management
(Section 8-4a(4))

...
...

3-21000-ALQAP, RB

y
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A-99-021 , Review of 3-21000ALQAP S2.0, 2.11, 2.8.2, 2.9,
2.4.2, 2.2, 2.20 and review of the
Radiological Laboratory
Equipment List

Molten Salt only.

'
y

'
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RFETS
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Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Question
Location

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

51

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site transmits data to the Permittees by hard copy or
electronic copy from the data generation level to the site
project level only after all data generation and project level
validations are complete? If electronic, does the
generator/site have a hard copy available on demand?
(Section B-4a(5))

NA

NA

Data Generation Level
reports to site project level
only.

52

Are procedures in place to ensure that the transmitted data
include the following:
testing data reports for each waste container?

NA

NA

This text was deleted from
the 11/13/98 version.

..

.

.
.

sampling data reports for each waste container
sampled?
analytical data reports for each waste container
sampled? and

data review checklists on forms approved under the
site QAPjP?
(Section B-4a(5))
53

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site inputs the data into the WWIS manually or
electronically?
(Section B-4a(5))

4-K47-WEM-WP-1210, R1, S9.2
1-PR0-110-WP-1212, RO

y

A-99-021, Observation of the
databases (WEMS and WWIS)

y

54

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site enters the data into the WWIS in the exact format
required by the database?
(Section B-4a(5))

4-K47-WEM-WP-1210, R1, S9.2
1-PR0-110-WP-1212, RO

y

A-99-021, Observation of the
databases (WEMS and WWIS)

y

t
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

55

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site reports summarize waste characterization information
on a waste stream basis, and transmits the summarized
data by hard copy or electronically to WIPP Waste
Operations when requested?
(Section B-4a(5})

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S3.4.2

56

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's summary data i!JeelEe!:jes reports are reviewed at the
project level and include the following information:
Site name?
Program identification?
Waste container numbers?
Release signatures from the Site Project Manager
and the Site Project QA Officer? and
A concise narrative summarizing the results of the
site project level review?
(Section B-4a(5})

NA

57

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's hard copy and/or electronic data reports follow the
Permittees format requirements?
(Section B-4a(5))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, 83.4.2

58

Are procedures in place to ensure that non~admiriistratlve;
WAP,•related non~nformances identified at the site•project
l'jlahagei'le\tel ate reported to the Perrnittees within fi\te (5)
cale~<1!!r clays of identlfieation, that nonconforrnance repOrts
are prepared within thirtY (30) calendar days, and that
~trec::tiv~ actl.on is implemented Prior to waste shipment?
(Section 83"1)

2-U76-WC-4030, RO
1-A65-ADM-15.01, R3
1-PRO-X05-WC-4018, RO App. 1

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

NA

"WIPP Waste Operations"
is deleted in B-4a(5).
No procedure required
because this is not a
routine activity. It will be
controlled by the QAPjP.
WIPP has not made this
request to RFETS, no
implementation to review.

NA

Deleted from 11-13-98
version of the WAP

y

NA

No standard operating
procedure is required. This
is not a routine report.
It will be prepared
according to the QAPjP.

N, Not
required by
CAO

NA

..
..
.
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N, Not
currently
required by
CAO

NCRs must be resolved
prior to waste certification
per WC-4018. Data
package NCRs must be
closed prior to SPO
signature release per
WIPP-010.

\

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
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Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

#

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

59

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's data reports describe any problems or noteworthy
observations (e.g., AeAeeAfeFffiBAee FepeFts, operational
variances)?
(Section B-4a(5))

NA

NA

Deleted from 11-13-98
version of the WAP

60

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's site project manager submits to the WIPP facility a
summary of the waste stream information and reconciliation
with data quality objectives (DQOs) once a waste stream is
fully characterized?
(Section B-4a(5))

NA

NA

This text was deleted from .
the 11/13/98 version.

61

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's site project manager completes a WSPF based on the
waste stream summary information?
(Section B-4a(5))

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1 and S6.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist items #1 and
#2, Adequacy review and review
of WSPFs RF002.01 and
RF004.01

y

62

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site's site project manager submits the WSPF to-w!PP
Waste OpeFetieAs the Permittees along with the
accompanying waste characterization documentation for
that waste stream?
(Section B-4a(5))

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1

y

A-99-07 Checklist items #1 and
#2, Adequacy review and review
of WSPFs RF002.01 and
RF004.01

y
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item
Reviewed

Y/N fYVhy?)

I
63

YIN

RECORDS MANAGEMENT

I Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage L-4028, RJ
site maintains records related to waste characterization
sampling and analysis activities in the testing, sampling or
analytical facilities files, or site project files for those facilities
located on-site?
(Section B-4a(7))

64

Adequate?

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

I Are procedures in place to ensure that the appropriate
docul'Tlelited training and indoctrination is performed for an
individuals and that procedures are documented in site
specific QAPjPs and procedures?
(Section 83-14)

y

A-99-07, Reviewed the records
storage location

y

y

A-99-07, Reviewed training
checklists

y

1-PR0-077-WIPP-005, R1
WIPP-001, R1

PLN-97-007, R5
95-QAPjP-0050, R3
1-10000-TUM, RO
96-RF/T&Q-0005, RO
1-S49-T&Q-EX-001, RO
1-S52-T&Q-TR-004, R3
RF/RMRS-97-040
97-DCl-0004, RO
MAN-041-SSOC-TRA-001, R 1

65 I Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage I NA
site requires contract waste analytical facilities to forward
testing, sampling and analytical QA documentation along
with testing, sampling and analytical batch data reports to
the site project office for inclusion in the site central files?
(Section B-4a(7))

NA

66 I Are J3reeedt1res ifl f'leee te eflst1re tl'let testiflg, semf:lliflg,
efld eflelytieel betel'! date ref'elts ere feP>verded te tl'le site
J3rejeet effiee n itl'lifl 28 deys ef tl'le testiflg ef tl'le lest weste
eeFtleiFter iFt e tesliFtg betel'!, tl'let semf:lliFtg Fef'elts ere
feP>verded te ll'le site f:lrejeet effiee \witl'liFt 28 deys ef tl'le lesl
semJ3le eelleeted, eFtd tl'let ell eFtelylieel Fef'elts ere
feP>'>'erded te tl'le site f:lrejeet effiee '" itl'liFt 28 de~ s eftl'le
reeeipt ef tl'le lest semple iFt tl'le semple betel'!? (Seetiefl 83
12, SeetieFt B 4e(7))
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No contractor services in
place at RFETS for TRU
Waste Characterization
under the WAP. The
procurement process was
reviewed and will control
this activity if needed in the
future.
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

67

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site has an appropriate records inventory and disposition
schedule (RIDS) or equiValent that was prepared and
approved by appropriate site personnel?
(Section B-4a(7))

1-PR0-007-WIPP-005, RI, S3.1
and S4.5

y

A-99-021, Review of RIDS for
TWCP

y

68

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site maintains all records relevant to an enforcement action,
regardless of disposition, until they are no longer needed for
enforcement action, and then dispositioned per the
approved RIDS? (
Section B-4a(7))

WIPP-001, R1
1-PR0-077-WIPP-005, R1

y

NA

y

69

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage 1-PR0-077-WIPP-005, RI, S4.5,
site maintains records that are designated as Lifetime
App.5
Records for the life of the waste characterization program
plus six years, and then offer those records to the
Permittees or transferred to the appropriate Federal Records
Center (FRC)? Lifetime Records include:
Field sampling data forms,
Field and laboratory COC forms,
Test facility and laboratory analytical data reports,
Summary data packages,
Sampling plans,
Data reduction, validation, and reporting
documentation,
Acceptable knowledge documentation,
Data reconciliation report, and
WSPF
(Section B-4a(7), Table B-7)

y

A-99-021, Review of RIDS for
theTWCP

y

..
..
..
..
.
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

No enforcement actions;
therefore no
implementation of this
requirement.

I
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RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

70

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site maintains records that are designated as NonPermanent Records for ten years from the date of record
generation, and then dispositioned according per the
approved RIDS?

1-PR0-077-WIPP-005, RI, S4.5,
App.5

y

WIPP-001, RO, S5.1 and S5.2

y

Item
Reviewed
A-99-021, Review of RIDS for
theTWCP

Adequate?
YIN

y

..
...
..
..
..
...
.
.

Non-Permanent Records include:
Nonconformance documentation,
Variance documentation,
Assessment documentation,
Gas canister tags,
Methods performance documentation,
PDP documentation,
Sampling equipment certifications,
Calculations and related software documentation,
Training/qualification documentation,
GAPPIQAPjP documentation (all revisions),
Calibration documentation,
Analytical raw data,
Procurement documentation,
QA procedures (all revisions),
Technical implementing procedures (all revisions),
and
Audio/video recording (FHA- radiography, visual,
etc.).
(Section B-4a(7), Table B-7)
71

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site has raw data that is identifiable and legible, and
provides documentary evidence of quality?
(Section B-4a(7))

WIPP-010, R3, S6.1

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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A-99-07 Checklist items #3 and
#4, Verification of record
authentication and completion of
the QA checklists
A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Verified by review of summaries
in data packages 6T-1527(RTR);
VE-99-001, VE-99-002; HVOCDP-00167, and HVOC-DP-00186
(VOC)

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

#

RFETS
Sep 24, i999

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

NA

72

Are procedures in place to ensure that project level reports
are summarized in data summary reports on a per waste
container basis and on a waste stream basis in a waste
stream characterization summary report
(Section 83-12)

73

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage WIPP-010, R3, S6.2
site uses forms for data reporting that are pre-approved
forms in site-specific documentation?
(Section 83-12)

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Verified by review of summaries
in data packages 6T-1527(RTR);
VE-99-001, VE-99-002;HVOCDP-00167, and HVOC-DP-00186
(VOC)

74

Are procedures in place to ensure that if the
generator/storage site ceases to operate, that all records be
transferred before closeout?
(Section 8-4a(7))

y

NA

Adequate?
Y/N

A procedure is not required
for this report because it is
an infrequent request from
CAO not implemented yet.
(No request from CAO)
Generation of this report
will be guided on a caseby-case basis according t(}
the directions provided in
the site QAPjP.

NA

1-PR0-077-WIPP-005, RI, S3.1
and S4.5
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

Level II data validation
ensures data is correctly
reported on standard
forms.

Not implemented yet. (Site
not closed.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Question
Location

75

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Are procedures in place to ensure that hard copy or
electronic data packages will include the following:
Cover Page with Site name, program identification,
waste container numbers, and release signatures of
Site Project Manager and Site QA Officer

.

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

NA

NA

.
.
. .

Table of Contents

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
A standard operating
procedure has not been
required because it is an
infrequent occurrence.
The report will be prepared
in accordance with the
QAPjP, if requested.
Not implemented because
there has been no request
from CAO.

Concise narrative

Waste container specific information that includes:
Cover Page with site name, program
identification, waste container number, and
release signatures of Site Project Manager and
Site QA Officer
Sample number to waste container number
cross reference table
Table of Contents
Site Project QA Officer Summary
Data Validation Summary
RadiographyNisual Examination results
Redieesse) Resttlts
• At:eeptable knowledge documentation
supporting the waste stream characterization
Headspace gas sample results
Total VOC, SVOC, and Metals results if
applicable
(Section 83-12)

.
..
..
.
..

l
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Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Question
Location

"'
76

:·: . ..

.

•

.

..

•

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site accurately completes an EPA Hazardous Waste
Manifest prior to shipping the waste to WIPP that contains
the following information:
Generator site name and EPA ID
Generator site contact name and phone number
Quantity of waste
List of hazardous waste codes in shipment
Listing of all container Ids
Signature of authorized generator representative
(Section B-4b(2))

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item
Reviewed

•

SHIPMENT

..
4-T17-Traffic-502, RO

y

...

Adequate?
YIN

•·

.

No hazardous waste
shipments have been
made to WIPP.

NA

...
...

77

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Audit of the transportation
activities demonstrated
that RFETS can
adequately manifest waste
shipments .

AFe pFeeeat1Fes iR pleee te eRSt1Fe ti'lel li'le geReFeteFls!eFege
sile eeet1Fetely eeF!'lpletes a l:eRa Sispesel RestFie!ieR ~leliee
pFieF te si'lippiRg ti'le waste te WIPP ti'let eeRteiRs ti'le
felle•niRg iRfeFFl'le!ieR:
EPA i'lel!eFaet1s waste F1t1ffibeFS
Applieeble !FeelffleAI steAaei'ds foF F901 FOOS
we9le9
St1ppeFtiAg eAelyses eAa/eF FefeFeAees le pFeviet1sl~
st1ppliea eRelylieel aele
iseelieA B 4bli%H

..
.

78

Are procedures in place to ensure that the generator/storage
site accurately completes the following container specific
information:
Waste stream identification number
List of hazardous waste codes per container
Certification data
Shipping data
(Section B-4b(2)(i))

...
.

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1
1-PRO-X05-WC-4018, RO
4-K47-WEM-WP-1210, R1
4-T20-Traffic-505, R1

y
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A-99-021, Observed entries in
the WEMS database

y

"'~

RFETS

Sep 24, i999
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Table 86-2 Solids and Soils/Gravel Sampling Checklist
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Solids and Soils/Gravel Sampling Checklist
Procedure Documented

#
Question

.
1

Location

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

SOLIDS SAMPLING FREQUE~CIES
. ·=··"''

..

,,.

.

Are procedures documented that adequately ensure:
Newly generated waste streams of homogeneous
solid and soil/gravel are randomly sampled for
VOC, SVOC, and metals analyses a minimum of
once per year after an initial-5 10 sample set is
collected (Section B-3d(1 )a)

RS-020-006, R 1, S3.2

y

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2

y

A-99-09 Checklist items #2, #3,
#4, #5, Reviewed TRG-016-99.
( Used excel random number
generation)

y

The only solidified waste
audited and accepted is
salt residues.
Salt residues are not
sampled for voes and
SVOCs because they are
treated at high
temperatures. Salt is
sampled on a lot basis
(minimum of 5 samples).

A-99-09, 4-21-98 Memo
documenting the calculations
used to determine the number of
samples

y

Molten salt only.

(Note: only newfy generated waste streams
associated with waste streams identified as within
established administrative controls may be sampled
the minimum of once per year)
2

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

Are procedures in place to ensure that the number of newly
generated soils/gravel waste containers to be randomly
sampled will be determined using the procedure specified in
Section B-3a(2), i.e., performed using the same procedures
used to select samples for retrievably stored homogenous
solid and soil/gravel wastes?
(Section B-3d(1 )(b))
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

3

Are procedures in place to ensure that the following sample
collection requirements for retrievably stored waste streams
are met:
The number of random samples collected for
characterization of retrievably homogenous solid
and soil/gravel stored waste is performed by
developing preliminary mean and variance
estimates for each analyte to define the number of
required random samples; and that the sample
selection process is adequately documented.

•

•

Location

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2

Are preeeelt1res eleet1meAteel ttlet eAstJFe ttlet A
minimum of 5 waste containers er 5% ef ttle
eeAteiAeFS in a retrievably stored waste streams are
sampled to establish the preliminary estimate for
the number of samples.

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2
95-WP/SAP-001, R3, S5.1

The collected sample means and deviations for
each analyte are evaluated against the regulatory
threshold for each constituent to determine if
additional samples shall be collected.

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2
95-WP/SAP-001, R3, S5.1

The required number of samples as statistically
determined are collected to verify that a TRU mixed
waste is below the regulatoiy threshold, where the
regutatoiy thres~C>ld rs the toxicity limit for toxicity
chatacteristics and the MDL for listed waste
constituents.

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2
95-WP/SAP-001, R3, S5.1

Samples from preliminary estimates counted as
required samples were randomly selected and were
collected, analyzed, and validated using
representative methods
(Section 82-2)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2
95-WP/SAP-001, R3, S5.1

.•
•

•

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

y
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Item
Reviewed

A-99-09 Checklist item T-2,
Verified by review of 4-21-98
memo documenting the
calculations used to determine
the number of samples

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

y

Fourth Bullet is confusing
the issue because a TRU
Mixed Waste is already
above the regulatory
threshold.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
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Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#
Question

4

Are procedures documented that adequately ensure that the
following requirements are met for process controls associated
with newly generated homogenous solid waste streams:
Continuous processes associated with newly
generated homogenous solid waste streams are within
established and documented administrative controls

.

.

.
.
.
.
.

Location

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Item
Reviewed

NA

NA

Process found not to be within established and
documented administrative controls are classified as
process batches that will undergo sampling and
analysis
Process changes not impacting sampling frequency
are justified to NMED through memorandum lo CAO
waste characterization manager and approved by
NME9 the Permittees before additional waste from the
process is shipped
Process parameter bounds are established that define
the process operating conditions that would change the
output from the process
Waste generating process procedures shall contain the
sections identified in attachment B-3d(1)a
Process records are examined weekly for indications of
changes or limit exceedances. NMED will be notified of
changes and sl'lipFAeAts BFe eeeseEI affected waste will
not be. aecepted at WIPP until follow-up analysis is
conducted and appropriate action as specified in
Section B-3d(1)(a) is taken

Waste streams that exceed established limits shall be
recharacterized and that Ille el'leFeeteFii!etieA is
peFfeFFAeEI eeeeFE!iA!! te pFeeeEl1:1Fes Fe!ll:liFeE! feF
FetFievellly steFeE! waste those waste containers will be
segregated and a new WSPF .and waste generation
procedures/bounds will be established
(Section B-3d(1 )(a))
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Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

No newly generated
waste from continuous
processes have been
audited. Salt residues
are characterized on a lot
basis. (Minimum of 5
samples)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#
Question

5

Are procedures documented that adequately ensure that the
following requirements are met for process controls
associated with newly generated homogenous solid waste
streams:
Continuous process verification results are
evaluated using SPC control chart techniques to
determine fluctuations or significant process
changes. (Section B2-4)
(Note: a minimum of 10 data points representative
of the process are needed to establish control chart
limits)

Location

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

NA

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

No newly generated
waste from continuous
processes have been
audited. Salt residues
are characterized on a lot
basis. (Minimum of 5
samples)

NA

.

.

.
.
.
6

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

Action levels or control limits triggering
re-characterization of continuous processes are
defined (Section B-3( d)( 1)a))
The sampling requirements necessary to develop
an appropriate control chart mean and standard
deviation are defined(Section B2-4)
Procedures for re-evaluating and updating control
charts are defined (Section B2-4)
Procedures for evaluating the effectiveness of the
sample population and frequency are defined
(Section B2-4)

Are procedures documented that ensure that toxicity
characteristic contaminants associated with-Fefld6ffl
seffl13les el'lese11 feF el'leFE1eteFi:feUe11 ef FetFie'o'eely steFed
waste eFe 11et elessified es RGRA F-Codes for a waste
stream are omitted from sampling requirements
(Section B2-2)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.2

y
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A-99-07 Checklist item 2T,
Review of data evaluation
reports for WSPF RF0002.1,
Lots 1&2, RF0004.01, Lot 1.

y
'·
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

-

:}.i(

)·:gy>
'

.

Location
i\

'
:'

:

·.

.,

.

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)
,·'·.:,,<·'.'·

Item
Reviewed

.. ·

.

• SOLIDS SAMPLING PROCEDURES

i

7\ ;;:

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

Adequate?
Y/N

:>

'

:,.

w

Salt residues are sampled
as molten salt after
treatment. B 1-1 a is
headspace gas sampling.

7

Are procedures documented that ensure waste containers
and contents are allowed to equilibrate to the temperature of
the sampling area (18 -29 degrees Centigrade) by waiting a
minimum of 72 hours prior to sampling and that S3000 and
S4000 wastes are sampled a minimum of 225 days after
packaging eAe !!'lei 65999 nesle is seffi19lee e ffiiAiffil:lffi ef
142 eeys after 19eekB!;liA!:J?
(Section B1-1a)

NA

NA

8

Are all surfaces of sampling tools that have the potential to
come into contact with the sample, including tube liners,
endcaps, spring retainers, extruders, coring tool surfaces, or
any other sampling equipment, either thoroughly
decontaminated or disposed of after each sampling event?
(Sections B1-2b(2), B1-2b(3))

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S8.3 and
S10.0

y

A-98-29 Checklist item 9T,
Verified by review of breakout
batch 207623

y

Only disposable sampling
tools have been used to
date.

9

Do procedures ensure that samplesfor.retrievably stored
waste are collected Using appropriate coting tools and that
newly generated waste may be collected using alternate
representative methods in the event coring is inappropriate?
(Section B1-2a)

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S8.2

y

A-99-09 Checklist item BT,
Observed collection of samples
from charge 209434

y

Molten salt is sampled
using a dipper according
to SW 846 methods.
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

10

Do site specific QAPjPs indicate that rotational coring tools are available for
the collection of cores and non-rotational coring tools available for collection
of cores in relatively soft media. The method used shall be appropriate to
retrieve the maximum core amount. The coring tools will include the
following features:
Removable tube liners constructed of rigid materials unlikely to
affect the composition or concentration of target analytes in the
sample (Teflon®) and sufficiently transparent to allow visual
examination of the core. The liner outer diameters are between 12 inches and the liner wall thickness is less than or equal to 1/16
inch. The liner shall fit flush with the coring tool inner wall and be
of sufficient length to allow for a core recovery of greater than 50
percent.

.

.
.
.
.

.

Location

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.2.1

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

y

Sleeves composed of polycarbonate, teflon, or glass for most
samples and brass or stainless steel for non-metal samples
Liner endcaps shall fit lightly around the ends of the liner and shall
be composed of materials unlikely to affect the composition or
concentration of analytes in the sample (Teflon®)
Spring retainers are used when the physical properties of the
sampling media may cause the sample to fall out of the liner. The
retainer shall be composed of inert materials and the inner
diameter shall not be less than the inner diameter of the liner
Coring tools shall have an air lock mechanism . The air lock shall
also close when the core is removed from the waste container
Core extruders shall be used to extrude the liner if the liner does
not slide freely
Coring tools shall be of sufficient length to hold the liner and shall
be constructed to allow placement of the liner leading edge as
close as possible to the coring tools leading edge
Rotational coring devices shall have a mechanism to prevent
inner liner rotation and shall be designed to minimize frictional
heat transfer to the sample core
The leading edge of the coring tool is sharpened and tapered to a
diameter equivalent or slightly smaller than the inner diameter of
the liner.

Non-Rotational devices shall be designed to minimize the kerf
width ('h the difference between the outer diameter and the inlet
inner diameter)
(Section B1-2a(1))
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Item
Reviewed
NA

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

11

Does the site QAPjP adequately document that the liner
material and retainers are not likely to contain any analytes
of concern?
(Section B 1-2a( 1))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.2.1

12

Are procedures in place to ensure that equipment blanks are
collected and evaluated to verify that liner material and
retainers do not contain analytes of concern?
(Section B1-2b(2))

NA

Example of Implementation
Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

y

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, sa.2.1

NA

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

y

Solid coring is not
performed at RFETS yet.
I
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Procedure Documented

#
Question
-

Location

.

·.

.·

.

...

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

Example of Implementation
Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

SAMPLE C()LLECTIO~: .. .•

..

··.·;·

....
.

.

Adequate?
Y/N

...

'<•.

...

•

13

Are procedures in place to ensure that sampling is
completed in a timely manner, within 60 minutes of core
collection; or that the core shall remain in the capped liner,
or the coring tool shall remain in the waste container with
the air lock mechanism attached?
(Section B1-2a(2))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not
performed at RFETS yet.

14

Are procedures documented to ensure that voe samples
are sampled prior to extruding the core from the liner and
that three equal length voe sample locations on the core
are selected randomly along the long axis of the core to
form a single 15 gram composite sample and that the
sample locations are documented?
(Section B1-2a(2))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not
performed at RFETS yet.

15

Are procedures documented to ensure that a 15 gram VOC
sample is collected using a metal coring cylinder or
equivalent equipment as described in SW-846 and that the
sample is immediately extruded into a 40 ml VOA vial?
(Section B 1-2a(2))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not
performed at RFETS yet.

16

Are procedures documented to ensure that SVOC, Metals,
and PCB sample locations on the core are selected
randomly along the long axis of the core and that the sample
locations are documented, or that samples are collected at
the same locations as voe samples? Samples may
collected by splitting or compositing the representative
subsection of the core. The representative subsections are
chosen by randomly selecting a location along the portion of
the core from which the sample was taken.
(Section B1-2a(2))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not
performed at RFETS yet.

Are procedures documented to ensure that the SVOC,
Metals, and PCB samples are collected using equipment
constructed of materials unlikely to affect the composition or
concentrations of the samples?
(Section B1-2a(2))

NA

17

f

NA
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Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

18

Are proc;¢dl.lres documented to ensure that samples
collected by means oiher thari coring are collected as soon
as possible'and that spatial and temporal oomogerieity is
evaluated to determine if composite or grab samples are
appropriate?
(Section B1~2a{2))

19

Are procedures documented that ensure sample volumes,
preservatives, containers, and holding times meet the
following specifications:

Location

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

NA

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

NA

Solid coring is not
performed at RFETS yet.

A-99-021, Review of:

Footnote "a" to Table B14 allows the lab to adjust
the sample volumes as
long as QAO's are met.

Minimum sample quantity
15 grams
50 grams
PCB
50 grams
10 grams
Metals

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, 56.4.3
Table 6-2
4-W84-RS-0114, R3, Note for 10[3)
[F]

y

4-W84-RS-0114 R2 and data
package SS-SB-0020

y

Preservative
Cool
Cool
PCB
Cool
Metals
Cool

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.3.1

y

CAO:QA:RAS 98-0958, Memo
exempting salts

y

Preservation for metals is
only required for
hexavalent chromium and
mercury (SW-846). VOCs
and SVOCs analysis not
required for salt residues.

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S6.4.3 Table 62 footnote f

y

N

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, 56.4.3

y

y

Not in compliance with
their QAPjP. This is
internal to RFETS
documentation only. The ,
·r
use of 250 ml bottles is
not a WAP requirement.

voe
svoc

voe
svoc

to
to
to
to

4C
4C
4C
4C

Sample Container
40 ml VOA glass vial with septum cap
250 ml amber glass jar with Teflon© lined cap
PCB
250 ml amber glass jar with Teflon© lined cap
Metals
250 ml polyethylene or polypropylene bottle

voe
svoc

Holding Time from Date of Collection
14 days prep/40 days analyze
14 days prep/40 days analyze
14 days prep/40 days analyze
PCB
Metals
180 days/ 28 days Hg
(Table B1-4)

voe
svoc

Metals
L-4150, RE, S5.4
L-4152, RF, S5.3
L-4035, RH, App. E and D

y
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#
Question

-

>·.

··•··
'./:i

··:·:,-

\:·

..

.

... ,
.

Location

.

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Item
Reviewed

" · · iluALtTY ·coNTRol.. SAMPLE col..LE:er10N ··

.··

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N

.

··:·

.·

....
·.

20

Are procedures documented to ensure that sampling
precision will be determined through the collection of colocated core field duplicate samples for core samples and
through the colleciion of co-located samples for samples
conec:ted using alternate methods at the frequency of once
per 20 sample batch collected over 14 days? Are
prdeedures in place to ensure that acceptance criteria for
sample precision is established through an F-Test until 20 30 co~located pairs have analyzed to establish a control
chart?
(Section B1-2b(1))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.
Duplicate samples of
molten salt were collected
to determine precision.

21

Are procedures documented to ensure that co-located cores
are collected side by side as close as feasible to each other,
that the cores are collected and handled in the same
manner?
(Section B1-2b(1))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

22

Are procedures documented to ensure that an additional
sampling location is found or new co-located cores are
collected if the visual examination of the original co-located
cores detects inconsistency in the sample color, texture, or
waste type? (
Section B1-2b(1))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

23

Are procedures documented to ensure that equipment
blanks are collected from randomly selected fully assembled
coring tools or randomly selected liners (if they are cleaned
separately) at a frequency of once per equipment cleaning
batch and that the sample is collected prior to first use?
(Section B1-2b(2))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

24

Are procedures documented to ensure that equipment
blanks are collected from randomly selected sampling
equipment (e.g. voe subsampler, spoons, bowls) at a
frequency of once per equipment cleaning batch and that
the sample is collected prior to first use?
(Section B1-2b(2))

NA

NA

Pyro-oxidized salt
sampling in disposable
carbon steel cups.
See checklist item
number 30.
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#
Question

Example of Implementation

Location

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

25

Are procedures documented to ensure that equipment
blanks will be collected in the area where sampling
equipment coring tools are cleaned, prior to covering the
coring tools with protective wrapping and storage?
(Section B1-2b(2))

NA

NA

Salt sampling equipment
is disposable.

26

Are procedures documented to ensure that coring tool
equipment blanks will be collected by pouring deionized or
HPLC water down the inside of the liner of a fully assembled
coring tool and that the water will be collected on the leading
edge of the coring tool in a clean sample container
appropriate for the requested analysis?
(Section B 1-2b(2))

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being.
performed at RFETS ye.

27

Are procedures documented to ensure that miscellaneous
sampling tool equipment blanks will be collected by passing
deionized or HPLC water over the surface of the equipment
and into a clean sample container appropriate for the
requested analysis?
(Section B 1-2b(2))

NA

NA

For molten salt sampling
only.
RFETS uses disposable
equipment for salt
sampling.

28

Are procedures documented to ensure that equipment
blanks are analyzed for VOC, SVOC, and Metals and that
the entire equipment batch will be re-cleaned and resampled if any analytes are detected at levels greater than 3
times the MDL or RDL
(Section B 1-2b(2))

NA

NA

RFETS uses disposable
equipment for salt
sampling.
Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

NA

RFETS uses disposable\
equipment for salt
sampling.
Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

29

30

Are procedures documented and processes are in place to
ensure that equipment blanks are traceable to a specific
equipment cleaning batch and that the equipment cleaning
batch is traceable to specific identified sampling equipment?
Are sampling equipment or coring tools labeled with unique
identification numbers that are referenced in field records?
(Section B1-2b(3))
Are procedures in place to ensure that disposable sampling
equipment is certified as clean prior to use?
(Section B1-2b{2)}

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.1. 7

NA
95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.1. 7

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.1.8
4-W84-RS-0114, R3, S4.3.3, S8.2,
S8.3 and S9.2

y
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

·..

,

...

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

..

..

,

Location

:

'

,.·

i.

, ..

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

·.·

. ·• SAMPLE EQUIPMENT TESTING, INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE

31

Are procedures documented to ensure that all coring tools
are tested prior to use in accordance with manufacturers
specification to ensure that the air-lock mechanism and
rotation mechanism are in working order?
(Section B1-2c)

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

32

Are procedures documented and processes are in place to
ensure that malfunctioning sampling equipment or coring
tools are tagged; and repaired or replaced prior to use?
(Section B1-2c)

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

33

Are procedures documented and process are in place to
ensure that all equipment is cleaned, sealed inside a
protective wrapping and stored in a clean area?
(Section B1-2c)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.1.9
4-W84-RS-0114, R3, S4.3.3, S8.2,
S8.3, and S9.2

y

A-98-29, Verified by review of
breakout batch Z 07623

y

Only disposable sampling
equipment is used.

34

Are procedures documented processes are in place to
ensure that an adequate spare part inventory is available?
(Section B1-2c)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.5
4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S4.3.3

y

A-99-09, Procedures require
uses of "clean" sampling
equipment. If certified clean
equipment is not available,
sampling will be discontinued.

y

Availability of spare parts
is not a data quality issue.

35

Are procedures documented to ensure that all equipment
maintenance and repair is documented in field records and
that field record logbooks are available to document
equipment maintenance and repair activities?
(Section B1-2c)

95-0APjP-0050, R3, S8.5

y

A-99-09, Reviewed the salt daily
logbook operations and Site
(IWC) integrated work control
program
MAN-071-IWCP

y
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#

36

Question

Location

Are procedures documented to ensure that inspection of
equipment and work areas will encompass the following:
Sample collection equipment in the immediate area
of sample collection shall be inspected daily for
cleanliness and that any visible contamination that
has a potential to contaminate a waste sample shall
be thoroughly cleaned upon discovery

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S4.1 (for salts)

.

.
.

.
.
.

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

y

Item
Reviewed
A-99-09, Observation of
operations

Adequate?
Y/N

y

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.1. 9

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.
Verified for molten salt
sampling.

The waste coring and sampling work areas shall be
maintained in clean condition
Expendable supplies and equipment shall be
visually inspected for cleanliness prior to use and
properly discarded after use
Protective wrapping on coring tools and other
sampling equipment are visually inspected prior to
unwrapping. Coring tools or other equipment with
torn protective wrappers or with visible
contamination are returned to be cleaned prior to
use.
All sampling equipment shall be visually inspected
prior to use to determine if protective wrapping is
torn or if equipment is contaminated after
unwrapping. Equipment with torn wrapping or signs
of contamination will be returned for cleaning.

Clean equipment is segregated from equipment that
has not been decontaminated.
(Section B1-2c)
37

Are procedures documented to ensure that scales used for
weighing sub-samples are calibrated on an annual basis,
that the calibration is documented, that calibration is verified
using NIST traceable weights upon each day of use, and
that all calibration verification is documented in field
records?
(Section B1-2d)

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S7 [3), App. 4
1-197-ADM-12.01, RO, S5.7

y

4-W90-F0-0103, RO, S4.2.1

A-99-09 Checklist item Q-2,
Verified check weights and
balance calibration are traceable
to NIST
A-99-09 Checklist items 2T and
3Q, Verified balance check and
calibration
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

Example of Implementation

I Adequate?

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not
meet
program
requirements

A-98-29 Checklist item T-4,
Verified by review of COG forms
SRS 0077, SRS0078, SRS0079,
SRS0080, SRS0081, SRS0085,
and SRS0086

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not meet
program
requirements

CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use
of chain-of-custody forms
and identification of
samples.

N

A-99-09 Checklist item T-6,
Verified by review of COG forms
SSDP-001, SSDP-0013, SSDP020, and SSDP-026

N, See CAR
99-041

CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use
of chain-of-custody forms
and identification of
samples.

Y/N(Why?)
I

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

SAMPLE HANDLING AND CUSTODY

38 I Are procedures documented that adequately ensure that
field log, sample labels, and Chain of Custody Records are
completed in a manner that meets accepted standards for
legal defensibility and admissibility
(Section 81-4)

4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2
4-W84-RS-0114, R2, 811 [4],
App.11, page 2

39

4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2, S6.1 and
S6.2
4-W84-RS-0114, App.10 and App.11
ASD-003, Version 1

Do formats for field logs and custody records specify documentation
of the following information:
•
Name of sampling facility
•

Waste container identification number

•

Sample identification number of each sample referenced to
waste container

•

Sample matrix

•

Time and date of sample collection

•

Type/number and size of sample container(s)

•

Method of sample preservation

•

Requested analyses

•

Analytical laboratory

•

Shipping information (date, time, shipper, mode , air bill ot
lading number}

•

Sampler(s) name through signature

•

Signatures of custodians relinquishing and receiving
custody of samples including date and time of transfer until
time of final disposition

Form does
not meet
QAPP6.3.2,
Problems are
with bullets 3
and 10
Does not
meetQAPP
6.2.4

•
Comments pertinent to sampling activities
(Section 81-4)
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#
Question

40

Are procedures and processes are in place to ensure that
waste containers are sequentially and uniquely numbered by
site and within the site?
(Section 81-4)

41

Do sample tags contain the following information:
Sample Description adequately describe sample
location and appearance

.
.

.

.
.
.
.

Location

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

4-W84-RS-0114, R3, S10 (3) [F] [a]

y

A-99-021, Verified during audit
that samples each have a unique
number

y

For molten salt only. 81-4
is referring to sample
containers, the reference
to waste containers is a
typo in the application.
Current program
requirements comply with
the ·WAP to use unique
numbers. QAPP
requirements designate
use of sequential
numbers.

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S10

y

A-99-09 Checklist item T-7,
Verified by review of a blank
label sample

y

For molten salt only.

4-PR0-156-RS-0137, R2, S6.3 and
S6.4

Ambient temperature and pressure
Laboratory identification number

The question includes
material not found in 81-4
(The 1•1 bullet and 6th are
different. The 3'd is not in
81-4.)

Analyses requested
DatefTime sampled
QC Designation

Sampler's initials and organization
(Section 81-4)

,,
I
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#
Question

42

Are procedures documented that ensure waste containers
and samples are sealed with intact custody seals and that
one or more of the following custody conditions are met:
It is in the possession of an authorized individual

.
.
.

.

Location

4-W84-RS-0114, R3, S10
95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S6.4.1

It is in the view of an authorized individual, after
being in the possession of that individual

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Item
Reviewed

N
No custody
seals are
being placed
on sample
containers.

A-99-021, Review of batch report
SS-58-0020

Adequate?
Y/N
N

95-QAPjP0050, R3,
S6.4.1 does

It was in the possession of an authorized individual
and access to the sample was controlled by locking
or placement of signed custody seals that prevent
undetected access

This "and" is an "or" in the
text of B 1-4 in the draft
permit. Permit text takes
precedence over checklist
(86-4 page 86-5 of 126).
For molten salt sampling
only.

not specify
that samples
are sealed
with intact
custody
seals and
that one or
more of the
following
conditions
are met.

It is in a designated secure area, such as a
controlled access location with complete
documentation of personnel access or a radiological
containment area (hot cell or glove box)
(Section 81-4)

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use
of chain-of-custody forms
and identification of
samples.

43

Are procedures documented that ensure that discrepant
sample information, indications of damage, or indications of
tampering are documented in a non-conformance report?
(Section 81-4)

L-4028, RJ

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not
meet
program
requirements

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not meet
program
requirements

For molten salt sampling
only.
CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use
of chain-of-custody forms
and identification of
samples.

44

Are procedures documented that ensure that custody
information will be maintained in accordance with EPA NEIC
guidance?
(Section 81-4)

L-4035, RI

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not
meet
program
requirements

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not meet
program
requirements

For molten salt sampling
only.
CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the
prevision and use of
chain-of-custody forms
and identification of
samples.

:
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Question

45

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Are procedures documented to ensure that sample custody
is maintained until the following conditions are met
Sample analyses are completed and data has been
validated at the project level, and

Location

L-4028, RI, S3.6.1

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

y

.
.

A-99-09 Checklist item T3,
Review of COC forms

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
For molten salt sampling
only.

The sample is expended or removed from the
Program
(Section 81-4)
46

Are procedures documented that ensure that samples are
wrapped in plastic to prevent breakage and placed in
appropriate containers, such as coolers, for shipment?
(Section 81-5)

NA

47

Are procedures in place to ensure that adequate cold packs
are included in the sample shipping container to ensure that
all temperature requirements are met?
(Section 81-5)

NA
95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S8.3.1

y

48

Are procedures documented to ensure that sample COC
forms are secured for shipment to the inside of the shipping
container lid and that samples and shipping containers are
affixed with tamper proof seals?
(Section 81-5)

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S11

N
Not in
container
that is
delivered
with the
sample
shipment
container.

Are procedures documented to ensure that a blank
consisting of organic free water is included with each
shipment container containing VOC samples?
(Section 81-5)

NA

Are procedures documented to ensure that a si~Aed eAd

4-W84-RS-0114, R3, S7 [BJ, S9 [A].
S10 d.[3] [F] UJ, and S11

49

50

Eletee custody seal or device is securely affixed across the
lid and body of each sample and shipment container, and is
traceable to the individual who affixed the seal or device?
(Section 81-5)

For molten salt sampling
only.

NA

NA
Verified by review of
CAO:QA:RAS 98-0958, Memo
exempting salts

-

y

Pyre-oxidized salts only.
Samples are not shipped
off site.

N, Chain of
custody for
salt sampling
does not meet
program
requirements

CAR 99-041 was revised
during A-99-021. This
CAR addresses the use
of chain-of-custody forms
and identification of
samples.

NA

N
Custody
seals are
not used.
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

Example of Implementation

I

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

Item
Reviewed

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

LABORATORY OPERATIONS
51

I Are 19reeeflt:ires fleet:iR'leAtefl te eAst:iFe tf<let elteFFtete
eflelytieel R'letf<leels ere s1:1eR'littefl eAfl e1919reuefl iA
eeeeffleAee witf<l 19reeeflt:ires s19eeifiefl iA A1919eAfli>< G 7 ef
tf<le WAP? (Seetiefl B 4e)

52

I

Are procedures documented to ensure that only laboratories
that are qualified through participation in the Performance
Demonstration Program are eligible to analyze waste
samples?
(Section B-4a)

53 I Are procedures available from all participating laboratories
that adequately document that custody is maintained until
the sample is expended or until the sample is removed from
the sample analysis program?
(Section B 1-4)
54

I 95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S2.8.3

y

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S2.8.3

y

QAPjP and SPM control
which laboratory is used.
(Not by a procedure)

I L-4028, RI, S3.6.1

y

A-99-09 Checklist item T-3,
Review of COC forms

y

For molten salt sampling
only.

I AFe 19reeef11:1res flee1:1R'leFttefl tf<let tetel eFtelyses will ee
19erfeFR'lefl fer ell metf<lefls es e1919esefl te TGLP eAelysis?
(SeetieA B 4e)
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#
Question

':.
:,.

55

.
'

,,.. ,.. ,,"'

·•

.'

..'

. · .•

'

Location
,..

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)
'

··..·.

Item
Reviewed
.

NA

NA

Adequate?
Y/N
,.

...

. VOLATILE ANALYSIS OF CORE SAMPLES

·.·

Are procedures documented to ensure that all voe analyses are
evaluated using the following criteria:
Validity of analysis is assessed through evaluation of
GC/MS tune and calibration requirements using criteria in
Table 83-5 and SW-846 methods

.

'

'

Example of Implementation

·.'.''

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
..

'

:

Salt samples are not
analyzed for VOCs. No
other solid sample
analysis is being
performed at RFETS.

Precision is assessed through evaluation of laboratory
duplicates, LCS replicates, Matrix Spike duplicates, and
PDP blind audit samples in comparison to Table 83-5
Accuracy is assessed through evaluation of LCS samples,
Matrix spikes, blind PDP audit samples, and surrogate
analysis in comparison to criteria in Table 83-5
Laboratory completeness shall be expressed as the
number of samples analyzed with valid results as a percent
of the total number of samples collected.
Comparability is assessed through use of standardized
SW-846 methods for preparation and analysis ae eJleeifiea
iA the A'leet et1Fm1t SW 846 t!JlElete that nieet the QAOs
and the consistent application of data useabllity Criteria
Representativeness is assured through the use of
unbiased sample collection and preparation methods
Results and method detection limits are expressed in
Mg/Kg

All method detection limits and program required
quantitation limits shall be less than or equal to the limits
listed in Table 83-4 and the detection limit study
procedures shall be documented in laboratory SOPs
(Section 83-6)

•
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

56

Are procedures documented to ensure that Tentatively
Identified Compounds shall be added.to the target
compound list if they are identified in 25% of the samples ill
accordance With SW-846 criteria for-tit a given waste
stream,ifthey'are not a listed wa!;!te.constituentattri1:>uti1ble
to waste packaging or radiolysis (with the exception of. nontoxic F003 constitlie!'lts); and if they appear in-eftflef the 20
NMAC 4.1.200 (incorporating 40 CFR §261) Appendix VIII
list eF U'te 2e ~4MP1G 4. ~.see ~iAeeFpeFetiA~ 4e GFR §264)
AppeAeil< IX list sllell be eeeee te tile !BF~et eeF1'1pet1FIS list?
(Section B-3a(1))

Location

Example of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

NA

Item
Reviewed
NA
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Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
B-3a(1) addresses
headspace gas samples.
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#

Procedure Documented
Question

Location

I

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

· SEMi~Voi..ATILE.ANALYSIS OF CORE SAMPLES

I
57

Example of Implementation

Are procedures documented to ensure that all SVOC analyses are
evaluated using the following criteria:
•
Validity of analysis is assessed through evaluation of
GC/MS tune and calibration requirements using criteria in
Table B3-7 and SW-846 methods
•

Precision is assessed through evaluation of laboratory
duplicates, LCS replicates, Matrix Spike duplicates, and
PDP blind audit samples in comparison to Table B3-7

•

Accuracy is assessed through evaluation of LCS samples,
Matrix spikes, blind PDP audit samples, and surrogate
analysis in comparison to criteria in Table B3-7

•

Laboratory completeness shall be expressed as the
number of samples analyzed with valid results as a percent
of the total number of samples collected.

•

Comparability is assessed through use of standardized
SW-846 methods for preparation and analysis that meet
the QAOs and the consistent application of data useability
criteria es siieeilie!l iA ll'le Fflesl ettFFeAt SW 816 ttii!lele

•

Representativeness is assured through the use of
unbiased sample collection and preparation methods

•

Results and method detection limits are expressed in
Mg/Kg

NA

NA

Salt samples are not
analyzed for SVOCs.
No other solid analyses
are being performed at
RFETS at this time.

•

All method detection limits and program required
quantitation limits shall be less than or equal to the limits
listed in Table B3-6 and the detection limit study
procedures shall be documented in laboratory SOPs
(Section B3-7)

\
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Question

58

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#

Are procedures documented to ensure that Tentatively
Identified Compounds shall be added to the target
¢omj:>ot.illd lisUf tl)ey are identified in 25% of the samples in
acC:O.rdallce with .SW-846 criteria for-ift a given waste
stream, ifthey are not a listed waste constituent attributable
to waste packaging or radiolysis (with the exception of nontoxic F003 C:Ollstituellts), and if they appear in-etthef the 20
NMAC 4.1.200 (incorporating 40 CFR §261) Appendix VIII
list eF the Z!8 ~'MAG 4. ~ .588 ~iF1eeF13eFetif'l!:I 48 GFR §2!64)
A1313eAEfo< IX list shell ee eeeee te Ute lBF!:!el eeffi13ettF1e list?
(Section B-3a(1))

Location

Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)
NA

NA

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
B-3a(1) addresses
headspace gas samples.
(This item is a duplicate
of cell #56.)

l
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

1

' ,, •.c:>\; · . .· . . .

•.

59

.

. . ,·.
...

Location

.·

Are procedures documented to ensure that all Metals
analyses are evaluated using the following criteria:
Validity of analysis is assessed through evaluation
of ICP/MS tune and/or calibration requirements
using criteria in Table 83-9 and SW-846 methods

.

.
.
.
.

.

Example of Implementation
Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

·.

Adequate?
YIN

.

METALS ANALYSIS

·''•.

OF CORE SAMPLES
y
A-99-09 Checklist items T2, T3,
and T9, Interview with laboratory
technicians demonstrated
compliance with L4153 & SW846, and review of the
notebooks.

Precision is assessed through evaluation of
laboratory duplicates, LCS replicates, Matrix Spike
duplicates, and PDP blind audit samples in
comparison to Table 83-9

L-4153, RE, S?.1.10

A-99-09 Checklist items T2 and
T4 for batch reports: !CPA-DP00008, ICPA-DP-00017, and
ICPA-DP-00025

Accuracy is assessed through evaluation of LCS
samples, Matrix spikes, and blind PDP audit
samples in comparison to criteria in Table 83-9

L-4153, RE, S?.1.11

Instrument detection limits are expressed in ug/L
and results are listed in Mg/Kg.

L-4153, RE, S1.4

All instrument detection limits and program required
detection limits shall be less than the limits listed in
Table 83-8 and the detection limit study procedures
shall be documented in laboratory SOPs. The
Instrument detection limits shall be less than the
associated PRDL for each analyte (This
requirement is not mandatory if the sample
concentrations are greater than 5 times the
instrument detection limit (IDL) for a method)

L-4153, RE, S1.4

A-99-09 Checklist items T2 and
T4 for batch reports: ICPA-DP00008, ICPA-DP-00017, and
ICPA-DP-00025
A-99-09 Checklist item T-3, IDLs
were done 1-8-99; 1-12-99, and
1-14-99
A-99-09 Checklist item T-3, IDLs
were done 1-8-99, 1-12-99, and
1-14-99

Instrument detection limits shall be determined
semiannually using procedures documented in
laboratory SOPs

L-4153, RE, S1.4
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.

y

L-4153, RE, S5 and S6

A-99-09 Checklist item T-3,
IDL last performed 1-8-99

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

60

.
.
.

.

Location

Example of Implementation
Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

y

A-99-09 Checklist items T2 and
T4 for data packages:
ICPA-DP-00008, ICPA-DP00017, and ICPA-DP-00025

Laboratory completeness shall be expressed as
the number of samples analyzed with valid results
as a percent of the total number of samples
collected.

L-4035, RI, 57.1.19

Comparability is assessed through use of
standardized SW-846 methods for preparation and
analysis that meet the QAOs and the consistent
application of data useabitity criteria es s13eeifiee iA
tile FAest et1rreAt SW 846 t113eete

L-4153, RE
L-4035, RI

L-4153, RE
L-4035, RI

Representativeness is assured through the use of
unbiased sample collection and preparation
methods

4-W84-RS-0114, R2
L-4150, RE

4-W84-RS-0114, R2
L-4150, RE

Results and method detection limits are expressed
in Mg/Kg dry weight
(Section 83-8)

L-4153, RE
A-99-09 Checklist items T3,
Reviewed MDL report for 1-8-99
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Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

..

.. \····

;U;

·.

Location

.,.,,.,

•t

Example of Implementation
Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

auAuti' AssuAANCE oeJEct1ves·:·•·

....

Adequate?
YIN

)'

(

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

....

......;,•

•••
....

/o.

61

Are procedures documented to ensure that the sample
completeness rate is expressed as the number of valid
samples collected as a percentage of the total samples
collected.
(Section 83-3)

L-4153, RE, S7.1.19

y

A-99-09 Checklist items T2 and
T4 for data packages:
ICPA-DP-00008, ICPA-DP00017, and ICPA-DP-00025

y

62

Are procedures documented to ensure that the sample
completeness rate is greater than 90 percent and that
appropriate procedures are in place to evaluate the
completeness rate and to identify appropriate corrective
action if the completeness rate does not meet 90 percent?
(Section 83-3)

L-4153, RE, S7.1.19

y

A-99-09 Checklist items T2 and
T4 for data packages:
ICPA-DP-00008, ICPA-DP00017, and ICPA-DP-00025

y

63

Are procedures in place to ensure that analytical
completeness rate of 90 percent is achieved for all
compounds in a waste stream
(Table 83-4, Table 83-6, and Table 83-8)

L-4153, RE, S7.1.19

y

A-99-09 Checklist items T2 and
T4 for data packages:
ICPA-DP-00008, ICPA-DP00017, and ICPA-DP-00025

y

64

Are procedures documented to ensure that sampling
operations are comparable through the use of standardized
procedures, sampling equipment, and measurement units?
(Section 83-3)

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S9.1

y

A-99-09 Checklist items BT and
9T, Verified by observation of
sampling
Charge Number Z09434

y

Salt residues sampling
only.

65

Are procedures documented to ensure that sampling
precision shall be determined through the collection of field
duplicates at a rate of 1 per sampling batch (up to 20
samples) or 1 per week, whichever is more frequent?
(Section 83-3)

4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S10.3 [F]f

y

y

CAO:OWDO:MR8 990358 [UFC 5822]
Sampling Precision and
field duplicates are
addressed in this memo.

66

Are procedures documented to ensure that the variance
measured between co-located core samples is compared to
the variance within the waste stream using the F-test and is
reported by the site project QA officer on a routine basis?
(Section 83-3)

NA

..

"

NA
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Not applicable for pyrooxidized salts.
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Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

-

Example of Implementation
Item
Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N(Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last
audit, etc.)

67

Procedures are documented to ensure that sampling
accuracy as a result of equipment blank evaluation is
determined through the collection of equipment blanks at a
frequency of once per equipment cleaning batch
(Section 83-3)

NA

NA

RFETS uses disposable
equipment for salt
sampling.

68

Are procedures documented to ensure that the
representativeness of samples is demonstrated through the
following requirements:
Use of coring tools and sampling equipment that
are clean prior to use

NA

NA

Solid coring is not being
performed at RFETS yet.

.
.

.
.

Core recovery is not
applicable to molten salt
sampling.

The entire depth of the waste minus a documente.d
safety factor shall be cored and the core collected
shall have a core recovery of greater than 50
percent
The core recovery is calculated as the length of the
core collected over the depth of the waste in the
container
Coring operations and tools shall be designed to
minimize alteration of the in-place waste
characteristics and the minimum alteration shall be
documented by visually examining the core and
documenting the observation in field logbooks

(Note: if core recovery is less than 50 percent, a second
core shall be randomly selected. The~ core· with the
best recovery shall be used as the sample location
regardless of the second core recovery)
(Section 83-3)
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Acceptable Knowledge (AK) Checklist
#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

y

RF/RMRS-97-018, R4
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

y

WIPP-003, R4

y

A-99-07 Checklist items 1-10,
Drum Records, RMRS-WIPP-98100, WSRIC building books,
RF/RMRS-97-018

y

Does the generator site's TRU mixed waste management
program information clearly define (or provide a
methodology for defining) waste categorization schemes
and terminology, provide a breakdown of the types and
quantities of TRU mixed waste generated/stored at the site,
and describe how waste is tracked and managed at the
generator site (including historical and current operations?)
(Section 84-2a)

WIPP-003, R4
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2

y

RF/RMRS-97-018 R3
RMRS-WIPP-98-100 R1

y

Does site documentation procedures indicate that the site
will document, justify, and consistently define waste streams
and assign EPA hazardous waste numbers?
(Section 84-2b)

WIPP-003, R4

y

RM RS-WI PP-98-100
RF/RMRS-97-018
A-99-07 Checklist item 3T,
Reviewed headspace gas
reports for waste stream profile
RF002.01 (lot1 ), RF002.01, (lot
2) and RF004.01 (lot1)

y

1

Whet-Are the primary document(s) required in Permit
Attachment 84 containing acceptable knowledge information
available?
(Section 84-2)

NA

2

Has the generator developed a methodology whereby a
logical sequence of acceptable knowledge information that
progresses from general facility to more detailed wastespecific information can be acquired?
(Section 84-2)

WIPP-003, R4

Does the site have adequate procedures and processes to
ensure that the Acceptable Knowledge process is
adequately implemented?
(Section 84-2)

4

5

,/

·3

\...

!

-·

v

WIPP-009, R1
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Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Location

Item Reviewed

Adequate?

YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

REQUIRED AND SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
6

Does the generator site document that the following must be
included in the acceptable knowledge record:
Map of the site with the areas and facilities involved
in TRU waste generation, treatment, and storage
identified
Facility mission description as related to TRU waste
generation and management (e.g., nuclear
weapons research may involve metallurgy,
radiochemistry, and nuclear physics operations that
result in specific waste streams)

.

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S4.3.1

y

.

.

.
.

.
.

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

Description of the operations that generate TRU
waste at the site (e.g., plutonium recovery, weapons
design, or weapons fabrication)
Waste identification or categorization schemes used
at the facility (e.g., item description codes, content
codes)
Types and quantities of TRU mixed waste
generated, including historical generation through
future projections
Correlation of waste streams generated from the
same building and process, as appropriate (e.g.,
sludge, combustibles, metals, and glass)
•,

Waste certification procedures for retrievably stored
and newly ge(lerated wastes to be sent to the WIPP
facility
(Section B4-2a)
7

Do site procedures indicate that debris waste are assigned
toxicity characteristic EPA numbers based on AK? Is
radiography or visual examination used to confirm the matrix
parameter category, and waste material parameters and
waste stream identified using AK?
(Section 84-4 )

WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1, S6.1.4, and
S6.2.1
4-H19-WSRIC-001, App. 1

y
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#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

8

Do the procedures document how discrepancies in the
waste matrix code are recorded and changes to hazardous
waste codes are recorded?
(Section B4-3d)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3
4-H19-WSRIC-001, S7

y

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

9

Does the generator site document that the following shall be
collected for each waste stream:
Area(s) and/or building(s) from which the waste
stream was or is generated
Waste stream volume and time period of generation
(e.g., 100 standard waste boxes of retrievable
stored waste generated from June 1977 through
December 1977)
Waste generating process described for each
building (e.g., batch waste stream generated during
decommissioning operations of glove boxes)
Process flow diagrams (e.g., a diagram illustrating
glove boxes from a specific building to a size
reduction facility to a container storage area)
Material inputs or other information that identifies
the chemical and radionuclide content of the waste
stream and the physical waste form (e.g., glove box
materials; and chemicals eAel FBelieA1:1elieles handled
during glove box operations, if applicable)
(Section B4-2b)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S4.3.2

y

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

y

95-0APjP-0050, R3, S4.3

y

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

y

.
.

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

.
.
.

10

Do site documents/procedures confirm that the facility will
provide a summary to the Permittees and NMED that
summarizes all information collected, including basis and
rationale for all waste stream designations? Is an example
of this summary available for audit review? If discrepant
hazardous waste data exist in required information, do sites
assign all hazardous waste codes unless the sites choose to
Justify otherwise?
(Section B4-2b)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3 and S6.2.1
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NMED
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Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

11

Do site procedures indicate that the required AK information
is not available for a retrievably stored waste stream,
supplemental information will be acquired and this waste
stream shall be designated as newly generated and
characterized accordingly?
(Section B4-2b)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1 and S6.2
95-WP/SAP-001, R3
1-M60-WPC-001, R2 (Newly
Generated)
1-134-W0-1103-NRWOL, R 1

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

y
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Item Reviewed

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4
RMRS-98-100, R3

Adequate?
YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
"Newly generated"
designation is not required
unless it is repackaged.
This requirement is best
captured in the QAPjP rather
than a procedure.
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#

Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Question
Location

12

Have the following procedures been prepared?:
Procedures for identifying and assigning the physical
waste fortn

•

.
.

.
.
.
.
.

.

Procedures for delineating wasste streams and assigning
e Waste Matrix Code !e nes!e s!Feeffis
PFeeeel1:1Fes f!IF Ele!eFffiifliFl!l •m1s!e ffie!efiel llBFeffie!eFs
(i.e., !lh~sieel wes!e feFffi eAEl !lFS!leF!ies) !lFeSeA! ifl e
wes!e s!Feeffi
Procedures for resolving inconsistencies in acceptable
knowledge documentation
Procedures for confirming acceptable knowledge
information through headspace gas sampling and analysis ,
visual examination and/or radiography, and solidified waste
sampling and analysis

y
WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1

WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2, S7, and SB
95-WP/SAP-001, App. A

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2, S7
WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4

Procedures describing management controls used to
ensure prohibited items (specified in the WAP, Permit
Attachment B) are documented and managed asAeF1eeF1feFffiiA!l ileffis es S!leei~eel ifl PeFffii! A!teel'lffiefll Ba

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4 Figure 6-1
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S10.1
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.1

Procedures to ensure radiography and visual examination
1lFeeeEl1:1Fes include a list of prohibited items that the
operator shall verify are not present in each container of
waste (corrosives, ignitables, reactives, and incompatible
wastes)

4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S10.1
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.1
4-119-WSRIC-001, R2, S7

Procedures to document how changes to Waste Matrix
Codes, waste stream assignment, and associated EPA
hazardous waste numbers based on material composition
are documented for any waste

Procedures for newly eheFSe!efil!eel generated waste shall
describe how acceptable knowledge is confirmed using
visual examination !lFieF !e \1es!e lleelEe!jiFl!l
(Section B4-2b)

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

WIPP-003, R4

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1
1-M60-WPC-001, R2
4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S13.1
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Item Reviewed

RMRS-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

13

Does the generator provide procedures or written commitment to collect the
following supplemental information, as available and as necessary Iii
supplement mandatory informatiOn?
Process design documents (e.g., Title II Design)

.
.

.

WIPP-003, R4 56.1.3

y

Item Reviewed

RF/RMRS-97-018, R4
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Standard operating procedures that may include a list of raw
materials or reagents. a description of the process or experiment
generating the waste, and a description of wastes generated and how
the wastes are managed at the point of generation
Preliminary and final safety analysis reports and technical safety
requirements

.

Waste packaging logs
Test plans or research project reports that describe reagents and
other raw materials used in experiments
Site databases (e.g., chemical inventory database for Superfund
Amendments and Reauthorization Act Title Ill requirements)
Information from site personnel (e.g., documented interviews)
Standard industry documents (e.g., vendor information)
,,__Analytical data relevant to the waste stream, including
results from fingerprint analyses, spot checks, or routine verification
sampling. May also include new information acquired apart frl'>m .the
confirmatory process which supplements required intonnation (e.g.•
visual examinafiori not performed in compliance with the WAP)
Material Safety Data Sheets. product labels. or other product
package information

Sampling and analysis data from comparable or surrogate waste streams
(e.g .• equivalent nonradioactive materials)
Laboratory notebooks that detail the research processes and raw
materials used in an experiment
(Section B4-2c)

14

Does the generator site documentetieA iAElieete that all
iAfeFmetieA FefltliFeEI eAEI specific,. relevant supplemental
information used ih the aeceptable knowledge process will
be el!emiAeEI te EleteFmiAe pFelimiABF) tel!ieity eheFeeteFisties
ef EleeFis waste es peF PeFmit AtteehmeAt B4 identified and
its use explained? Is an necessary supplemental information
assembled aM. has it been appropriately used?
(Section B4-2c)

WIPP-003m R4, 56.1.3

y
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RF/RMRS-97-018, R4
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

15

Does the generator site discrepancy analysis documentation
(for acceptable knowledge supplemental and required
documentation) indicate that if discrepancies are detected,
site must include all hazardous waste codes indicated in the
required and supplemental informationunlessthe site
chooses tojustify an alternative assignment and document
justification in the auditabte record?
(Section 84-2c)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

y
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Item Reviewed

RF/RMRS-97-018, R4
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS

Sep 24, i999
#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

TRAINING
16

Does the generator site have procedures to ensure that all
personnel involved with acceptable knowledge waste
characterization have the following training, and is this
training documented?
WIPP WAP and TSDF Waste Acceptance Criteria
Requirements

.
.

.

.

WIPP-003, R4, S4.2

y

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S4.4.1

State and Federal RCRA regulations associated
with solid and hazardous waste ee!ermiAetieAs
characterization
NeAeeAfermeAee 13reeess, iAeit1E!iA§ Discrepancy
resolution and reporting

Site-specific procedures associated with waste
characterization using acceptable knowledge
(Section 84-3a)
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PLN-97-007, R4, App.1, 2, and 3

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

PROCEDURES
y

17 I Has the generator site developed the following procedures. and are

y

these procedures technically sufficient?
Sites must prepare and implement a written procedure
outlining the specific methodology used to assemble
acceptable knowledge records. including the origin of the
documentation, how it will be used, and any limitations
associated with the information (e.g .. identify the purpose
and scope of a study that included limited sampling and
analysis data).

WIPP-003, R4

A-99-09 Checklist item 1 ,
Adequacy review was
satisfactory

WIPP-003, R4

A-99-09 Checklist item 1,
Adequacy review was
satisfactory

Sites must develop a·nd implement a written procedure that
describes the waste certification program and ensures
unacceptable wastes (e.g .. reactive, ignitable, corrosive) are
identified and segregated from certifiable TRU waste
populations.

1-PRO-X05-WC-4018, RO

A-99-07 Checklist item 1,
Adequacy review was
satisfactory

Sites must prepare and implement a written procedure to
evaluate acceptable knowledge and resolve discrepancies.
If different sources of information indicate different
hazardous wastes are present, then sites must include all
sources of information in its records and conservatively
assign all potential hazardous waste codes , unless the site
chl)Oses tojustify an alternative assignment and document
the justification in the auditable record. Diseref)eAeies iA
eeeef)teele l<AB11leelge !leet11¥1eAtelieA A'lttsl ee reselue!I B)
iAeltt!liAg ell e ueilel31e iAfBFA'lelieA iA !Re ett!liteele reeer!ls
!IA!! essigAiAg ell heeereletts 11aste ee!les iA!lieete!I B) ell Bf
these reeer!ls le the sttltjeet 11 este. ~le jt1!!ge1¥1eAls A'IB) 13e
1¥1e!le reger!liAg the ~ttelil) Bf the re~ttiml !!eettFReAtetieA,
eA!! the essigAA'leAI ef he2er!let1s 11este ee!!es A'lttsl 13e
treehe!I le ell re~ttireEI EleettA'leAletieA.

WIPP-003, R4

A-99-09 Checklist item 1,
Adequacy review was
satisfactory

Sites must develop and implement a written procedure to
compile the required acceptable knowledge record. "HieflFBeeelttre A'lttsl eleseriee !Rel sites A'lttsl esse1¥1ele !IAel
euelttete eueileele eleet11¥1eAlelieA iA the felle11iAg f)Fieril). e)
releueAI iAfeFA'IBliBA fFBA'I flt!BlisReel eleet11¥1eAIS !IAel
eeAlrelleel eleteeeses, e) t1Aflt1Blisheel elate. iAlerAel
f!Feeeelttres eAel ABies, stteR es leg eeel<s. eAel e)
eBFFeSflBAeieAee, StfeR BS A'IBA'IBFBAeiB. fellers, leleflRBAe
legs, eAel iAlePtie11s.
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S7.2 addresses
unacceptable waste

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

YIN (Why)

4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2, App. 1

y

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

Compile all of the required information in an auditable record.
Review the required information to determine if the waste is listed
under 40 CFR Part 261, Subpart D. Assign all listed hazardous waste
codes.. unless the site chooses to justify an altemative assignment
and dbtUrtlf!nt the justification in the audifable record.
Review the required information to determine if the waste may
contain hazardous constituents included in the toxicity characteristics
specified in 40 CFR Part 261. Subpart C. If a toxicity characteristic
contaminant is identified and is not included as a listed waste, assign
the toxicity characteristic code, unless data-ts are available4MM-#te
SBfAJ!liRg BREI eAel~eis ef a FBf3reeeAteti e eeA11,ile ef tt.,e eete
~which demonstrates that the concentration or the
constituent in the waste is less than the toxicity characteristic
regulatory level, Re jt1EiB9MBRt PPIB) ~e PPIBEie regereliRB t~e
eeReeRtFBtieR eftl=le eeF1stitt1eRt\Nhe~data-teare not
available, the toxicity characteristic hazardous waste code for the
identified hazardous constituent must be applied to th mixed waste
stream.

For ne\Nly generated waste, procedures shall be developed and
implemented to characterize mixed waste using acceptable
knowledge prtor to packaging,
Sites must develop and implement a written procedure for the confirmation o
acceptable knowledge in accordance with Section 84-3(d).
)
Sites must prepare and implement a written procedure that provides a cross
reference to the applicable waste summary category group (Le., $3000.
S4000, and S5000) to verify all of the required confirmation data has been
evaluated and the proper hazardous waste codes have been assigned.

Sites shall ensure that results of other audits of the TRU mixed waste
characterization programs at the site are available in the records. A
reference list must be provided that identifies documents, databases, Quality
Assurance protocols, and other sources of information that support the
acceptable knowledge information.
(Section B4-3b)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4

I WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1

"Posted on mainframe as well as
submitted to site records."
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WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4
RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3

A-99-07, General AK checklist
item 6 Observation of computer
screen showing database listing
of audits.

"Newly generated" is defined
as waste generated after '
CAO approves the site
characterization program.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, i999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

18

Has the generator site implemented administrative controls
to ensure that prohibited items are documented and
managed in accordance with site specific certification plans
and that the following minimum site specific administrative
controls:

.

.
.

.
.
.

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3 Figure 1

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

y

Identify the organization(s) responsible for
compliance with administrative controls.
Identify the oversight procedures and frequency of
actions to verify compliance with administrative
controls.

2-U76-WC-4030, RO

Item Reviewed

A-99-07 Checklist items 2 and 5,
Reviewed drum records:
D-60704, Batch 6T-1420 (RTR)
D-60704, Batch HVOC-DP00102 (HSG)
D-69389, GMPS-DP-00135
(GCIMS)
D-69389, CPN-98-002 (SGS)

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 1,
Adequacy review

Develop on-the-job training specific to
administrative control procedures.
Ensure that personnel may stop work if
noncompliance with administrative controls is
identified.
Develop a nonconformance process that complies
with the requirements in Section B3-13 of the WAP
to document and establish corrective actions.

As part of the corrective action process, assess the
potential time frame of the noncompliance, the
potentially affected waste population(s), and the
reassessment and recertification of those wastes.
(Section B4-3b)

I
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RFETS
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Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

CONFIRMATION OF ACCEPTABLE KNOWLEDGE
19

Does the generator site have written procedures for the
confirmation of all acceptable knowledge information using
analytical data, including headspace gas data, sampling and
analysis, and non destructive assay, non-destructive
examination, and/or visual examination? Are these
procedures developed for both retrievably stored and newly
generated waste? If aiseFei'BAeies eiEisl, is ll'le FfleFe
eeASel'lfBli'll'e BSSi!:lflfflefll FflBae?
(Section B4-3d)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4
WIPP-009, R1, S6.1, (HGAS)
4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S13.1 (Molten
Salt)
1-M60-WPC-001, R2 (Newly
Generated)
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1
4-119-NDT-00569, R2
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1
4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1

y

RMRS-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

NOA Not Applicable

20

Does the generator site have written procedures for newly
generated waste to document the confirmation of acceptable
knowledge information with visual examination prior to or
during waste packaging? Do these procedures address the
required elements in 3.4-3d?
(Section B4-3d)

1-M60-WPC-OO 1, R2
4-G83-WEM-WP-1209 ,R1
1-C80-W0-1102-WRT, R1, App.1

y

4-W84-RS-0114, R2
WEMS WIPP Verify Worksheet
for drum 076455
Drum and Traveler for drum
090724

y

Assume "3.4-3d" is B4-3d
WPC-001 directs
preparation of SOPs for new
waste streams.
"Rate and quantity of the
hazardous waste generated"
is not in the SOPs, it is more
correctly located in the
summaries.

21

Are Procedures in place to ensure that acceptable
knowledge is confirmed using visual examination when
retrievably stored waste is repackaged?
(Section 84-3d)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3, S6.1.4,
Figure 6-1

y

A-99-07, Observed repackaging
of LECO crucibles

y

22

Does the generator site have procedures for reevaluating
acceptable knowledge if radiography or visual examination
identify it to be a different waste matrix codes? Does this
procedure describe how the waste is reassigned, acceptable
knowledge reevaluation, and appropriate hazardous waste
codes are reassigned?
(Section B4-3d)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3, S6.1.4,
Figure 6-1

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #5,
Reviewed AK discrepancy
reports

y
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Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

CRITERIA FOR ASSEMBLING AN ACCEPTABLE KNOWLEDGE RECORD DELINEATING THE WASTE STREAM
23

Does the site have implemented procedures which comply
with the following criteria to establish acceptable knowledge
records:
Acceptable knowledge information shall be
compiled in an auditable record, including a road
map for all applicable information.

WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1

y

.

.

.

.

The overview of the facility and TRU mixed waste
management operations in the context of the
facility's mission shall be correlated to specific
waste stream information.
Correlations between waste streams, with regard to
time of generation, waste generating processes,
and site-specific facilities shall be clearly described.
For newly generated wastes, the rate and quantity
of waste to be generated shall be defined.

A reference list shall be provided that identifies
documents, databases, Quality Assurance
protocols, and other sources of information that
support the acceptable knowledge information.
(Section B4-3c)
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RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24. 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

24

If wastes are reassigned to a different waste matrix code
based on visual examination or radiography, does the
generator site have written documentation to ensure that the
following steps are followed:
Review existing information based on the container
identification number and document all differences
in hazardous waste code assignments

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.3, S6.1.4,
Figure 6-1

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

y

Item Reviewed

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed AK discrepancy
reports

Adequate?
YIN

y

.

.

.
.
.
.

If differences exist in the hazardous waste codes
that were assigned, reassess and document all
required acceptable knowledge information (Section
B3-b) associated with the new designation
Reassess and document all sampling and analytical
data associated with the waste
Verify and document that the reassigned waste
matrix code was generated within the specified time
period, area and buildings, waste generating
process, and that the process material inputs are
consistent with the waste material parameters
identified during radiography or visual examination
Record all changes to acceptable knowledge
records

If discrepancies exist in the acceptable knowledge
information for the reassigned waste matrix code,
eeffl(!llete e AeAeeAfeFffleAee Fe(!left (SeetieA 83),
document the segregation of this container, and
define the corrective actions necessary to fully
characterize the waste
(Section B4-3d)
25

Does the generator site documents state that both sampling
and analysis (S3000 and S4000 waste stream) and
headspace gas (for all waste streams) data be used to
confirm acceptable knowledge hazardous waste
designations?
(Section B4-3d)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3
WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.2 and S6.2
WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4
95-WP/SAP-001, R3

y
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RMRS-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

95-QAPjP-0050, R3

26

Do site documents state that radiography (or VE, if waste is
newly generated) is used to confirm waste matrix code and
waste streams assigned to retrievably stored waste via AK?
(Section 84-3d)

27

Do site procedures ensure that headspace gas and solid/soil WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4
WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.2 and S6.2
analytical data-e are used to confirm AK assignments for
listee hazardous waste? If a constituent is detected in
headspace gas that the site believes isn't from the waste
process, the site must provide documentation to support any
determination that organic constituents are associated with
packaging materials, radiolysis, or other uses not consistent
with solvent use. If the source of the detected headspace
gas solvents cannot be identified, the appropriate F listing
will be assigned. If a constituent itt a listed waste is present
in solid/soil analytical results, the appropriate listed waste
shall be added to the waste.stream. F-listed waste assigned
by acceptable knowledge shall not be removed based on
c()nfirmatory. analysis. In the case of totals/TCLP analysis,
do procedures reflect the allowance for concentration
assessments, wherein Sites may add or remove total/TCLP
and non-toxic F003 constituents found in headspace arid
solid/soil analyses?
(Section 84-3d)

28

Does the generator site have procedures (or written
methodologies) for confirming assignment of VOCs and the
reevaluation of their acceptable knowledge information? Do
these methodologies include determination of the source of
the potential constituent?
(Section B4-3d)

29

If the ¢onfirtnatory process determines that a hazardous
constituent-is as identified in headspace gas sampling or
soil/homogenous waste sampling is present in the waste,
does the generator site indicate that they will: 1) assign the
hazardous waste code to the entire waste stream as
applicable, or 2) segregate drums containing detectable
concentrations of solvent into a separate waste stream, and
assign "new" hazardous waste codes?
(Section B4-3d)

WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4, Figure 6-1

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

I

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Review of WEMS WIPP Verify
Worksheet for Drum D76455

y

y

A-99-07 Checklist items 2T and
3T, Review of WSPFs for
RF002.01 (lots 1 and 2) and
RF004.01 (lot 1)

y

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 2T and
3T, Review of WSPFs RF002.01
(lots 1 and 2) and RF004.01 (lot
1)

y

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 40,
Review of reassessment memos

y

WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.2

WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.1 Figure 1 and
S6.1.2 Figure 6-2

Item Reviewed
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Resolution of constituents
not believed to be in the
waste is addressed in a
discrepancy report.
CAO has not instituted
TCLP for program use yet.
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Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

30

Does the generator site document, justify, and consistently
delineate waste streams and assign hazardous waste codes
based on site specific permit requirements or state-enforced
agreements?
(Section 84-4)

4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2, App. 1

y

RMRS-WIPP-98-100 R3 and
Various buliding books

y

31

Does the generator site have written methodologies for
determining the mean concentration of solvent VOCs
detected by either headspace gas analysis or solidified
waste sampling for each waste stream or waste stream lot,
and are all data ("U" flags designated as one half the MDL
and "J" flags, which are less than the PRQL but greater than
the MDL)? Generator sites must include written
methodologies/direction which indicate that they may not
remove hazardous waste codes designated via acceptable
knowledge, even if a voe present in that waste is not
present in headspace gas.
(Section B4-3d)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3
WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.1 and S6.1.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 3T,
Verified for WSPFs RF002.01
(lots 1 and 2) and RF004.01 (lot
1)

y

32

Do procedures ensure that spent solvent assignments are
made by using the UCL 90 (of mean concentration), and
comparing this with the PRQLs? If the UCL 90 exceeds the
PRQL, is acceptable knowledge reevaluated and new waste
stream designated, or is the current waste stream
description modified to include the hazardous constituent?
(Section B4-3d)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.2 and S6.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 3T,
verified for WSPFs RF002.01
(lots 1 and 2), and RF004.01 (lot
1)

y

33

Does the site indicate that it will document, justify, and
consistently delineate waste streams and assign EPA
hazardous waste numbers?
(Section B4-3d)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2

y

RMRS-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

34

Does the geFteFe~eF site have written procedures for
WIPP-009, R1, S6.1.2
situations where concentrations of some VOCs are orders of
magnitude higher than other target analytes? In these
cases, elevated MDLs may be generated, and those
constituents with an elevated MDL but "U" designation will
not be used in median calculations.
(Section B4-3d)

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 3T,
Verified for WSPFs RF002.01
(lots 1 and 2) and RF004.01 (lot
1)

y
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

DATA QUALITY REQUIREMENTS
35

w Are acceptable knowledge processes consistently applied among all generator
sites, and does each generator site comply with the following data quality
requirements for acceptable knowledge documentation:
Precision - Precision is the agreement among a set of replicate
measurements wjthout assumption of the knowledge of a true value.
The qualitative determinations, such as compiling and assessing
acceptable knowledge documentation, do not lend themselves to
statistical evaluations of precision. Therefore, precision requirements
are not established for acceptable knowledge.

.

.

.
.

.

y

y
NA

NA

Accuracy - Accuracy is the degree of agreement between an
observed sample result and the true value. The percentage of waste
containers which require reassignment to a new waste matrix code
and/or designation of different hazardous waste codes based an the
reevaluation of acceptable knowledge and sampling and analysis
data will be reported as a measure of acceptable knowledge
accuracy.

WIPP-003, R4, S6.3

TRU Waste AK Accuracy Report,
R1, 2-26-99
(A-99-07;WIPP-003, item 8)

Completeness - Completeness is an assessment of the number of
waste streams or number of samples collected to the number of
samples determined to be useable through the data validation
process. The acceptable knowledge record must contain 100 percent
of th~ information-f specified in Section 84-2t. The useability
of the acceptable knowledge information will be assessed for
completeness during audits.

95-QAPjP-0050, R3
WIPP-003, R4, S6.2.1

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

Comparability - Data are considered comparable when one set of
data can be compared to another set of data. Comparability is
ensured through sites meeting the training requirements and
complying with the minimum standards outlined for procedures that
are used to implement the acceptable knowledge process. All sites
must assign hazardous waste codes in accordance with Section 83-b
and provide this information regarding its waste to other sites who
store or generate a similar waste stream.

95-QAPjP-0050, R3
WIPP-003, R4

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

WIPP-003, R4

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

Representativeness - Representativeness expresses the degree to
which sample data accurately and precisely represent characteristics
of a population. Representativeness is a qualitative parameter that
will be satisfied by ensuring that the process of obtaining, evaluating,
and documenting acceptable knowledge information is performed in
accordance with the minimum standards established in Section 83-b.
Sites also must assess and document the limitations of the
acceptable knowledge information used to assign hazardous waste
codes (e.g., purpose and scope of information, date of publication,
type and extent to which waste parameters are addressed and
limitations of information in identffying hazardous wastes).
(Section 84-3e)
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Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

36

1-MAN-008-WM-001, R2, 53.1,
Does the generator site address quality control by tracking
53.1.1and53.1.2
its performance with regard to the use of acceptable
knowledge by: 1) assessing the frequency of inconsistencies RMRS-QA-10.02, RO
among information, and 2) documenting the results of
4-572-QAA-10.01, R1
acceptable knowledge confirmation through radiography or
visual examination, headspace-gas analyses, and solidified
waste analyses. In addition, the acceptable knowledge
process and waste stream documentation must be
evaluated through internal assessments by quality
assurance organizations and assessments by auditors or
observers external to the organization (i.e., Permittees,
NMED, EPA).
(Section B4-3e)

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

y
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Item Reviewed

A-99-09 Checklist item #3,
Reviewed surveillance schedule
3/26/99, delegation authority
letter 3/21/99, and TRU
programs independent
assessment schedule 4/7/99

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

YIN (Why)

Adequate?
YIN

ADDITIONAL AUDIT CHECKLIST REQUIREMENTS
37

I What waste stream/waste.summary category groups does

No SOP Necessary

the initial acceptable knowledge audit apply to?

38

I

.
Ir t 1
· elttele the felleoiFt!J:
Dees the At1el1t Ghee E:is "' ~
ess ttseEI le eeffi!lile, evelttete,
OeettffieFttetieA ef 1 e 13 ree
· · ilellle eAEI
eFtel reeefel eeee!llellle IEFteuleelge is !he
iA=iAIF!MF!Ah=:fll·

'
•

P~Fseflf!el Eft!~lifieet1eFts :~le

. . ._. .. --·
.
el tFeiFtiFt!! ere eleettFFteFtteEI;
IEFteoleel!Je Eleet1ffieFttetieFt
All ef the Feett11reE1 eeeeil e
Res lleeFt eeffi13ileEI iFt eFt et1Elitellle reeefel;
All ef Ille Feett1ireel ilFeeeelt1res S!leeifieel iFt 84 a he• e lleeFt
Ele1ele13eEI eFtEI iffi!lleffieFtteEI, iFtelt1EliFt!! llt1t Ftet liffiiteEI te:
.A - · - -............. - ... : ... ol- #-. .. - ........ : - - : - - .... __ ................ ·- ••• - .........

~~·-g~TTCQ:;gT.~'t:;"

eeEles te 'haste streeffis iFt eeeerEleFtee oith See!ieFt
84-a;~~Y~~·n-r

eeee,itellle IEFte11leE1ge Eleet1ffieFttetieFt iFt eeeeFE!eFtee
\1ith See!ieFt 84 a;
~~

IEFtew1leEl!!e iFtfeFFFtetieFt ti'!Fet1!1R: e) FeElie!IFeilh) eF
vist1el e"effiiFtetieFt, ll)heeEls!leee 11es SBffi!lliFt!! eFtEI
eFtel) sis, eFtEI e) seliElifieEI .. este SBffiilliFt!! eFtEI
BFteiysis iFt eeeeFeleFtee \tith SeetieFt 84 a
(See!iefl 84 8fi
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RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
55000 initially and 53000 for salt
residues

IY

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
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Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

AUDIT REQUIREMENTS

39

Sid U1e PeFl'l'littees Evaluate ell dee1:1R'leAts esseeieted \'tilt!
eeeel!'teble IEFtel'tled!Je feF et least eAe debFis v"este stFeel'I'!
eAd eFte selidified waste streeR'I dt:1Fifl!! the et:1dit acceptable
knowledge documentation for at.least one waste stream
from each summary category group(s).being audited. The
audit must include acceptable kh6wledge traceability for at
least one container from each audited summary category
group.
(Section B4-3f)

Audit Reports
A-99-07 (Recert.) and

y

y
Graphite and LECO Crucibles

A-99-16 (Residue)

LECO Crucibles (Debris), and
IDC 413 and 435 (Salts)

40

Sid the PeFl'l'!ittees Review all procedures and associated
processes developed by the site for documenting the
process of compiling acceptable knowledge documentation;
correlating information to specific waste inventories;
assigning hazardous waste codes; and identifying,
resolving, and documenting discrepancies in acceptable
knowledge records.
(Section B4-3f)

WIPP-003, R4
4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2

y

Audit reports A-99-07, Item 2,
Reviewed drum records:
D-60704, Batch 6T-1420 (RTR)
D-60704, Batch HVOC-DP00102 (HSG)
D-69389, GMPS-DP-00135
(GC/MS)
D-69389, CPN-98-002 (SGS)

y

41

Sid the PeFl'l'littees Evaluate the adequacy of acceptable
knowledge procedures and processes will be and identify
any deficiencies in procedures documented in the audit
report
(Section B4-3f)

WIPP-003, R4

y

A-99-07 General checklist item
#1, Adequacy review

y

42

Sid the Pefl'l'littees Evaluate all required AK documentation
for:
logic,
completeness, and
defensibility
(Section B4-3f)

NA

A-99-07 General checklist item
#3, review of data packages:
D-60704 (RTR)
D-60704 (HSG)
D-69389 (GC/MS)
D-69389 (VE)

y

43

Sid the Pefl'l'littees 1:1se the eFiteFie ef Assess completeness,
traceability of information, consistency of application of
information, clarity of presentation, degree of compliance
with Attachment B4 of the WAP, nonconformance
procedures oversight procedures.
(Section B4-3f)

NA

A-99-07 General checklist items
#1 and #3; RF/RMRS-97-018
Checklist items #9 and #1 O

y

..
.

4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

44

Did the PeFmittees Evaluate the availability of required AK
data. Did the PeFmittees Review the records for correlations
to specific waste streams and for basis of hazardous waste
deteFmiFtetieFts characterization. Are all required information
included and hazardous waste designations appropriate?
(Section B4-3f)

45

Did the PeFmittees' ettditeFS Verify and document that site
used management controls and follow written procedures to
ffi8ke chatactetize hazardous waste deteFmiMtieFt for newly
generated and retrievably stored wastes. Auditors will review
procedures used by site to confirm acceptable knowledge.
(Section B4-3f)

Adequate?
YIN (Why}

NA

4-H19-WSRIC-001, R2
WIPP-003, R4, S6.1.4 Figure 6-1
WIPP-009, R1, S6.1 (HGAS)
4-W84-RS-0114, R2, S13.1 (Molten
Salt)
1-M60-WPC-001, R2 (Newly
Generated)
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1
4-119-NDT-00569, R2
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1
4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1

y
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Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

A-99-07 General AK checklist
items #1, adequacy review and
#3; review of data packages:
D-60704 (RTR)
D-60704 (HSG)
D-69389 (GC/MS)
D-69389 (VE)
Checklist items #9 and #10
Reviewed RF/RMRS-97-018,
Section 5.1 References C 154,
C171, C164, P183,C159

y

RMRS-WIPP-98-100, R3
RF/RMRS-97-018, R4

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Question
Location

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

SHIPMENT EXCLUSIONS

y

y

46

Does the site include procedures/assurances that any waste
container with unresolved discrepancies associated with
hazardous waste EleteFFAiAalieAs characterization cannot be
shipped to the WIPP until the discrepancies are resolved?
(Section 84-4)

1-PRO-XOS-WC-4018, RO, App. 1,
Siii

47

Has a waste stream been revoked? Has NMED been
notified? What are their required notification procedures for
when a container is revoked to notify NMED?
(Section 84-4)

NA

48

If data consistently indicate discrepancies with acceptable
knowledge information, has the site iAeFeaseel SBFA!'!liA!j,
reassessed the materials and processes that generate the
waste, and resubmitted waste stream profile information aiid
implem·ented their.corrective action system? Until
discrepancies are resolve, shipment of the waste stream to
the WIPP is prohibited.
(Section 84-4)

1-PRO-XOS-WC-4018, RO, App. 1,
Siii

y

RF/RMRS-97-018, R4
Toluene was identified in
headspace gas results (See
Section 4.4).

y

49

Prior to shipment, does the site review waste stream profile
forms and associated data packages to ensure that
confirmatory analyses verify hazardous waste
EleteFFAiAatieAs characterization from acceptable
knowledge?
(Section 84-4)

WIPP-008, RO, S6.1, S6.2.1, S6.2.2,
and S6.2.4

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Review ofWSPF RF002.01 and
RF004.01

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #3,
Review of certification for drums
D61804 and D86446

NA
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No waste stream has been
revoked.

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999
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Table 86-4 Headspace Gas Checklist
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Headspace Gas Checklist
#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location
,•·.

.

.
1

2

· .· ·<\'

Are procedures in place to ensure that every retrievably
stored and newly generated waste containers will undergo
headspace gas sampling and analysis?
(Section B-3a, -3b)

Are procedures in place to ensure that all waste
containers will be allowed to equilibrate to sampling room
temperature for 72 hours prior to sampling (18° - 29° C)
and that the drum ages specified in Section 81-1a of 142
days for debris waste and 225 days for homogenous and
soil/gravel wastes are met? Are procedures.in.place to
ensure that equilibrium time and drum ages are
documented?
(Section 81-1a)

·.'

.

,.::;..,,-

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

...

·

. .·

.,..;·.·· \

Item Reviewed

...

HEADSPACE GAS S~MPLING FREQUEN~Y

95-WP/SAP-001, R3, App.A

y

y

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R 1, S6.1.4

4-S57-WP-4701, R3, S4.1[10]

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1, App. 1
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Adequate?
Y/N

·'

"'·

.. ,i•\

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

..

...

.,,.

...

A-99-021, WEMS query of all
retrievably stored certified
containers (330) indicated they
had been sampled.
No newly generated containers
were certified at the time of this
query.

y

Molten Salts will not be
sampled per CAO:NTP:RAS
98-0617
This requirement is best
controlled by the QAPjP
rather than an operating
procedure.

A-98-04, Checklist item 2
All thermal equilibration holding
times observed in data packages
exceeded 72 hours. (3 days)
D69172744 04624

y

CAO:NTP:RAS 981434/UFC 5822 Allows 72
hour equilibration time to be
adjusted for short shipments
outside the temperature
range.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Question
Location
...
·"

/( .•:i1:;:. 4·.~.;),;i;oi: ;>'T>'· •.• .;rL;;;t; .·
·•:\
:•;....

....

. ·:,

......

..

3

AFe 1!'Feeedt1Fes iA l!'leee le eAst1Fe the! ell seFA!!'le
eeAleiAeFS FAeet the eeAleiAeF eeit1ilil9Fit1FA Fef!tliFeFAeAls ef
7i! het1FS'2 f6eetieA B~ ~ e)

4

Are procedures in place to ensure that the following gas
sample container and holding time requirements are met:
The minimum sample volume for voe. sample
collection is 250 ml. (Note: a single 100 ml
sample may be collected if the headspace is
limited)

.

.
.
..

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item Reviewed

3 . • HEADSP~CE.~AS·SAMPLING GENE~~.~EQUIRENfENTS· ') . · · ·•·•· .

L-4146, RE, pages 7 and 8

Adequate?
Y/N

··•.-/.· ·:.·

....

... :

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

y

A-99-021, Observed headspace
gas sampling in the size
reduction vault air lock in
Building 776

y

L-4024, RF, page 17

···.·

..

...

.

..........

,........

·,:..
'

.

Holding temperatures shall be between 0° C and
40°C

The field heldiA~ tiFAe is 4 deys fFeFA seFA!!'le
eelleetieA le shi!!'FAeAI
:fhe elle•11el9le shil!'!!'iA~ liFAe is i! deys
The le19eFeteF) heldiA~ tiFAe is i!S deys fFeFA
seFAl!'le reeeil!'I
(Table 81-1)
5

Are procedures and processes in place to ensure that all
sampling is performed in a radiation containment area
and that a description of the containment area and remote
handling equipment are provided in the site QAPjP?
(Section B1-1a)

L-4146, RE, page 11
4-S57-WP-470, R3
QAPjP S7.2

Radiation control
requirements are not
germane to RCRA sampling.
.•

6

Are procedures in place to ensure that headspace gas are L-4111, RMApp.C
analyzed for the analytes listed in Table 83-2 of the
L-4146, RE, pages 24 and 25
Attachment 83?
(Section B1-1a)

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #1,
Adequacy review
A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

7

Are procedures and processes in place to ensure that all
headspace gas analyses utilize either SUMMA® or
eqt.rivalellt canisters or on-line integrated
sampling/analysis systems?
(Section 81-1 a)

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #1,
Adequacy review
A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

L-4146, RE, pages 39 to 46
L-4024, RF, pages 5 and 6
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question

I

Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

MANIFOLD SAMPLING
8

Are procedures, processes, and equipment in place to ensure
that the following sampling procedures are implemented:
•
The sampling equipment is leak checked and cleaned
upon first use and as needed
•

The manifold and sample canisters are evacuated to 0.1
mm Hg prior to sample collection

•

Cleaned and evacuated sample canisters are attached
to the evacuated manifold before the manifold inlet
valve is opened
The manifold inlet valve is attached to a changeable
filler connected to different sampling heads that are
capable of punching through metal lid of the drum or
penetrating the carbon-composite filter
Field blanks are collected using samples of room air
collected in the sampling area in the immediate vicinity
of the waste container.

L-4146, RE, S6.2, page 37

y

L-4146, RE, S6.3.15
L-4146, RE, S6.14.15, page 39-40

L-4146, RE, S6.7, pages 12, 14, 17,
61-63, 65-67

L-4146, RE, page 48

(Note: field blanks for SUMMA® canisters are collected
directly into the canister)

Manifold equipped with purge assembly that allows QC
samples to be collected through tl'le eRtire FflBflifelEI,
freffl ReeElle Iii' tl'lret1!jl'I ell eeffljlefleR!s t1seEI fer ret1tifle
~all sampling components that affect
compliance with QAOs
The manifold internal volume is calculated and
documented in a field logbook
•

The volume of headspace gas collected as calculated
by the canister volume and internal manifold volume is
less than 1O percent of the available headspace volume
when a volume estimate is available
(Section B1-1a(1))

A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-21,
Observed sampling of waste
containers and cleaning of
SUMMA canisters. (6/99)
A-99-07, Checklist Item 3T,
Review of files for canister
batches 563, 564, 565.

L-4146, RE, pages 41-43, and 48

L-4138, RE, page 15 and 23
I L-4146, RE, page 7
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A-99-21
Safe sites of Colorado Sampling
Log Book for Building 776 (Start
date 5/1/99)

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

9

Procedures, processes, and equipment are in place to ensure that the
following manifold sample side conditions are met:
The sampling head forms a leak-tight connection with the
sampling manifold

.

.

.
.

.
.

A flexible hose allowing movement from the purge assembly to
the waste container

L-4146, RE, pages 33 and 36

Pressure sensors that are pneumatically connected to the
manifold and can measure absolute pressure from 0.05 mm Hg
to 1000 mm Hg with a resolution of~ 0.05 mm Hg at~
0,01 mm Hg. The pressure sensors shall have an operating
range of 15' C to 40° C.

L-4146, RE

Sufficient canister ports shall be available to allow simultaneous
collection of headspace gas samples and duplicates for voe.
analysis (if using SUMMA® canisters).

L-4146, RE, page 32

Ports not occupied with sample canisters require a plug or
VCR® valve to prevent ambient air from entering the system

L-4146, RE,S6.3.2, page 39,

Ports shall have VCR® fittings for connection to the sample
canisters

L-4146, RE, S3.3 page 12

Sample canisters are leak-free, welded stainless steel pressure
vessels, with a Cr-Ni oxide SUMMA®-passivated interior
surface or canisters with equivalently inert surfaces, bellows
valve, and a pressure/vacuum gauge. All canisters shall have
VCR ®fittings to sampling and analytical equipment

.
.

.

L-4146, RE, page 38

NA
See L-4146, RE, page 17

A dry vacuum pump capable of reducing the manifold pressure
to 0.05 mm Hg. (Note: If an oil vacuum pump is used
precautions such as a molecular sieve or cryogenic trap shall
be used to prevent diffusion of oil vapors back into the manifold)

L-4146, RE, S3.3, page 12

A minimum distance between the needle and the valve that
isolates the pump from the manifold

L-4146, RE, S3.3, page 12

'"~iAg

y

L-4138, RE pages 12-15

The pressure/vacuum gauge mounted on each canister shall be
helium-leak checked to 1.5 X 1O" eels, have stainless steel
construction, and be capable of operating at temperatures to
125°c

Tile e"ler di8FAeler ef ll'le 9) 9!eFA

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

91'1811 he 118 iAeR

If real time blanks are not available, !he manifold shall be
equipped with an OVA capable of detecting all analytes listed in
Table 83-2 and is capable of measuring total voe
concentrations 89 le .. 89 9.1 ~~FA l)elOW the lowest headspace
constituent PRQL
(Section B1-1a(1))

L-4146, RE, S3.3, page 12 (PID)

gas voe
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Item Reviewed

A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-021,
Observed sampling of waste
containers. (6/99)

A-99-07, Checklist item 2T,
Review of files for canister
batches 563, 564, and 565 ·

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Sampling equipment design
as described in Section
7.2.1.1 of the QAPjP
satisifies the requirements
and is acceptable for use
per CAO:OWDO:MRB 990358.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

10

Procedures, processes, and equipment are in place to ensure
that the following manifold standard side conditions are met:
A cylinder of compressed zero air, helium, or nitrogen,el' that is hydrocarbon and C02 free air certified by the
manufacturer to contain less than one ppm VOCs. The
gas is used to clean the manifold between samples and
to provide gas for the collection of equipment and online blanks

.

.
.
.
.
.

y

Item Reviewed

A-99-021, Reviewed certificates
of analysis for gases

(Note: a zero air generator may be used, provided a site
sample of air is collected and found to contain less than
1 ppm total voes and the air is humidified)

Cylinders of reference gas with known concentrations of
analyfes from Table 83"2 certified by the manufacturer
to provide gases for evaluating the accuracy of the
headspace gas sampling process
All cylinders of reference gases and zero air shall be
connected to flow regulating devices (stainless steel
regulators)
A humidifier filled with ASTM Type II water, connected,
and opened to the standard side of the manifold
between the compressed gas cylinders and the purge
assembly, if the Fourier Transform Infrared System
(FTIRS) is not used. No humidifier if the FTIRS is used

L-4146, RE, S5.1.2.3

A-99-021, Reviewed certificates
of analysis for gases (6/99)

L-4146, RE, S4.0

A-99-021, Determined pressure
regulating devices were
constructed of stainless steel
(6/99)

L-4146, RE page 20
A-99-021, Determined water was
suitable for HPLC gas
chromotography and
spectrophotometry, the Cat. No.
of the high purity solvent (water)
was 365-4 (6/99)

(Note: Compressed gas may include water vapor
between 1000 and 10000 ppmv in lieu of a humidifier)

The humidifier is off-line during system evacuation to
prevent manifold flooding

A purge assembly that allows the sampling head to be
connected to the standard side of the manifold.

.

L-4146, RE, S5.1.2.3

Adequate?
Y/N {Why?)

A flow indicating device or pressure regulator that is
connected downstream of the purge assembly to
monitor the flow rate or pressure of gases through the
purge assembly to ensure that excess flow is available
to prevent ambient air from contaminating the QC
samples.
(Section B1-1a(1))

L-4146, RE page 38
L-4146, RE page 43-45

L-4146, RE page 16
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A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-021,
Observed sampling of waste
containers and cleaning of
SUMMA canisters (6/99)

Adequate?
YIN

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
The sampling equipment
design as described in
Section 7.2.1.1 of the
QAPjP satisfies the
requirements and is
acceptable for use per
CAO:OWDO:MRB 99-0358.
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

11

Do NIST Certified ambient pressure sensors maintained
in the sampling area have a sufficient measurement
range for the expected ambient barometric pressures and
a resolution of 1 mm Hg or less?
(Section B1-1a(1))

L-4146, RE pages 12 and 26

y

A-99-021, Inspected
pressure/vacuum gauges
RF7791 and RF93797 (6/99)

y

12

Does the NIST traceable temperature sensor in the
sampling location have a sufficient temperature range for
the sampling location (-30 to 50°C)?
(Section B1-1a(1))

L-4146, RE pages 12 and 26

y

A-99-021, Determined
temperature sensor RF97155
was calibrated
A-98-04, Checklist item 90
(6/99)

y
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Range is 0-100°C B1-1a (1)
requires 30°-50°

I
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#

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Question

I

Location
C•?:->.t\-,~f:t>'

, ~-;:::;.:.:;- •".•

"> '.:<-;''''' .,. • ',

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)
<•'?<"

.;:.:.,;'.~

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

', 0

"1'~"'' , DIRECT
CANISTER
.
.
.
: ..,, .•. SAMPiJNG
.·:;:;;>:,,

13

Are procedures, processes, and equipment in place to
ensure that the following operating conditions are in place for
direct canister sampling:
Canisters are evacuated to 0.1 mm Hg prior to use
and attached to a changeable filter connected to the
sampling head

I NA

NA

Sampling heads are capable of punching through
the metal lid of the drums eF1El ri!Ji!l 98 FFlil 11ely lifler;
or penetrating a carbon composite filter
Field duplicates are collected in the same manner
and at the same time as the original sample.
Field blanks shall be samples of room air collected
in the immediate vicinity of the waste drum sampling
area prior to removal of the drum lid.
Equipment blanks and field reference standards
shall be collected using a purge assembly
equivalent to the standard side of the manifold
Less than 1O percent of the headspace is withdrawn
when a headspace estimate is available
(Note: The volume withdrawn is the canister volume
and the internal volume of the sampling head)
Each sample canister is equipped with a
pressure/vacuum gauge capable of indicating leaks
and sample collection volumes. The gauge shall be
helium leak tested to 1.5 X 10-1 eels, have all
stainless steel construction and be capable of
tolerating temperatures to 125° C
Summa® canisters or equivalent are used to collect
samples
(Section B1-1a(2))

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
Page 86-103 of 146

Direct canister sampling is
not used by RFETS.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
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RFETS
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

Adequate?

Y/N (lJVhy?)

YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

SAMPLING HEADS UNDERDRUM LIDS: SAMPLING ~HROUGH A CARBON FlltER '

I
14

Are procedures, process, and equipment adequate to
ensure that samples collected through a carbon filter
meet the following requirements:
•
The lid of the drum's 90-mil poly liner shall
contain a hole for venting to the drum

y

I NA

•

That non-vented drums are not sampled until an
internal nonconformance report is prepared,
submitted, and resolved in order to obtain a
representative sample

I NA

•

The carbon filter shall be sealed to prevent
outside air from entering the drum

I L-4146, RE, S6.1.4.7 page 66

•

The sampling head for collecting drum
headspace gas shall consist of a side-port
needle, a filter to prevent particle contamination
of the sample, and an adapter to connect the
needle and filter

I L-4146,

•

The sampling head is cleaned or replaced after
each use

I L-4146, RE, S6.14.3

•

The housing of the carbon composite filter shall
allow insertion of the sampling needle through the
filter element into the drum headspace

I L-4146, RE, S6.14.3 page 66

•

The side port needle shall be used to reduce the
potential for plugging

I L-4146, RE page 17

•

The purge assembly shall be modified for
compatibility with the side port needle.
(Section 81-1 a(3)(i))

RE, S6.1.4

page 37

L-4146, RE

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-021, I Y
Observed sampling of waste
containers. (6/99)
Drums:
GMSP-DP-00312 (000095049)
GMSP-DP-00280 (000085600)
HVOC-DP-00180 (000090886)

CAO:NTP:JFS 96-2283
describes the method used
to sample unvented rigid
liners.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

YIN (Why?)
SAMPLING HEADS UNDER DRUM LIDs:
15

Are Procedures in place to establish the criteria for
sampling through the drum lid as opposed to sampling
through a carbon composite filter.
(Section 81-1 a(3)(ii))

Adequate?

Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

$At~~LINGTHROUGH THE DRUM LID

NA

NA

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
Page 86-105 of 146

Sampling through the drum
lid is no longer used by
RFETS.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS

Sep 24, 1999

#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

16

Are procedures, process, and equipment adequate to ensure that
samples collected through the drum lid meet the following
requirements:
The lid of the drum's 90-mil poly liner shall contain a
hole for venting to the drum

.
.
.

.
.

.
.
.
.

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

NA

NA

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Sampling through the drum
lid is no longer used by
RFETS.

Non-vented drums are not sampled until an internal
nonconformance report is prepared, submitted, and
resolved in order to obtain a representative sample
The drum lid shall be breached using a si:ierleless punch
that forms an airtight seal between the drum lid and the
manifold or canister
The seal between the drum lid and the sampling head
shall be designed to minimize the intrusion of ambient
air
All components of the drum punch sampling system that
come in contact with sample gases shall be purged with
humidified zero air, nitrogen, or helium prior to sample
collection
Equipment blanks and field reference standards shall be
collected through all components of the punch that
contact the headspace gas sample
Pressure shall be applied to the si:ierleless punch until
the drum lid has been breached. :i:l'leR tl'le flttRel'I sl'lell
Ile lleeleeel ettl le eiEi:iese tl'le l'leeelsi:ieee !JBS
Provisions shall be made to relieve drum pressure
increases during drum punch operations and during
sealing of the drum punch to the drum lid

The carbon composite filter is sealed to prevent ambient
air from entering the drum
SeFRi:iles fer eeAteiAers sttlljeet le , isttel eiEeFRiAe!ieA
ere eeReltte!eel iFI tl'le iRRerFRBS! ASA ri!jiel i:iel) liAer IB) er
!l'let l'les e FRiRiFRttFR ef eRe liter ef l'leeeJsi:ieee
(Section B1-1a(3)(i) and (ii))

.
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

16.2

.

.

.

A flow indicating device to verify excess flow of
QC gases for system purge shall be
pneumatically connected downstream of the
drum punch and operated in the same manner as
the flow indicating device used in the manifold
system. A flow rate of approximately one liter per
minute for approximately three minutes is
required.

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

NA

Item Reviewed

NA

Equipment are used to secure the drum punch
sampling system to the drum lid

The punch is prevented from rotating as it is
pressed through the drum lid
(Section B1-1a(3)(ii))

PERMIT ATIACHMENT
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Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
Sampling through the drum
lid is no longer used by
RFETS.
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RFETS
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

Y/N (Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

QUALITY CONTROL SAMPLE CO~LECTl()N
17

Procedures and processes are in place to ensure that the
following QC sample requirements are met:
Field QC samples are collected on per sample
batch basis for manifold and direct canister
sampling. A sampling batch is defined as up to
20 samples collected within 14 days of the first
sample

y
L-4146, RE pages 21-23
L-5016, RI, page 6

I NA
Field samples are collected on a per on-line
batch basis for on-line sampling/analysis
systems. An on-line batch is defined as the
number of samples that are collected in a 12 hour
period from the same on-line integrated
sample/analysis system
For the manifold sampling method, field blanks,
equipment blanks, field duplicates, and field
reference samples are collected prior to sample
collection on a per sampling batch basis.

I L-4146, RE pages 21-23 and 30

I NA
For the direct canister sampling method field
blanks and field duplicates are collected on a per
sampling batch basis prior to sample collection;
while equipment blanks and field reference
samples are collected after equipment purchase,
cleaning, and assembly
•

For the On-line sampling method, field blanks,
I NA
equipment blanks, field duplicates, and field reference
samples are collected on a per on-line batch basis.
(Note: The on-line blank replaces the laboratory and
equipment blanks, the on-line duplicate replaces the
laboratory duplicate, and the on-line reference
standard replaces the laboratory control sample.)
(Section B1-1b, B1-1b(1), B1-1b(2))

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

18

Procedures adequately assign the Site Project QA Officer
with the responsibility of monitoring field QC results and
initiate the nonconformance report process in the event
the following acceptance criteria are not met or sample
collection frequencies are not met:
Field and equipment blanks shall be less than 3
WIPP-010, R3, pages 22-28
times the detection limits specified in Table 83
and equipment blank results determined by FTIR
shall be less than the PRQL specified in Table 83
(Section 81-1b(1) and 81-1b(2))

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

y

A-99-021 , Reviewed certificates
of analysis (Matheson Gas
Products [P0#03160302,
Matheson Order# 102-10310])

y

.

.
.

19

Field reference standards shall have a recovery
of between 70 and 130% (Table 81-3)

WIPP-010, R3 pages 22-28

Field Duplicates shall have an RPO of less than
25 (Table 81-3)

WIPP-010, R3 pages 22-28

Procedures and processes are in place to ensure that
field reference standards meet the following criteria:
Field reference standards shall contain a
minimum of 6 analytes listed in Table 83-2 at a
range of between 10 and 100 ppmv. and at
concentrations greater than the MDL

.

.
.

.
.

L-4146, RE page 22

Field reference standards shall be traceable to a
nationally recognized standard, if available

L-4146, RE page 22

If commercial gases are used, they shall be
accompanied by a Certificate of Analysis and all
field reference standards are traceable to
certificates.

L-4146, RE page 22

A-99-021, Reviewed certificates
of analysis (Matheson Gas
Products [P0#03160302,
Matheson Order# 102-10310])

Commercial gases are not used past the
manufacturer specified shelf life.

L-4146, RE

A-99-021, Reviewed certificates
of analysis (Matheson Gas
Products [P0#03160302,
Matheson Order# 102-10310])

Field reference samples are submitted blind to
the laboratory at a frequency of one per sampling
batch. (Note: Field reference standards may be
discontinued for direct canister method if QAO
accuracy objectives are met)
(Section 81-1b(3))

L-4146, RE page 23

Standards have no manufacturer
specified shelf life.
A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?

Item Reviewed

Adequate?

YIN (Why?)
20

Procedures and processes are in place to ensure that
field duplicate samples are collected sil'l'lt:1ltef1ee1:1sly
sequentially to the sample.
(Section 81-1 b(4))

L-4146, RE

y

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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Y/N
A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

YIN (Why?)

f

I
21

sAMP1:1N~eRE1~~ectro14B~AIE.xAM1NArtoN··
AFe 13Feeeeh::1Fes Bl'ld 13Feeesses iFt 13IBee te eFtsttFe tl'lBt
l'leBds13Bee !JBS sBm13les fer eel'ltBiFteFS sttejeet te visttBI
e>EBmiFtBtieFt meet the fellewil'l!J Fef:lttiFemeFtls:
•
The sBm13le is eelleeted il'I the il'll'leffflest 13ely
!il'let'
•

The il'll'leFmest IByeF ef eer1fiF1emer1t sl'lBll hB't'e B
miFtimttm ef 1 liter ef heBds13Bee !JBS il'I eFdeF te
eelleet B 199 ml sBm13le.

•

HeBds13Bee withil'I Fi!Jid il'll'leFmest IByeFs ···1i111'16!
be sBmpled; he'>\eveF the r1e>EI il'll'leFmesl 13ely
IByer Nill be sBm13led
(Seelier1 81 1B(3)(ii))
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Adequate?

YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

----
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?
Y/N {Why?)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

SAMPL~ EQUtPMEMT TEST1N~;1NSPECTION A,No·MAINTENA!'4CE
22

Are procedures and processes are in place to ensure that sample
containers are cleaned in accordance with the following
specifications:
•
All sampling components that contact sample gases are
constructed of inert materials such as Teflon®
•

The sampling manifold and canisters are properly
cleaned and leak checked prior to each sampling event
in accordance to or equivalent with T0-14 methodology

•

SUMMA® canisters or eqllivalerit are cleaned on an
equipment cleaning batch basis. An equipment batch is
defined as the number of canisters that can be cleaned
together at one time using the same cleaning method

•

The cleaning system consists of an optional oven and a
cryogenic trap vacuum manifold

•

Prior to cleaning a 24 hour leak check shall be
performed (+/- 2 psig) on all canisters

L-4146, RE page 12
L-4138, RE

y

Nitrogen is used instead of
humid zero air as allowed by
B1-1c (1).

Canisters that fail the leak check are segregated,
checked for leaks, repaired, and reprocessed
•

One canister per equipment cleaning batch is filled with
humid zero air and analyzed for voes

•

A batch is considered clean if voe concentrations are
less than 3 times the lifflils- MDLs specified in Table 832
Certified leak-free canisters are evacuated to 0.1 mm
Hg prior to storage

•

A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-021, I Y
Observed sampling of waste
containers and cleaning of
SUMMA canisters

Canister cleaning certification documentation is
available at the cleaning facility and the cleaning facility
initiates canister tags.
(Section B1-1c(1))
•
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Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

23

Are procedures and processes in place to ensure that sampling
equipment are cleaned and leak checked using the following
specifications:
Surfaces of all sampling equipment that will come in
contact with sample gases are thoroughly inspected and
cleaned prior to assembly

.

.

.
.
.
.
.

.
.

Manifolds and sampling heads shall be purged with
humidified zero air or equivalent and leak checked after
assembly

L-4146, RE pages 37 and 38
L-4138, RE

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

L-4146, RE, pages 37 and 38

The cleaning and leak check process shall be repeated if
routine system cleaning is inadequate

Item Reviewed

A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-021,
Observed cleaning of SUMMA
canisters (6/99)
A-99-07, Checklist Item 2T.
Reviewed Safe Sites of Colorado
Canister Cleaning Laboratory
Logbook (Start date 7/30/98)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

L-4138, RE page 21
Manifolds and sampling heads which are reused shall be
cleaned and leak checked according to procedures in the
methods manual after sample collection, field duplicate
collection, field blank collection, and after the additional
cleaning require for field reference samples. All manifold
ports shall be capped or closed with valves (sample
canisters may be attached as well)

L-4146, RE, S6.5.1.8, pages 30, 37,
38, and 45

Manifolds are cleaned by heating the sample side of the
manifold to 150 °C and flushing with zero air or
equivalent at a rate of 1 liter per minute for 3 minutes

NA

Manifolds not in use are demonstrated as clean before
storage with a positive pressure of zero air gas in the
sampling and standard sides

NA

Sampling is suspended if VOC. levels greater than 3
times the levels in Table 83-2 are found in the equipment
blank analysis
Sampling systems are cleaned after reference standard
collection by installing a gas tight connector in place of
the sampling head, between the flexible hose and purge
assembly. This allows the sample and standard side to
be flushed with humidified zero air in conjunction with
heated pneumatic lines

Needles, adapters, and filters are cleaned in accordance
with the EPA Method T0-14 procedures. Sample heads
shall be discarded or cleaned according to Method TO14. In addition, the needle and filter are also purged with
zero air and capped for storage
(Section B1-1c(2), Section B1-1c(3), Section B1-1c(4), and Section
B1-c(5))

Operation of photoionization
detector (PIO)

L-4111, RM, pages 11and22

L-4146, RE, S6.2 page 37

L-4146, RE, S6.2 page 37

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
Page 86-113 of 146

A-99-021, cleaning process was
demonstrated. A-99-07,
Checklist Item 2T. Reviewed
Safe Sites of Colorado Canister
Cleaning Laboratory Logbook
(Start date 7/30/98)

Heating the manifold is not
necessary. The manifold is
cleaned using an equivalent
process that does not
require either heating or
flushing of the manifold, as
stated . The manifold is
flushed until the PIO reads
zero.
The manifold is stored under
a vacuum and cleaned prio~
to first use.
\
Equipment blanks are
analyzed after the
headspace gas sampling
has been completed- not
before.
Needles, adapters, and
filters are cleaned at the
same time and with the
same process as used on
the manifold assembly.

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Example of Implementation

Procedure Documented

#
Question

Location

24

Are procedures in place to ensure that manifold pressure
sensors, canister pressure gauges, and ambient air
temperature sensors are certified prior to initial use and
annually using NIST traceable standards. In addition
OVA's if used shall be calibrated daily using known
calibration gases and the balance of the OVA calibration
is consistent with the manifold purge gas.
(Section B1-1d)

L-4146, RE page 12
L-4006, RE
L-4024, RF

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

y

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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Item Reviewed

A-99-021, Review of the
pressure, vacuum, and
temperature sensors calibration
labels. (6/99)

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Hazardous Waste Permit
Draft Permit - May 15, 1998

RFETS
Sep 24, 1999

Procedure Documented

#

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

Y/N (Why?)

,·;·1 ·::.::
·:' '·

<SAMPLE HANDLING ANDrCUStoov'

,',,,:.

25

26

I L-4146, RE, S6.12.14 page 60

Are procedures documented that adequately ensure that
field log, sample labels, and Chain of Custody Records
are completed in a manner that meets accepted
standards for legal defensibility and admissibility
(Section 81-4)

I L-4024, RF

Do formats for field logs and custody records specify
documentation of the following information:
•
Name of sampling facility

I L-4024, RF

.
.
.
.

.

.
.

.
•

Adequate?
Y/N

y

A-99-021, Reviewed headspace
gas field logs, canister labels,
and chain-of-custody records
(6/99)

IY

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVCO-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

IY

I L-4006, RE

Waste container identification number

L-4006, RE page 19

Sample identification number of each sample
referenced to waste container

L-4006, RE page 19

Sample matrix

NA

Time and date of sample collection

L-4006, RE, page 19

Type/number and size of sample container(s)

L-4024, RF

Method of sample preservation

NA

Requested analyses

L-4006, RE page 19

Sampler(s) name through signature

L-4006, RE page 19

Signatures of custodians relinquishing and receiving
custody of samples including date and time of transfer
until time of final disposition
•
•

Analytical laboratory

Shipping information (date, time, shipper, mode;
air bill or lading number)
(Section 81-4)

L-4006, RE page 19
I NA

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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RFETS
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

27

Are procedures and processes are in place to ensure that
waste containers are sequentially and uniquely numbered
by site and within the site?
(Section 81-4)

28

Do sample tags contain the following information:
Sample Description to adequately describe
sample location and appearance

.
.
.
.

.

.
.

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

1-PR0-087-WEMS-WP-1201, R1
pages 23 and 34
1-PR0-079-WGl-001, RO pages 1416

y

A-99-021, All containers waiting
to be sampled were determined
to be sequentially and uniquely
numbered (6199)
A-99-07, Checklist item 3T,
Review of container worksheets
and package summary report
from building 664.

y

L-4024, RF, pages 7 and 22

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

Ambient temperature and pressure

L-4006, RE, SCIO form Sii

Sample identification number

L-4006, RE, SCIO form SI

Analyses requested

L-4006, RE, SCIO form Siii

Date!Time sampled

L-4006, RE, SCIO form Sii

QC Designation

NA

Sampler's initials and organization
(Section 81-4)

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

No QC designation is used.
This practice ensures that
the identity of QC samples
is not revealed: i.e., they are
to remain blind to the
analytical facility.

L-4006, RE, SCIO form SIV

'·c

29

All sampling equipment, canisters, and samples are
identified with unique identification numbers that are
traceable to equipment cleaning batches.
(Section 81-4)

y

L-4138, RE
L-4024, RF page 7 and 22

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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A-99-021, Review of canister
tags

y
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

30

Are procedures documented that ensure waste containers
and samples are sealed with intact custody seals and that
one or more of the following custody conditions are met:
It is in the possession of an authorized individual

.
.

.

.

L-4006, RE page 6

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

y

It is in the view of an authorized individual, after
being in the possession of that individual
It was in the possession of an authorized
individual and access to the sample was
controlled by locking or placement of signed
custody seals that prevent undetected access

Item Reviewed

A-99-07, Checklist item2,
Observed sampling and analysis
of headspace gas, review of
PDP HSG Cycle 12 COC forms
for drums: PE204122762
SAS084114603
SAS032103083
SAS016103065
SAS083114828

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

and Cycle 13 drums:
PE206123827
PE029110842
PE024104713
PE210123826
PE025104714

It is in a designated secure area, such as a
controlled access location with complete
documentation of personnel access or a
radiological containment area (hot cell or glove
box)
(Section 81-4)
31

Are procedures documented that ensure that discrepant
sample information, indications of damage, or indications
of tampering are documented iA a AeA eer1feFffieAee
l'epeft? (Section 81-4)

L-4006, RE, S2.9.3 page 11

y

A-99-021, No NCRs were
identified, 6199

y

32

Are procedures documented that ensure that custody
information will be maintained in accordance with EPA
NEIC guidance
(Section 83-10)

L-4006, RE page 5

y

A-99-021, Custody information is
maintained and stored as QA
records

y

33

Are procedures documented to ensure that sample
custody is maintained until the following conditions are
met:
Sample analyses are completed and data has
been validated at the project level, and

-

.
.

The sample is expended or removed from the
Program
(Section 81-4)

L-4024, RF page 9

y

L-4006, RE, page 15

PERMIT ATTACHMENT
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A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

~

34

Are procedures documented that ensure that SUMMA
canisters are packaged to prevent damage to the
pressure gauge or associated connections by packaging
in metal boxes with separate compartments or cardboard
boxes with foam inserts?
(Section 81-5)

NA

NA

No shipping performed.

35

Are procedures in place to ensure that samples are
packaged to prevent damage to the sample container and
maintain preservation temperature?.
(Section 81-5)

NA

NA

No shipping performed.

36

Are procedures in place to ensure that adequate cold
packs are included in the DOT approved sample shipping
container to ensure that all temperature requirements are
met?
(Section 81-5)

NA

NA

Not applicable to headspace
gas samples. (Cold packs
not necessary for gas
samples)

37

Are procedures documented to ensure that sample COC
forms are secured for shipment to the inside of the
shipping container lid and that samples and shipping
containers are affixed with tamper proof seals. or devices?
(Section 81-5)

NA

NA

No shipping performed.

38

Are procedures documented to ensure that a blank
consisting of organic free water is included with each
shipment container containing voe samples?
(Section 81-5)

NA

NA

Not applicable to headspace
gas samples. (Not
necessary for gas samples)
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

--

LABORATORY OPERAtlON'S

'
39

I Are procedures documented to ensure that all VOC analyses are
evaluated using the following criteria:
Precision is assessed through evaluation of laboratory
duplicates, Laboratory Control Sample (LCS) replicates,
and PDP blind audit samples in comparison to Table

.

.

.
.
.
.
.

40

I

I

L-4111, RM page 12

y

83-3

Accuracy is assessed through evaluation of LCS
samples and blind PDP audit samples in comparison to
criteria in Table 83-3

L-4111, RM page 12

Laboratory completeness shall be expressed as the
number of samples analyzed with valid results as a
percent of the total number of samples collected.

L-5017, RI page 22

Representativeness will be achieved through the use of
standardized sample collection methods with a
demonstrated absence of blank contamination

IY

I L-4111, RM page 11

MDL's are expressed in nanogram/liter

Comparability shall be achieved through the use of
standardized methods ' through the consistent
application of data useabilify criteria, and traceable
standards and through successful participation in the
PDP program

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

MDLs for headspace gas
analysis are expressed in
nanograms (ng)- not
nanogramslliter.

I

DOEICA0-95-1076, RO

/ L-4111, RM page 11

All method detection limits and program required
detection limits shall be less than the Program Required
Detection Limits listed in Table 83-2 and the detection
limit study procedures shall be documented in
laboratory SOPs. In addition, the laboratory shall
demonstrate that they are capable of meeting the
Program Required Detection Limits by analyzing at least
one calibration standard below the PRQL
(Section 83-5)

I L-4111, RM page 28

Are procedures documented to ensure that only
laboratories that are qualified through participation in the
Performance Demonstration Program are eligible to
analyze waste samples?
(Section B-3a(3))

L-4111, RN page 11

y
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A-99-021, Review of chain-ofcustody of PDP samples and
PDP data package

y

This question would be
more correct to ask if the
upper tier documents
require the lab to be
participating in the PDP.
(This is not the kind of
material found in an SOP).
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

41

Are procedures documented to ensure that Tentatively
Identified Compounds Sh<tll be added to the target
compound list if they are identified in 25."/o ofthe samples
inllccordance With SW~846 criteria for-ift a given waste
stream; if ~hey ar.e not a listed. waste constituent
a~ributabt~ tQ;tfaste packaging or tadiolysis (with the
exception of non-toxic F003 constituents}, and if they
appear in-eithef the 20 NMAC 4.1.200 (incorporating 40
CFR §261) Appendix Vllliist eF O~e Z!e P4MA6 4. ~.see
iiFteeFpeFaliFt!I 4e 6FR §Z!64~ AppeFtElilf IX list-sl'tall-ee
aElEleEl le the ta~et eel'l'lpet1FtEl list? (Section B-3a(1))

WIPP-008, RO, S6.2.1 pages 4 and
5

Adequate?
YIN (Why?)

y

Item Reviewed

A-98-04, A-99-07, and A-99-021,
Review of headspace gas data
packages

Adequate?
YIN

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

I
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Procedure Documented

#

Comment
(e.g .. any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

......., ····'"'·•·•·-.: ...

•;y:f·
42

{\;;.c~i);

.
;•

;

·••••

<:;; .

.

:.:... .. \:

·.·;•

.· ....

.

Are procedures in place to ensure that headspace gas
sampling will occur from the drum lieadspace for all
drums? iAAeFmest leyeF ef eeAfiAemeAt elefiAeel es

.
.
.

fell6WS7

;

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item Reviewed

.•. ·QUALITY ASSURANC~ OBJE~TIVES

) .•. .··

t(

.,

.

Adequate?
Y/N

d ;·

...
•

4-G83-WEM-WP-1209, R1, S6.1.4
page 22
L-4146, RE pages 8-10
WIPP-008, RO page 2

y

Adequacy determined
satisfactory by review of 4-G83WEM-WP-1209, L4146, and
WAP-008.

y

Tile EIFtim l'leeels13eee feF e!Ftims Aet stibjeet te
•is tie I eiEemiAetieA
=Fl'le 55 !JelleA 13el~ lle!J l'leeels13eee feF e!Ftims
stibjeet te • istiel eiEemiAetieA tl'let ele Aet l'leve
iAAeffflest leyeFS ef eeAfiAemeA!
=Fl'le l'leeels13eee ef eeel'I ef tl'le iFIFleFmest leyeFs ef
eeAfiAemeAt feF e!Ftims stibjeet te vistiel
eiEemiFtetieFt tl'let l'leve iFtFteffflest leyeFs ef
eeFtfiAemeAt
(Section 83-2)
43

Are procedures in place to ensure that the precision of the
headspace gas analysis is assessed by the simtilteAeetis
Sequential collection of field duplicates for VOCs at a
frequency of one field duplicate for every 20 drums
sampled or per sampling batch ?
(Section 83-2)

L-4146, RE pages 21-23
L-5017, RJ pages 6 and 14

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

44

Are procedures in place to ensure that corrective action
will be taken if the duplicate RPO for field duplicates
exceeds 25 for.any analyte found greater than the PRQL
ii1 eithet of .the• duplicative samples?
(Section 83-2)

L-5017, RJ page 23

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

Are procedures in place to ensure that the accuracy of
headspace gas analysis is assessed through the
collection of field reference standards and field blanks at
a frequency of one for every 20 drums sampled or per
sampling batch and through the collection of equipment
blanks at the frequency of one for every equipment
cleaning batch ? (Section 83-2)

L-4146, RE pages 21-23, 43, and 48

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

45

...

·.

1-A65-ADM-15.01, R3

L-5017, RJ pages 6, 13, and 16
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headspace gas sampling.
Headspace gas is collected
from under the rigid liner lid
if the liner was not vented.
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#

Procedure Documented

Example of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
Y/N (Why?)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

L-5017, RJ page 22

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

Are procedures in place to ensure that the minimum
sampling completeness percentage for any waste stream
is 90 percent?
(Section 83-2)

L-5017, RJ page 22

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

49

Are procedures in place to ensure that sample
comparability is assured through the use and application
of uniform procedures and equipmenrand application of
data useability criteria; and that corrective action is taken
if the uniform procedures and equipment are not used
without approved and justified deviations
(Section 83-2)

L-5017, RJ, S6.1.2 page 9

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

50

Are procedures in place to ensure that sample
representativeness is maintained
(Section 83-2)

L-4146, RE, S1.2 pages 7 and 8

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

51

Are procedures in place to ensure that analytical
completeness rate of 90 percent is achieved for all
compounds in a waste stream
(Table 83-2)

L-4146, RE page 25
L-5017, RJ

y

A-99-021, Reviewed data
packages: HVOC-DP-00106,
HVOC-DP-00171, and HVOCDP-00180

y

46

Are procedures in place to ensure that corrective actions
are taken if the field reference standard is less than 70%
recovery or greater than 130% recovery; and that if the
blank concentration for any blank exceeds 3 times the
MDL listings in Table 83-2?
(Section 83-2)

L-5017, RJ page 23

47

Are procedures in place to ensure that sampling
completeness shall be expressed as the number of valid
samples collected as a percent of the total number of
samples collected for each waste steam, where a valid
sample is defined as a sample collected in accordance
with approved sampling methods and the drum was
properly prepared for sampling?
(Section 83-2)

48

voe

1-A65-ADM-15.01, R3
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Radiography fRTRl Checklist
#

Question

Procedure Documented
Location

Examples of Implementation

I Adequate?

Item Reviewed

Adequate?

YIN

Y/N (Why)
.

.

QUALITY ASSURANCE:OBJECTIVES
1

I

Accuracy
•
Was the accuracy with which the matrix parameter
category and \NMP weights can be determined
documented through VE of a randomly selected statistical
portion of waste containers?
•

Was the percentage of waste containers which requires a
new matrix parameter category or were found to contain
prohibited items after VE calculated and reported by the
site project QA officer as a measure of radiography
accuracy?

4-HB0-776-ASRF-007, R3, App.5, 9
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S6.1
WIPP-010, R3, S6.4

A-99-021, Review of batch report
VE-99-01 and RTR
miscertification report (4-HB0776-ASRF-007, R3, Appendix 9
for FY99)

4-HB0-776-ASRF-007, R3, App 3 &

A-99-021, Review of batch report
VE-99-01 and A-99-07 RTR
miscertification report (4-HS0776-ASRF-007, R3, Appendix 9
for FY99)

6
95-QAPjP-005, S.5.4.2

4-HB0-776-ASRF-007, R1
WIPP-010, R3, App. 8

Completeness
•
Was an audio/videotape of the radiography examination
and a radiography data form validated a=rding to the
requirements in Section 83. 1O?
•

Was an audio/videotape of the radiography examination
and a radiography data form obtained for 100% of the
retrievably stored waste containers?

Comparability
•
Is comparability ensured through the use of standardized
R:i:R, radiography procedures and operator training and
qualifications
(Section 83-4)

A-99-021, Review of batch report
VE-99-01 and A-99-07 RTR
miscertification report (4-HB0776-ASRF-007, R3, Appendix 9
for FY99)

4-W30-NDT-0064, R1, SB
4-119-NDT-00569, R2

A-99-07, Review of batch data
reports; 5T-0060, 6T-1532A, 5T0059, 6T-1531

4-W30-NDT-0064, R1,S3 & App. 3
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S7 & App. 4

A-99-07, Review of batch data
reports; 5T-0060, 6T-1532A, 5T0059, 6T

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S4.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R1, S4.4
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y

y

Are process procedures in place to meet the following Quality
Assurance Objectives?:
Precision
--.--Did the site project QA Officer calculate and report the
relative percent difference (RPO) between the estimated
waste material parameter {WMP) weights as determined
by radiography, and these same parameters as
determined by visual examination (VE)? Is the precision of
radiography verified by resolving a 2"2T hole in a steel ·
block and through identifying an image test pattern?

-

A-99-07 Checklist item1,
Verified by review of the list of
qualified operators dated 3/1 /99

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Question

#

Procedure Documented
Location

,•,'.<

''',:::":,>'''' .
.

,,

:R

.

;:

.

:•:

.. ···.

.·

Examples of Implementation
Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

CHARACTERIZATIONANDSYSteM REQUIR~MENTS ' .··.
.

:·

·.

'

"

.

•''.'

Adequate?
Y/N

·.

...

.· ·.·.··

>

•

.·.:

'

2

Does the site have procedures to ensure that reel liffie
radiography is used to determine the waste material
parameter contents and estimate waste material parameter
weights of retrievably stored waste? (Section 83-4) Does
the site have procedures to identify prohibited materials, and
to identify/confirm waste matrix code (physical form)?
(Section 8-3c)

4-119-NDT-00569, R2
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1

Y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
6T-1538 and 5T-0072 batch
data reports and by operation
observation

Y

3

Do procedures or other supporting documentation ensure
that every waste container will undergo-Rffi radiography or
VE?
(Section 8-3c)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S5.0 and
S10.1.3

Y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
6T-1538 and 5T-0072 batch
data reports and by operation
observation

Y

4

Do procedures ensure that containers with lead liners are
examined by visual examination rather than by radiography?
(Section 81-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S7
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S7.2 & 10.1

Y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
6T-1538 and 5T-0072 batch
data reports and by operation
observation

Y

5

Do procedures or other supporting documentation ensure
that-Rffi radiography results are compared with waste
stream descriptions as per 8-3c? If discrepancies are noted,
will a FteFteeFtfeffl'IBFtee re13eft be 13re13arefl aFtfl new waste
stream be identified?
(Section 8-3c)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App3
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S7 .2

Y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch data reports; 6T-1532A,
6T-1531, 5T-0060, 5T-0059

Y

6

Are there procedures to ensure the data obtained from an
audio/videotaped scan provided by trained radiography
operators?
(Section-83-4' B1-3b)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S4.3
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S4.4

Y

A-99-07, Review of batch
reports; 6T-1532A, 6T-1531, 5T0060, 5T-0059

Y

7

Were all activities required to achieve the radiography
objective described in site Quality Assurance Project Plans
(QAPjPs) and Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs)?
(Section 83-4)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S10
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1,
4-119-569-RTR, R2,
WIPP-010, R3, App.7

Y

A-99-021, Review of batch report
5T-0048

Y
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Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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generated waste does not
require RTR
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#

Question

Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Location

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

8

Did the radiography system consist of the following
equipment or equivalent:
an X-ray producing device?
an imaging system?
an enclosure for radiation protection?
a waste container handling system (including a
turntable dolly assembly)?
an audio/video recording system or equivalent?
an operator control and data acquisition station?
(Section B1-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S3
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S3

y

A-99-07, Verified by inspection of y
the RTR units located in
Buildings 569 and 664

9

Did the X-ray producing device have controls which allow
the operator to vary voltage, thereby controlling image
quality? Was it possible to vary the voltage, typically
between 150-400 kV, to provide an optimum degree of
penetration through the waste? Was high-density material
examined with the X-ray device set on the maximum
voltage? Was low-density material examined at lower
voltage settings to improve contrast and image definition?
(Section B1-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S3
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S3

y

A-99-07, Verified by observation
of equipment operation in
Buildings 569 and 664

y

10

Do procedures or other documentation ensure that the
audio/videotape or equivalent made of the waste container
scan and maintained as a permanent record?
(Section B1-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.3
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S10.3
WIPP-010, R3, S7

y

A-99-07 WIPP-010 Checklist
item #8, Review of data
packages from building 116.
Items were stored as QA
records.

y

11

Does the site have a SOP for handling waste containers that
can not be examined due to the presence of a lead liner that
includes segregation of waste? Are lead-lined waste
containers visually examined to determine the matrix
parameter category and waste material parameter weights?
(Section B1-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S7
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S7.2 & 10.1

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
6T-1538 and 5T-0072 batch
data reports and by operation
observation

y

...
.
..
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Question

Procedure Documented
Location

)%;;, >}'',,:iM,J;'~~::··

. . . y··

·'·;*~ '-' ;

·. ,;,i•:J;;::•:r,;:

...

:•

:•.

: ··<
•":

..........'

Examples of Implementation
Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

DATA COMPILATION''' ..

·;~}..

.

.

Adequate?
Y/N

.·. ;'.::;•:t)":c·•···> .·

...• :Y"'·'.. ·;x;:.••· •·•.:

·~

'.!,;''i'.
1.

12

Are there procedures to ensure that a radiography data form
is used to document the matrix parameter category and
estimated WMP weights of the waste?
(Section 81-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App. 3
4-119-S69-RTR, R2, App. 4

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch data reports; ST-OOS9, ST0060, 6T-1S32A, 6T-1S31

y

13

Do procedures/processes ensure that the estimated WMP
weights are determined by compiling an inventory of waste
items, residual materials and packaging materials? Were the
items on the inventory sorted by WMP and combined with a
standard weight look-up table to provide an estimate of
WMP weights?
(Section 81-3a)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, App. S
4-119-S69-RTR, R2, App. S,6

y

A-99-07, Verified by observation
of RTR activities and review of
batch data reports; ST-OOS9, ST0060, 6T-1S32A, 6T-1S31

y

14

If radiography indicate that the waste does not match the
waste stream description, do procedures ensure that-&
F1eF1eel'lfeffl'lel'lee repeft wes eefflpleteel el'lel the appropriate
corrective action was taken?
(Section 83-13)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S7.2
4-119-S69-RTR, R2, S7.2

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch data reports; ST-OOS9, ST0060, 6T-1S32A, 6T-1S31

y

1S

If a F1eF1eeF1feFfflSF1ee discrepancy is noted, do procedures
ensure that the proper waste stream assignment is
determined, the correct hazardous waste codes assigned,
and the resolution documented?
(Section 83-13)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S7.2
4-119-S69-RTR, R2, S7.2

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch data reports; ST-OOS9, ST0060, 6T-1S32A, 6T-1S31

y
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#

Procedure Documented

Question

Examples of Implementation

I Adequate?

Location

Item Reviewed

Y/N (Why)

i .. ;/tAAINING
16

I Do site procedures ensure that only trained personnel
allowed to operate radiography equipment?
(Section B1-3b)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S4.3
4-119-569-RTR, R2, S4.4
5-NDT-TC-1A, RO

.

y

I Do site procedures ensure that training requirements for
radiography operators comply with the training requirements
of the WAP?
(Section B1-3b)

18 I Does the documented training program provide radiography
operators with both formal and on-the-job training (OJT)?
(Section B1-3b)

19

20

Does the documented training program ensure that the
radiography operators are instructed in the specific waste
generating practices and typical packaging configurations
expected to be found in each waste stream at the site?
(Section B1-3b)

I

Does the documented training program ensure that the OJT
and apprenticeship are conducted by an experienced,
qualified radiography operator prior to qualification of the
candidate?
(Section B1-3b)

I PLN-97-007, R4, App.

1

y

PLN-97-007, R4, App. 1
5-NDT-TC-1A, RO
Course# 037-240-02

ly

I 5-NDT-TC-1A, RO

I

PLN-97-007, R4, App. 1
5-NDT-TC-1A, RO
Course# 037-240-02
95-QAPjP-0050, S10.3

PLN-97-007, R4

A-99-07, Verified by review of
the qualified operators list and
review of course material (3/99)

IY

A-98-29 Reviewed required list
status

96-RF/T&Q-0005, RO, S4.4

17

Adequate?
Y/N

y

y

5-NDT-TC-1A, RO
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A-99-07, Review of training
matrix
A-99-07 Checklist item #1,
Review of operator records

I

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Review of operating training
records
A-99-021, Review of course
material & certification for Steven
L. Tallman

IY

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Review of operator training
records
A-99-021, Review of course
material

IY

A-99-07 Checklist items
#2, #4, #5,
Verified training matrix lists
A-99-07 Checklist items
#2,#3,#4,
Review of training records

IY

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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Question

Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Location

(3
/9
92
1

Does the documented training program contain the following
reert1iFed eleA'leflts eased efl ASME ~mA 1 reert1ireA'!eF1ts:

..

Formal Training
Project Requirements
State and Federal Regulations
Basic Principles of Radiography
Radiographic Image Quality
Radiographic Scanning Techniques
Application Techniques
Radiography of Waste Forms
Standards, Codes, and Procedures for Radiography
Site-Specific Instruction

..
..
...
..
...

95-QAPjP-0050, R3 S10.3
PLN-97-007, R4 App. 1

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

y

Item Reviewed

A-99-07Checklist items #4, #5,
Review of training records
A-99-07 Checklist items #2, #3,
#4, Review of training records

Adequate?
Y/N

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

5-NDT-TC-1A, RO

A-99-021, Review of course
material
Training records reviewed for
Jack Ringlow, Gary Robinson,
Gary Burback, George Matlick,
Larry Kuling

4-W30-NDT-00664
4-119-NDT-00569, R2

On-the-Job Training
System Operation
Identification of Packaging Configurations
Identification ofWMPs
Weight and Volume Estimation
Identification of Prohibited Items
(Section B1-3b)
22

Does the documented training program ensure that the
radiography test drum include items common to the specific
waste streams for which a Waste Stream Profile Form is
sought?
(Section B1-3b)

95-QAPjP-0050, R3 S10.3
4-W30-NDT-00664, R2, S6.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R3, S6.3

y

A-99-07, Verified by observation
of a tape of the training drum
(3/99)

y

23

Does the documented training program ensure that the test
drums are divided into layers with varying packing densities
or were different drums used to represent different situations
that may occur during radiography examination at the site?
(Section B 1-3b)

No citation necessary

y

A-99-07, Observed the items in
the training drum (3/99)

y

24

Does the documented training program ensure that test
drums available that are representative of the waste matrix
codes at the site and are representative test drums
successfully examined prior to waste stream shipment?
(Section B1-3b)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S6.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S6.3

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of a
tape of the training drum (3/99)

y
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#

Question

Procedure Documented
Location

Examples of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

Does the documented training program ensure that the
radiography test drums include the following required
elements:
Aerosol can with puncture?
Horsetail bag?
Pair of coveralls?
Empty bottle?
Irregular shaped pieces of wood?
Empty one gallon paint can?
Full container?
Aerosol can with fluid?
One gallon bottle with three tablespoons of fluid?
One gallon bottle with one cup of fluid (upside
down)?
Leaded glove or leaded apron?
Wrench?
(Section B1-3b)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S6.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S6.3

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of a
tape of the training drum

y

26

Does the documented training program ensure that the
required elements of the test drum successfully identified by
the operator as part of the qualification process and results
documented?
(Section 81-3b)

Course 037-247-01
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S6.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S6.3

y

A-99-021, Review of course
material

y

27

Does the documented training program ensure that the
qualification of the radiography operators, at a minimum,
encompass the following requirements:
Successfully pass a comprehensive exam based
upon training enabling objectives?

PLN-97-007, R4

y

A-99-07 Checklist items #4 and
#5, Verified training matrix lists

y

Perform practical capability demonstration in the
presence of appointed site radiography subject
matter expert (SME)? A radiography SME is an
experienced radiography operator who is qualified
as an OJT trainer?
(Section B1-3b)

5-NDT-TC-1A, RO

25

...
...
..
..
..

.

.
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Question

Examples of Implementation

Procedure Documented
Location

28

Does the documented training program ensure that
requalification of operators performed every two years at a
minimum?
(Section 81-3b)

5-NDT-TC-1A, RO
PLN-97-007, R4 App.1

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

y

30

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Verified training and certification
records

Adequate?
Y/N

y

A-99-09 Checklist item 4 Verified
by review of training schedule &
records systems (TSR) for 34
individuals

96-RF/T&Q-0005, S.3

29

Item Reviewed

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

y

y

Does the documented training program ensure that
requalification of operators is based upon evidence of
continued satisfactory performance (primary audio/videotape
or equivalent media reviews)?
(Section 81-3b)

5-NDT-TC-1A, RO, S9.1 and S9.2

Does the documented training program ensure that if
performance is determined to be unsatisfactory (the
misidentification of a prohibited item or a score of <80% on
the comprehensive exam) unsatisfactory performance result
in disqualification?

5-NDT-TC-1A, RO, S8.3

y

A-99-021, Review of Course
034-247.01

y

PLN-97-007, R4 App. I

y

A-99-07, Review of RTR logs for
Buildings 664 and 569.

y

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Verified by review of batch
reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060, 6T1531, 6T-1532A

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Verified training and certification
records
A-99-09 checklist item 4 Verified
by review of training schedule &
records systems (TSR) for 34
individuals

Did the operator go through retraining and was satisfactory
performance demonstrated before an operator was again
allowed to operate the radiography system?
(Section 81-3b)
31

32

Does the documented training program ensure that a
training drum with various container sizes is scanned by
each operator on a biannual basis? Is the videotape
reviewed by a supervisor to ensure that operators'
interpretations remain consistent and accurate?
(Section B1-3b)
Do site procedures ensure that the site prepares separate
testing report sheets for each waste container in the testing?
(Section 83-10)

Course 034-247-01
4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S6.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S6.3

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S7.2
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S7.2
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#

Question

Procedure Documented
Location

33

For waste containers undergoing visual examination, does
the testing report sheet for each waste container also
identify the matrix parameter category, waste material
parameter weights as determined by visual examination and
prohibited materials?
(Section 83-10)

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, App. 3

Examples of Implementation
Adequate?
YIN (Why)

y
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Adequate?

YIN
A-99-07 Checklist item#1,
Verified by review of batch
reports; VE-99-001 and VE-99002

y

Comment
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Question

Examples of Implementation

Location
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Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

'/' •t; '. Js:, , 9uAL1.rv AssuRANcetr,

'R,
"···

'"L \

Adequate?
Y/N

c;::: • • .·

.. ' ';_:•

.. ,
'

,
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..

'

34

Does the documented training program ensure that the
imaging system characteristics are verified on a routine
basis?
(Section 81-3b(2))

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S6.1
4-l 19-NDT-00569, R2, S6.1

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060,
6T-1531, 6T-1532A

y

35

Do procedures ensure that independent replicate scans and
replicate observations of the video output of the radiography
process are performed under uniform conditions and
procedures? Are independent replicate scans performed on
one waste container per day per testing batch of 20 samples
, which ever is less frequent? Are independent observations
of one scan (not the replicate scan) performed once per day
per testing , which ever is less frequent, by a qualified
radiography operator (other than the individual who
performed the first examination)?
(Section B1-3b(2))

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S8.1
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S8.1 and
S8.2

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch reports; 5T-0059, ST-0060,
6T-1531, 6T-1532A

y

36

Do procedures ensure that oversight functions, including
periodic audio/videotape reviews of accepted waste
containers, are performed by qualified radiography
personnel (other than the operator who dispositioned the
waste container)?
(Section B1-3b(2))

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S7.5 and
S8.1
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S7.5 and
S8.1

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060,
6T-1531, 6T-1532A

y

37

Is the site project QA officer responsible for monitoring the
quality of the radiography data and calling for corrective
action, when necessary?
(Section B1-3b(2))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S10.3

y

NA

y

38

Do procedures ensure that as an additional QC check, the
radiography results are verified directly by visual
examination of the waste container contents of a statistically
determined portion of waste containers?
(Section B1-3b(3))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, 2

y

A-99-021, Review of batch report
VE-99-001

y

39

Do procedures ensure that the matrix parameter category
and waste are material parameter weights verified through a
comparison of radiography and visual examination results?
(Section B1-3b(3))

WIPP-010, R3, App. 11

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Review of batch reports 6T-1527,
VE-99-001, and VE-99-002

y
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#

Question

Procedure Documented
Location

40

Do procedures ensure that the-fffR' radiography operator
have access to the visual examination results?
(Section B1-3b{3))

WIPP-010, R3, S6.4.2

Examples of Implementation
Adequate?
Y/N {Why)

y
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Item Reviewed

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed RTR visual feedback
file

Adequate?
Y/N

y

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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#

Question

Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Location
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Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

Item Reviewed

EQUiPMENf"tESTINGAND'MAINTENANbE "'"'' :,;if ·.·',
.,. ... . .
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.

..

. .

.

'

... ,

.;

Adequate?
Y/N
';iji,i .. : ·'':f;/.:

Were all equipment tested and maintained in accordance
with manufacturer instructions?
(Section 83-4)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S5
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S5

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #2 (both
procedures). Verified by review
of operating log books for
buildings 664 and 569.

y

42

Did the site QAPjP and SOPs document the specific
manufacturer's requirements for testing and inspection?
(Section 83-4)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S5

y

A-99-07. Review of the RTR
Operating Log for buildings 664
and 569.

y

43

Is the-R=FR radiography equipment calibrated and
maintained in accordance with controls established and
implemented in the site's QAPjP and SOPs, respectively?
Do these procedures address performance criteria?
(Section 83-4)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1. S5 and S6
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S5 and S6

y

A-99-07, Review of the RTR
Operating Log buildings 664 and
569.

y

44

When the-R=FR radiography equipment is in use, are
operational checks conducted at the beginning of each work
shift? Do these checks include observation of a test pattern
to ensure that the-R=FR radiography system has adequate
video quality?
(Section 83-4)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S6
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S6

y

A-99-07, Checklist item #2 (both
procedures), Verified by review
of operating log books and batch
reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060, 6T1531, 6T-1532A

y
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#

Location
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45

.
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....•
.,........... . ....
.. ...
..

> .. :• ....
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./
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Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, SS

Do procedures ensure that all applicable data generation
review verification and validation activities specified in 83-10
are followed, including all signatory releases?
(Section 83-10)

Do procedures ensure that radiography tapes have been
reviewed, at a minimum for every tenth waste container,
against the data reported on the radiography form to ensure
data are correct and completed?
(Section 83-10)

49

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2, App. 7

Do procedures ensure that radiographic data for each
container is transferred to the WIPP?
(Section 8-1c)

QAPjP, S. 3.4.2
4-GS3-WEM-WM-1209, R1, S6.1.2

·· .

..

y

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed batch data reports; 6T-1531, 6T-1532A
A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Review batch data reports; 5T0059, 5T-0060

y

CAO has not interpreted that
the SPO view tapes (SPO
personnel are not qualified
to interpret RTR tapes).

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed batch data reports; 6T-1531, 6T-1532A
A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Review batch data reports; 5T0059, 5T-0060

y

It has not been interpreted
that the SPO view tapes
(SPO personnel are not
qualified to interpret RTR
tapes).

A-99-021, Review of WEMS
WIPP Verify Worksheet for
D76455

y

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, SS

Do procedures ensure that all applicable project-level
signatory releases and DQO's (Section 83-11) as specified
in the WAP are performed (i.e. 100% radiographic or VE
examinations, and project-level review of videotape, for one
waste container/testing batch, at a minimum).
(Section 83-11)

..

.

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed batch data reports; 6T-1531, 6T-1532A
A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Review batch data reports; 5T0059, 5T-0060
A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Review of batch report 6T-1527

4-119-NDT-00569, R2, SS
4S

;

y

4-119-NDT-00569, R2, SS

WIPP-010, R3, App.7

>~·

!

y

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2

47

.··>•"-'f; '•>
>•..
. ·•T•·

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed batch data reports; 6T-1531, 6T-1532A
A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Review batch data reports; 5T0059, 5T-0060
A-99-07 Checklist item #2,
Review of batch report 6T-1527

4-119-NDT-00569, R2, SS

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, SS

Adequate?
Y/N

y

WIPP-010, R3, S6.2

46

Item Reviewed

::·':>.· oAtA.
vAl..ioAt10N,
Rev1EW,
veR.1FieArioN
ANo·REPORtrNG
·•
.·· ·''···: ··'·
... ··, .. ·.-··
. . '>"-.' .. ·· ..
·'·,·· .
'"·'···
.,.: .. · ·..
'·
.· .,,:, :, '

Do procedures ensure that the generator data, all applicable
requirements for data collection and management specified
in 83-10, is achieved.
(Section 83-10)

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)

Examples of Implementation

y
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Procedure Documented
Location

Examples of Implementation
Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
YIN

50

Do procedures ensure that the site submit testing data
reports for each waste container? Do these forms go to the
site project office? Do they use approved standard forms?
(Section 83-12)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.3
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S10.3

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060,
6T-1531, 6T-1532A

y

51

At the data generation level, do procedures ensure that all
electronic and video data stored appropriately to ensure that
waste container, sample, and associated QA data are
readily retrievable? Are radiography tapes reviewed, at a
minimum of every tenth waste container against the data
reported on the radiography form?
(Section 83-10)

4-W30-NDT-00664, R1, S10.3 and
S8.6
4-119-NDT-00569, R2, S10.3 and
S8.6

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060,
6T-1531, 6T-1532A

y

52

At the project level, do procedures require the site QA officer WIPP-010, R3, App.7
to certify that the radiography data are complete and
acceptable based on the videotape review of at least one
waste container per testing batch or daily, whichever is less
frequent?
(Section 83-10)

y

A-99-07, Verified by review of
batch reports; 5T-0059, 5T-0060,
6T-1531, 6T-1532A

y
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#
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Examples of Implementation

Question
Location
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Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed
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CONFJftMATtO"' OF RADJ()GRAPHtC RESULTS

~

.·

Adequate?
YIN
;
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.
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;

.

;

..

..

1

As a QC check on radiography, do procedures or other
documentation require that the site open and visually
examine a statistical portion of the retreivably stored waste
containers?
(Section 81-3b(3))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S5.0 and S10.3
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S2

y

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S2
A-99-07, Observed video of
visual examinations

y

2

Do site procedures ensure that the site use the data from
visual examination to check the Waste Matrix Code,
absence Of prohibited items, and waste material parameter
weight estimates, as determined by radiography?
(Section 81-3b(3))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Reviewed batch data reports VE98-001, and VE-98-002

y

3

Do site procedures ensure that the site use the data
obtained from the visual examination to determine the
percentage of miscertified waste containers for.each Waste
stream as required in Section 82-1?
(Section 81-3b(3))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S5.4.2 and
S10.1.2
WIPP-010, R3, S6.4

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed the RTR visual
feedback file

y

Not done on a waste stream
basis, this is an overall site
miscertification rate.

4

Do site procedures require, for the first year of operation, if a 95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S5.4.2
WIPP-010, R3, S6.4
site"specific historical miscertification rate has not been.
established for each waste stteam, that the site use INEEL's
historical miscertification rate of 2% to calculate the number
of waste containers that must be visually examined during
the first year of program activities?
(Section 82-1)

y

RFETS is in the second year of
operations, miscertification rate
calculations were reviewed
during A-99-07 for FY99

y

Not done on a waste stream
basis because the sample
size will be too small to be
statistically valid.

5

Has the site established a site-specific miscertification rate
fOt each Waste stream? Is the site's revised miscertification
rate based on the last 12 (or more) months of certification
activities? Are procedures established requiring the site to
determine a site-specific miscertification rate?
(Section 82-1)

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed the RTR visual
feedback file
Miscertification rate is 3.7%

y

Not done on a waste stream
basis.

WIPP-010, R3, S6.4

,.
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Procedure Documented

#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

6

Table 82-1 presents the number of waste containers
requiring visual examination by miscertification rate and
annual number of waste containers undergoing
characterization. Do procedures ensure that the annual
number of waste containers undergoing characterization are
within the range used in the table (50 to 500)? Is the
miscertification rate within the range presented in the table
(1% to 6%)?
(Section 82-1)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.3

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Miscertification rate for FY99 is
3.7%

y

WIPP-010, R3, S6.4

7

Do procedures ensure that waste containers are randomly
selected and examined based on established visual
examination procedures? Were only waste containers
certified for compliance with WIPP-WAC and TRAMPAC
selected?
(Section 82-1)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.3

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 2T,
Reviewed sample selection
reports

y

8

Do procedures ensure that once containers have been
visually examined, was the UCL90 for the proportion
miscertified calculated?
(Section 82-1)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.3

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 2T,
Reviewed sample selection
reports

y

9

Do procedures ensure that the site takes precautions to
ensure that corrective actions taken after the containers
were visually examined to improve certification accuracy
were not used to adjust the visual examination results and
the UCL90 ?
(Section 83-13)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.3

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 2T,
Procedure cites QAPP for
calculation of UCL 90

y

10

Do procedures ensure that the facility use the
hypergeometric distribution for the UCL90 calculation? The
normal distribution is not allowed. If the binomial distribution
was used, was N larger than 500 waste containers?
(Section 82-1)

WIPP-009, R1, S6.3
95-QAPjP-005, S5.4.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist item 2T,
Procedure cites QAPP for
calculation of UCLg0

y

11

Do procedures ensure that the results of the visual
examination are forwarded to the radiography facility?
(Section 81-3b(3))

WIPP-010, R3, S6.4.2

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #5,
Reviewed the RTR visual
feedback file

y
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#

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

I Adequate?

Adequate?
YIN

Item Reviewed

YIN (Why)

I

'I:,
12 I Is there documentation which shows that a standardized
training program for visual inspection examiners has been
developed? Does it include both formal classroom and OJT?
Is it specific to the site and include the various waste
configurations generated/stored at the site?
(Section B1-3b(3))
13

I Is there documentation which shows that the visual
inspectors receive training on the specific waste generating
processes, typical packaging configurations, and waste
material parameters expected to be found in each matrix
parameter category at the site?
(Section B1-3b(3))

14 I Is there documentation which shows that the OJT and
apprenticeship conducted by a qualified, experienced
operator?

,TRAINING

T

PLN-97-007, R4 App.1
Course # 032-913-01

y

A-99-07 Checklist items #1 and
#4, Verified that the training
matrix includes QAPjP
requirements
A-99-021,Verified by review of
course material for 032-913-01

y

PLN-97-007, R4 App.1
Course# 032-913-01, SI

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #4,
Verified that the training matrix
includes QAPjP requirements
A-99-021, Verified by review of
course material for 032-913-01

y

PLN-97-007, R4 App. 1 P. 7
Course# 032-913-01

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #4,
Verified that the training matrix
includes QAPjP requirements
A -99-021, Verified the VE
Qualification is biennial and
review of course 032-913-01

y

PLN-97-007, R4 App. 1
Course # 032-913-01

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #4,
Verified that the training matrix
includes QAPjP requirements

y

Are the visual inspectors requalified once every two years?
(Section B 1-3b(3))
15 I Is the site specific training program based on ASME PJQA 1
th~f6Jlowing elements:
Formal Training
- Project Requirements
- State and Federal Regulations
-Application Techniques
- Site-Specific Instruction

A-99-021, Course 032-913-01
and review of table provided in
memo from RMRS Training
Officer (Paul Pigeon) dated
612199 - Table links WAP
requirements with courses in
Appendix 1

On-the-Job Training
- Identification of Packaging Configurations
- Identification of Waste Material Parameters
- Weight and Volume Estimation
- Identification of Prohibited Items
(Section B1-3b(4),(5))
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Question
Location

I

Adequate?
Y/N (Why)

...::;"t·•,is::<=:.': ·-- , ~,_,·=:.~ ·i· _;;-;:~-:.-

'L\)!' ~:- -~-~- -<v~i-<;,

:;}0---

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

"'.~:-~;Fe . ._,·: ,·~7 ·~,,~<> ·

,, VISUAL
. -·- . ,._,., ., EAAMINATION
- . . ·' .... , . .
.:• EXPERt.~EQUIREMENTS
- ...,; .
'·"·' . . i·:,·:... .,
·~

i'::: ·:\

.:;· . ••

.

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S10.3
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1
PLN-97-007, R4

y

A-99-21
Verified training matrix for VE
and VE ( R. Robledo) training
records (6/99)

y

17 I Does documentation ensure that the visual examination
expert responsible for the overall management and
implementation of the visual examination aspects of the
program? Does the site's QAPjP specify the selection,
qualification, and training requirements of the visual
examination expert?
(Section B 1-3b(5))

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S10.3

y

A-99-07 Verifiied by adequacy
review of QAPjP

y

18 I Do site documents indicate that the visual examination
expert decided the extent of waste segregation within a
container are necessary to achieve program objectives?
(Section B1-3b(5)) Is the decision correct?

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S10.3
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Review of batch data reports;
VE-98-001 and VE-98-002

y

19 I Does the site's OAPjP specify decision-making criteria for
the visual examination expert to follow when determining the
appropriate degrees of segregation? Does the site have
SOPs to support the visual examination process? How does
the visual examination expert document the basis for his/her
decision?
(Section B1-3b(5))

95-0APjP-0050, R3, S10.3
4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Review of batch reports; VE98001, and VE-98-002
Decisions are documented on
the VE Drum Log

y

16

I

Does documentation ensure that the site has designated a
visual examination expert? Has the visual examination
expert completed all of the required training? Is the visual
examination expert familiar with the waste generating
processes that have taken place at the site? Is the visual
examination expert familiar with all of the types of waste
being characterized at that site?
(Section B1-3b(5))

Comment
(e.g., any change in
procedure since last audit,
etc.)
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~
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Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

.. x: •·.: ,. Vist.JALEXAMtNAttON 'P~<?s~ouRes.

· ·::·

.;!

/.

Adequate?
Y/N

. >

·..

4-T47-TRU-002, RO
Do procedures indicate that visual examination is based on
a semi-quantitative and/or qualitative evaluation of the waste 4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1
container contents and that the examination recorded on
audio/videotape or equivalent?
(Section B1-3b(3))

y

A-99-07, Verified by observation
of tapes

y

21

Do site procedures ensure that the visual inspector records
the description of the waste container contents on-eey
data form? Does the description clearly identify the
appropriate matrix parameter categories listed in the BIR? Is
the information sufficient to estimate weights of waste
material parameters?
(Section B1-3b(3))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5 and
App. 3

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Reviewed batch data reports;
VE-98-001, and VE-98-002

y

22

Do site procedures ensure that when the bags are not
opened, a brief written description of the contents of the
bags is prepared to document the estimated amounts of
each waste type in the bags, based upon the use of
histo'rically derived waste weight tables and an estimation of
the waste volumes?
(Section B1-3b(5)

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Reviewed batch data reports;
VE-98-001 and VE-98-002

y

23

Do site procedures ensure that the written records of visual
examination are supplemented with the audio/video
recording Or equivalent?
(Section B1-3b(6))

4-T47-TRU-002, RO

y

A-99-07, Verified by observation
of tapes for "Visual Exam FY99"

y

24

Does the site have a site-specific SOP for conducting visual
examinations?
(Section B1-3b(5))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Review of batch reports VE-98001 and VE-98-002

y

25

Do site documents include criteria for the visual examination
expert to have in his/her decision-making criteria for
assessing the need to open the bags/packages in order to
identify all of their contents?
(Section B1-3b(5))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S6.5

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Review of batch reports VE-98001 and VE-98-002

y

95-QAPjP-0050, R3, S10.3
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Procedure Documented

Examples of Implementation

Question
Location

Adequate?
YIN (Why)

Item Reviewed

Adequate?
Y/N

NA

Does not apply to visual
exam. This section refers to
sample custody (1 bullet
mistakenly uses "waste
container" when it should be
"waste sample", this was a
typo in the application.)

26

Do site procedures ensure that if follows all the waste
container handling and chain-of-custody procedures
described in Section B 1-4?
(Section 81-4)

NA

27

In cases when visual examination is done as a QC check to
the~ radiography results, are precautions taken to
ensure that the visual examination team does not review the
ffFR radiography results prior to the visual examination?
(Section B1-3b(3))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S5.1,
Step12

y

A-99-07, Observation of VE
operations

y

28

Are there SOPs for ensuring that headspace gas sampling
is conducted prior to the visual examination team's opening
of the waste container?
(Section B1-3b(3))

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, S5.1,
Step 3

y

A-99-07, Review of Drum
Traveler and batch reports VE99-01 and VE-99-002

y

29

Do site procedures ensure that when liquids are found, a
description of their location, container, and estimated
volume are recorded, and segregated?
(Section B-3c)

4-H80-776-ASRF-007, R1, App. 3

y

A-99-07 Checklist item #6,
Review of batch data reports;
VE-98-001, and VE-98-002

y
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